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Abstract 
The aim of the work reported in this thesis was to investigate the physical principles 
and potential applications of wavefront coding. This technique enables extended 
depth of field and greatly reduced sensitivity to defocus-related and higher-order 
aberrations whilst maintaining diffraction-limited resolution in incoherent imaging 
systems. Wavefront coding involves the introduction of an asymmetric refractive 
mask close to the aperture stop so as to encode the image with a specific point 
spread function that, when combined with decoding of the recorded image, can 
enable accurate image acquisition even in the presence of aberrations. 
In practical imaging systems, this enhancement is subject to a range of con- 
straints and limitations which have been neglected in previous works. We show that 
although wavefront coding has sometimes been presented as a panacea, it is more 
realistic to consider it as an additional parameter in the optimisation. process. This 
research explores the trade offs involved in the application of wavefront coding to low- 
cost imaging systems for use in the thermal infrared and visible imaging systems, 
showing how very useful performance enhancements can be achieved in practical 
systems. Some of the original contributions of this work include the design of new 
phase masks, a new understanding of the fundamental physical principles in terms 
of the decomposition of the optical transfer function, appraisal of the restoration is- 
sues (detector sampling, noise amplification and axtefacts in the digitally processed 
image) and the design and manufacture of a wavefront-coded infraxed singlet. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
The rapid developments in electronic technology in the past two decades have had 
a considerable impact on imaging systems [1]. Undoubtedly, the most important 
contributions come from advanced post-detection digital signal processing and sub- 
stitution of film by focal plane array sensors*. The on-going expansion of imaging 
technology taking place in the consumer and military markets is mainly associated to 
advances in the field of electronics as opposed to the comparatively slower progress 
achieve in optics. Modern optics has become remaxkably dependent on electronics. 
Nevertheless, in the last few years, a new generation of imaging systems has demon- 
strated that future advancements in imaging may not be based purely on electronics 
but on a mutually beneficial symbiosis of optics and electronics. It is therefore nec- 
essary to change the conventional and well-established notion of an imaging system 
as an unconnected sequence of multiple optical components, followed by a detector 
and followed by post-detection signal processing. This traditional design methodol- 
ogy was already being reviewed back in 1984 when a group investigating the limits 
of image resolution noticed the potential of increasing the performance of imaging 
systems by jointly designing the optics, the focal plane axray sensor and the post- 
detection image processing [3]. The performance of this type of system is controlled 
through joint design and optimization of all the components, and in particular, the 
post-detection processing which now becomes an integral part and is not added sub- 
sequently to enhance the quality of the image as occurs in traditional systems. An 
imager designed using this approach has been commonly called an integrated com- 
putational imaging system (ICIS). In an ICIS the task of forming an image does not 
*For the first time in 2002, more digital cameras were sold than film cameras [2]. 
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depend solely on the optical components and detector but to a greater extent the 
digital signal processing. One example of an early type of ICIS was, in an unexpected 
way, the Hubble Space Telescope: image recovery techniques hit the headlines when 
they were used to restore early images that suffered from excessive spherical aber- 
ration [4]. Since the nature and magnitude of the aberrations were known, it was 
possible to alleviate them using digital image processing. The telescope operated 
functionally for three years despite the significant optical defects, until it was finally 
repaired in orbit. 
It was not long before reseaxchers realised the potential advantages that could 
be gained from premeditatedly introducing aberrations in a computational imaging 
system. While this may at first appear counterintuitive, it can be beneficial (in 
some way, it is like defocusing an optical system to correct for spherical aberration). 
An important example of this specially-designed system is Dowski and Cathey's 
extended-depth-of-field imaging system [5]. Other notable examples of ICIS sys- 
tems are Matic and Goodman's spatial filtering architecture [61 and Descour and 
Dereniak's computer tomography imager [7]. In all these systems the image formed 
at the detector appears highly distorted and digital processing is necessary to recover 
the final image. 
The imaging technique described by Dowski et al. has been called Wavefront 
Coding and provides performance that cannot be matched by traditionally-designed 
systems: it enables aberration tolerance (specially defocus) to be greatly extended 
without sacrificing light gathering efficiency or angular resolution. This is important 
in many applications where fast optics are employed, for instance in microscopy for 
in-focus imaging of biological samples that are thicker than the microscope's depth 
of field. Similarly, it could also be used to increase the depth of field of millimeter- 
wave scanners. The technique also gives the ability to maximize image quality whilst 
minimizing cost, complexity and weight in the system. 
The fundamental concept of wavefront coding involves considering the lens 
and its associated detector as an imperfect communication channel: a coding mask 
adds a special phase modulation to the wavefront prior to transmission through the 
lens and electronic decoding is used to decode the recorded optical image, which is 
the convolution of an ideal image and the point spread function (PSF) due to the 
wavefront coding mask. The implementation of this concept is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. 
A crucial aspect of wavefront coding is that the PSF should exhibit two im- 
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portant qualities: (a) it is approximately invariant to variations in the magnitude 
of specific optical aberrations -the most important of which is defocus or defocus- 
related; and (b) the associated modulation transfer functions exhibits no zeros. The 
absence of zeros means that, in principle, a high fidelity image can be recovered 
using digital processing and the invariance of the PSF means that a single inversion 
filter can be used to remove the blur, which sharpens the image over an extended 
depth of field. The most useful type of PSF is extended and asymmetrical -the op- 
posite of the characteristic compact point Airy disc PSF produce by well-corrected 
optics. These PSFs can be produced by phase masks that have a cubic or generalised 
cubic shape. The details of the derivation of antisymmetric phase masks by various 
mathematical methods are reported in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 together with a 
literature review of the different techniques and methods conceived to increase the 
depth of field. The performance of the wavefront coding technique is investigated by 
means of the common optical parameters such as optical transfer functions and point 
spread functions. We have also investigated the wavefront coding process from a 
novel geometrical optics approach, providing a simplified and clarifying description. 
Although the best aberration invariability is obtained with antisymmetric 
phase masks, their lack of radial symmetry represents an additional challenge to the 
current low-cost manufacturing tools. In some applications, acceptable aberration 
mitigation can be achieved by the use of rotationally symmetric phase masks which 
benefit from low-cost manufacturing. In Chapter 3, we have expanded previous work 
carried out by Samir Mezouari and demonstrated the potential of rotationally sym- 
metric quartic filters to yield reduced sensitivity to primary third-order aberrations 
such as astigmatism and coma. Earlier work reported the use of quartic filters to 
correct spherical aberration and defocus. 
The mathematical methods employed in Chapter 2 and 3 are efficient in syn- 
thesizing the shape of wavefront coding phase masks against specific criteria and 
aberrations, but the performance parameters are not amenable to simple calcula- 
tion and interpretation and nor do they readily yield a physical insight into the 
underlying process. In Chapter 4, we report a novel insight into the fundamental 
physical principles of image formation. Although the approach is pertinent to all 
aspects of incoherent imaging, its application to wavefront coding is of paxticulax 
interest; it enables a rather abstract technique involving two-dimensional integrals 
of oscillatory functions to be simplified in terms of the equation for a straight line 
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from which we obtain the performance parameters. 
The work covered in this thesis is motivated by a need for a comprehensive 
and reliable evaluation of wavefront coding as well as by the search of novel imag- 
ing solutions in military and commercial applications. Wavefront coding has at- 
tracted many commercial interests since its conception a decade ago. Recently, this 
technology has been targeting mass-market consumer and commercial applications 
such as mobile phones or security and surveillance systems [8]. It is this highly- 
lucrative market that has certainly helped to overemphasize across the literature 
the benefits of this technology whilst overlooking the problems and disadvantages 
that inevitably compromise the performance of wavefront coded imaging systems. 
There are of course important tradeoffs in the wavefront coding technique. The most 
prominent of these are artifacts and noise amplification in the restored image. The 
coding process clearly reduces the contrast of the detected image, image restoration 
recovers a high-contrast image, but also amplifies the noise accompanying detection. 
Although a high-quality image can be recorded over a wider range of optical aber- 
rations than by conventional imaging, the signal-to-noise ratio can be considerably 
poorer than the best image recorded by traditional means. An extensive character- 
ization of the restoration process including the impact of noise amplification in the 
decoded image is presented in Chapter 5. Also for the first time, we have performed 
an in-depth study of the effect of detector sampling and aliasing on wavefront coding 
performance. It is surprising that very little or no research has been done before 
despite of the functional dependency of wavefront coding on pixelated solid-state 
detector. 
A prominent feature of wavefront coding is that it enables some of the burden 
for image formation to be shifted from a requirement for high-performance, high-cost 
imaging lenses to high-performance, low-cost post-detection digital processing. One 
example where this is becoming increasingly important is in the low-cost thermal 
imaging used by the military and emergency services. The biggest breakthrough in 
thermal imaging for low-cost applications came with the advent of uncooled thermal 
sensors. These devices operate at room temperature, a characteristic that leads to re- 
duced system complexity, size and cost. However, the optics used in thermal imagers 
are inherently expensive to manufacture. The fast optics required for high sensitivity 
employ not only multi-element aspheric lenses for aberration control but also infrared 
transmissive material such as germanium and gallium arsenide, which are expensive 
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and tend to introduce large amounts of thermal-related defocus and chromatic aber- 
ration. Infrared optics therefore offer significant cost challenges to designers. This 
is the motivation for exploring, in Chapter 6, the use of wavefront coding to extend 
the operational temperature range (from -201C to +70'C) of a infrared rifle scope 
in which no traditional athermalization techniques axe implemented. Nevertheless, 
the technique has the greatest impact when it comes to minimizing field-related 
aberrations. In collaboration with our project partners, QinetiQ (UK), Qioptiq 
(UK) and Saab Bofors Dynamics (Sweden), we have employed wavefront coding to 
demonstrate the world's first high-performance single-element thermal-imaging lens. 
We show that the imaging system employing this single-element coded lens exhibits 
image sharpness across the field of view equal to one employing a traditional two- 
element lens, but with the reduced cost and weight associated with the simpler lens. 
The penalty for extended performance is a small increase in noise in the detected 
image, although the overall image quality is clearly superior. Crucially, the image 
quality is sufficient for many military and emergency-service applications. On-going 
improvements in'detector sensitivity will reduce system noise in uncooled detectors 
and it will provide scope for the use of wavefront coding in low-cost thermal imagers 
whilst maintaining current performance levels. 
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Chapter 2 
Theory of Wavefront Coding 
Summary. In this chapter we give a review of the concept of depth of field and the 
theory of wavefront coding. The phase mask responsible for increasing the tolerance 
to defocus is derived by means of the ambiguity function and stationary phase ap- 
proximation following a new method. Additionally, a geometrical optics description 
of the wavefront coding imaging process is presented together with analytical equa, 
tions of the ray tracing and caustic near the image focal plane. The derivation of the 
caustic curve provides valuable performance parameters and principles to design new 
phase masks. 
2.1 Depth of Field 
The design of optical imaging systems is intricately involved with the control of 
imaging aberrations. The most prominent of these is defocus, i. e. a displacement 
between the location of the object and image planes. Defocus also occurs due to 
chromatic aberration and thermal drift or due to imperfect manufacture and align- 
ment of fixed focus lenses. We consider an optical system to be in-focus when the 
image features axe most sharply defined, and the system is transmitting the broadest 
bandwidth of spatial frequencies from the corresponding object focal plane. Since, 
in general, the scene being imaged is three dimensional rather than two dimensional, 
it becomes unavoidable to consider contributions from out of focus objects which 
will exhibit a characteristic image blur depending on their displacement from the 
in-focus plane. 
The depth of field is defined as the amount by which the range of the object 
may be changed whilst retaining acceptable image sharpness [9]. The concept of 
depth of field rests on the assumption that for a given optical system, there exits 
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Figure 2.1: (a) Relationship between wavefront error due to defocus W20 and depth 
of field. (b) The measure of defect of focus in the image space. 
a blur, due to defocus, of small enough size such that it will not adversely affect 
the performance of the optical system. The relationship between depth of field and 
defocus aberration is illustrated in Fig. 2.1(a), where a range of objects displaced 
from the plane of best focus results in a wavefront error. The wavefront error 
produced by defocus is generally described in terms of the defocus coefficient W20 
[10]. In the image space, W2o measures the defect of focus at the edge of the exit 
pupil by the optical path length of the intercept between the emergent wavefront 
and the reference sphere centred at an axial point in the detector plane and an axial 
point in the plane of best focus, as shown in Fig. 2.1 (b). 
The optical path difference W between both wavefronts at any point (x, y) 
within the exit pupil can be readily calculated from simple geometrical ray tracing 
in Fig. 2.1(b). It can be demonstrated that the optical path difference is given by 
W(x, y) -2 2). l(1 L)(X+y Zd zi (2.1) 
where zd and zi are the distances from the exit pupil to the defocused plane and 
image plane respectively. At the edge of a circular exit pupil of radius R, W(x, y) 
defines the magnitude of the defocus coefficient W20, thus 
W2 0R1- 
1) 
. 2 
(zd 
Zi 
(2.2) 
Finally, when the focal length f of the optical system is known, W20 can be 
expressed in a more convenient fashion in terms of the relative displacement Jz 
8 
between the ideal and detector planes 
Z (R) 
2 
W2 0 
LZ 
(2.3) 
2f 
The defocus coefficient W20 is an appropriate indication of the severity of the 
focusing error. It can be negative or positive, depending on whether the emerging 
wavefront lies at the right-hand side or left-hand side of the reference sphere respec- 
tively. Some authors [ill tend to describe the focusing error in terms of the defocus 
parameter ? P, which is defined as 
0= kW2o, (2.4) 
where k= 27r/, \ is the wave number and A is the wavelength of the illumination. 
There are several criteria based on the on-axis irradiance of the point spread function 
for evaluating the defocus tolerance, or more generally the aberration tolerance in 
optical systems: Strehl ratio [121, Mar6chal rule [13] and Rayleigh quarter-wave 
criterion [141. However, it is a general practice to consider the Hopkins criterion 
[5,11,15] for determining the depth of field or the maximum amount of defocus 
that can be tolerated. The Hopkins criterion states that the performance of an 
optical system is acceptable provided that the defocus parameter'O is approximately 
less than 1 (W2o ý- 0.215A) for a circular aperture. In the image plane this means 
that a little bit of power would be coupled from the Airy disk, hence brightening 
the first bright ring and dropping the axial intensity by 80 % of its peak value. 
In practical terms, however, the point spread function still looks Airy-like to the 
observer. Throughout this work, we have adopted this criterion as a measure of the 
defocus invariance potential present in an hybrid optical-digital imaging system. 
2.2 Extended-depth-of-field optical systems 
Increasing the depth of field of an imaging system has long been an area, of extensive 
research. 'ftaditionally, increased depth of field is achieved in an incoherent optical 
system by stopping down the aperture of the system, since depth of field is inversely 
proportional to the size of the aperture, large aperture results in smaller depth of 
field. Reducing the width of the optical aperture is not however an ideal method 
to extend the depth of field as two significant problems arise: a loss of angular 
resolution and a reduction in light power at the image plane, causing a decrease in 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.2: Depth, of field in a traditional optical system fpr two values of the f- 
number: (a) F15.6 and (b) reduced aperiurc F132 with increased depth of field and 
reduced Light throughput. 
the signal to noise ratio. In addition, the depth of field gained is relatively modest. 
This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The iniage (a) ou the left is from a F/5.6 
optical system. It has a very modest depth of field and only a very small part, of the 
image is in focus. The linage (b) on the right, illustrates the increased depth of field 
achieved by stopping down the aperture, from F/5.6 to F/32. The F/32 inlilge has 
a much larger depth of field and more parts in the image are iii focus. The cost, of' 
this extended depth of field has been to decrease the aperture radius by a factor of 
four. This reduced aperture captures less thau 1/32 of the optical power t hroughput 
acquired by the F/5.6 system and also decreases the angular resolutiou ofthe unage 
by a factor of four. 
Many attempts have been made to produce au optical system insensitive to 
defocus and with increased depth of field as evidenced by the volume of literature 
dedicated to the subject. One of the carly methods of increasing the depth of 
field without apodizers was described by Musler in 1972 [161. It required that the 
focus be continuously varied during the exposure time of the imaging system. As 
a result, the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the system was an incoherent 
superposition of the MTFs at different focus positions during tit(, exposure of the 
camera. Post-detection signal processing was then used to obtain sharp details of the 
image. Until very recently, the control of defocus j111(j, tit general, the reduction of 
third-order aberrations (such as spherical aberration), were carried out by ineans of 
absorptive inasks placed in the aperture stop. Annular ring pupil finictions have been 
widely studied because of their known ability to increase tit(, tolerance of defocus 
10 
relative to a clear aperture [17,18,191. To avoid some limitations associated with 
annular apertures, such as low optical throughput, several authors have reported 
using shade masks that cover the whole pupil aperture [20] or using several annuli 
[211. Mino et al. [22], demonstrated that by decreasing the amplitude transmittance 
gradually from the center of the pupil towards its edges the quality of a defocused 
imaged was slightly improved. Within this field of study, special recognition must 
be given to the research carried out by Ojeda-Castafieda in reducing the sensitivity 
to defocus through the application of apodizers to block portions of the aperture 
[23,24,25,26,27,281. These apodizers clearly absorb optical power which results 
in a loss of signal-to-noise ratio. In some way, Ojeda-Castafieda's work in Ref. [231, 
in which an iterative digital restoration algorithm was used to improve substantially 
the defocused optical transfer function of a previously apodized optical system, can 
be regarded as a precursor of the current optical-digital hybrid methods. Other 
techniques obtain relatively limited depth of field by exploiting the concept of a 
multifocal system, for example, with a quasi-bifocus birefringent lens positioned 
between two polarizers [29,301. 
In 1995 Dowski et al. [5] presented wavefront coding for increasing the depth 
of field of incoherent imaging systems which did not suffer from the disadvantages of 
previous techniques mentioned above. Since Wavefront Coding was presented, there 
has been a recent growth of interest in the use of hybrid optical-digital techniques 
which incorporate a phase only mask at the aperture stop of an optical system 
[31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42]. In techniques were radially symmet- 
ric phase masks are employed, the postdetection digital processing is optional. In 
Zalevsky's work, for instance, an all-optical approach whereby a phase mask con- 
sisting of several multiplexed Fresnel lenses positioned in the pupil of an imaging 
system increases the depth of field significantly without applying any postdetection 
image processing [36,431. Nevertheless the increased depth of field is couple with a 
reduction in image contrast and resolution. Recently, a binary phase only element 
with low spatial frequency was placed in the entrance pupil of an imaging system (a 
mobile phone camera) providing increased depth of focus [44]. The acquired image 
did not require a digital restoration stage, although one may use digital restoration 
to achieve better contrast. 
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2.3 Theory of Wavefront Coding 
In this section a mathematical expression of the phase mask function that extends 
the depth of field of an optical system is derived by means of the stationary phase 
approximation together with the ambiguity function. Although the starting point of 
our derivation corresponds to the one originally adopted by Dowski, we have taken 
an alternative course by assuming a more general phase mask function described as a 
Taylor series. After lengthy mathematical manipulation similar results are obtained. 
2.3.1 Ambiguity function 
Since Papoulis [451 applied the Woodward function [46] or ambiguity function to 
Fourier optics for describing diffraction and image-formation problems, the ambi- 
guity function has proven to be a useful tool for characterizing the performance of 
the optical transfer function (OTF) of an incoherent optical system in the presence 
of defocus and various aberrations [15,47,48,49,50,31]. The ambiguity function 
has its origins in radar ranging applications and has been widely examined [51,521. 
Although, the interpretation and usage of the ambiguity function in radar signal 
processing axe entirely different from the optical transfer function, the similarity 
in the form of both equations has provided with new tools in analyzing imaging 
systems. Furthermore, it has been shown that the ambiguity function of the pupil 
function of an optical system is a polar display of the OTF with defocus as variable. 
This geometrical interpretation yields the OTF for any given amount of focus error 
[53,48,54]. To illustrate the importance of this result, the ambiguity function of a 
standard rectangular aperture is calculated. According to Ref. [45], the ambiguity 
function of an unaberrated pupil function p(x) is defined as 
00 
A(V, t) = 
100 
p (x + v12) p (x - v12) exp(i21rtx)dx 
(2.5) 
00 9 ip (X) 12 dx 
100 
For simplicity, we consider here only one-dimensional pupils to allow a geometrical 
representation of the results. The definition of the ambiguity function can be eas- 
ily extended for two-dimensional pupils, however the ambiguity function would be 
described in a four-dimensional space and there would be no way to display it. 
The one-dimensional OTF of an incoherent optical system is defined as the 
12 
autocorrelation of the generalised pupil function P(x) [551 
00 1P 
(x + v12) P* (x - v12) dx 
H(v) =' 00 3 
(2.6) 
f 
00 
1p (X) 12 dx 
where x is the normalised pupil coordinate, v is the normalised spatial frequency. 
The generalised pupil function is given by 
P(x) = p(x) exp[ikW(x)], (2.7) 
where the coefficient k represents the wave number, k= 27r/A and W(x) is the one- 
dimensional aberration function. Since the OTF in Eq. (2.6) is expressed in terms 
of a normalised spatial coordinate, the pupil function p(x) is given thus, 
P(X) 
1 if 1XI <1 
(2.8) 
0 otherwise 
The generalised pupil function P(x) of a optical system with only defocus aberration 
is expressed in terms of the defocus coefficient W20 
21 P(x) = p(x) exp 
(i 
Ar 
W20X 2 (2.9) 
Thus, substituting Eq. (2.9) into Eq. (2.6), the one-dimensional OTF for a defocused 
optical system is given by 
1 00 27r H(V; W20) =- p(x + v12)p(x - v12) exp -(2W20v) dx. (2.10) 2 
foo li 
A X] 
A comparison of the expressions of both the ambiguity function in Eq. (2.5) and the 
defocus OTF in Eq. (2.10), enables one to establish an important relationship for 
the analysis of defocused imaging systems, 
H(v; W2o) 
=A (v, t= 2W2ov/A) . 
(2.11) 
It follows that a projection of the point (v, 2vW201A) of the ambiguity function onto 
the v-axis yields the OTF for spatial frequency v and defocus W20. Therefore, the 
ambiguity function in Eq. (2.5) contains the OTFs for all values of defocus. 
The usefulness of the relationship shown in Eq. (2.11) can be readily demon- 
strated in the case of a rectangularly separable traditional incoherent optical sys- 
tem. The one-dimensional generalised pupil function for such a system is simply 
P(x) = p(x) = rect(x), where rect(x) =1 if IxI :51 and rect(x) =0 otherwise. To 
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Figure 2.3: Ambiguity function for a clear uniform rcctangular apcTlurc. Dcfocus 
coefficient W20 in units of wavelength (A). 
calculate the ambiguity function Lssociat(, (l with this aperture, we substitute P(x) 
in Eq. (2.5) and obtain 
A(v, t) I- 
lv' 
shic 271 1- 
IVI 
(2.12) 
2)2)] 
where sinco = sin 7ro/7ro. The representation of the two-dimensional ambiguity 
function of this rectangular pupil is shown in Fig. 2.3, and it, allows us to visualize 
simultaneously all OTFs as a function of defocus. The projection onto the v-axis 
of a slice through tile origin of tile ambiguity function with a slope of 2W20/A 
represents the OTF of the optical system for a defocus value of W2(), as sbown in 
the density plot of tile ambiguity function of Fig. 2.4(a). For instance, when the 
radial line is horizontal and coincides with the v-axis, the OTF corresponds to the 
in-focus position (W2o ý 0) where most of the energy of the ambiguity function 
is concentrated. Also shown are the radial lines with slopes of I and 2, whose 
projections onto the v-axis correspond to defocused OTF with W-2() = 0.5A and 
W20 = 1, \ respectively as shown in Fig. 2.4(b). By examination of the Fig. 2.4(a) 
and (b) we can verify the relationship between the ambiguity function and the OTF 
shown is Eq. (2.11). 
We have shown that the defocus tolerance of an optical system can be eval- 
uated by simple inspection of the ambiguity function. Obviously, optical systems 
described by various pupil finictions will exhibit different ambiguity functions and 
thus different OTFs. In the next section, the ainhigulty function will he used as 
a design tool to control the pupil function and increase tile tolerance to (lefocus. 
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Figure 2.4: (a)Density plot of the ambiguity function for a uniform rectangular 
aperture (the grey-scale has been scaled for enhanced visibility). The radial lines 
with slopes 0,1 and 2 in (a) correspond to optical transfer functions in (b) with 
defocus W20 = 0,0.5 and 1, in units of u; at)clcngtli, (A). 
This is achieved without substantially reducing the light throughput and resolu- 
tion. Unfortunately, the use of the ambiguity function to display the performance 
of incoherent optical systenis is restricted to a 01 iv-dii nensiol 1,11 problem. Only pupil 
functions that can be described by a rectangularly separable expression, as will be 
shown in the next section, or circularly symmetric functions ms in Refs. [39,481 can 
be analyzed with this method. 
2.3.2 Design of an extended-dept h-of- field optical system 
It has been shown that the ambiguity function is in analytical instrument that 
allows us to examine and design OTFs for all values of defocus simultaneously. 
Consequently, optical systenis with improved depth of field by ineans of amplitude 
(central obscurations or gaussian apodizers) or phase filters can be practically de- 
tected by simple examination of their corresponding ambiguity functions. In this 
section, we derive a phase-only filter that produces an ambiguity function invariant 
to defocus. The choiee for a phasc filter is dictated by the aim of obtaining maximum 
light gathering and resolution. 
Consider the expression of a one-dimensional gencralised pupil function III 
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normalised coordinates written as 
P(X) exp[iO(x)] 
for jxj :51 
0 otherwise 
where O(x) represents an undefined phase delay introduced by the phase mask placed 
at the pupil plane of an incoherent optical system. The ambiguity function for this 
general phase mask is obtained by replacing Eq. (2.13) into Eq. (2.5) and adjusting 
the integration limits to the size of the pupil, 
(I - JvJ12) 
A(v, t) =2 exp[iO(x + v12)] exp[-iO(x - v12)] exp(i27rtx)dx, 
(2-14) 
with IvI < 2. A judicious choice of the non-linear function produces an AF with 
high tolerance to defocus. To obtain a general solution of this expression, we write 
the phase function in term of its Taylor series 
1 
O(x+v12) = 0(X)+0'(X)(V)+1,0'1(X)(V)24 
10(3) 
(X) 
(V)3+ 
*** . 31 
+ ýi 0, (X) 2 
and for O(x - v12), 
(V) 
+2v3 Oil(X) 
(V) 
O(x - v12) = O(x) - 0'(x) 22 
0(3) (X) + 
+ 
(-')non(X) (V) (n) 
+ (2.16) 
n! 2 
By subtracting Eq. (2.16) from Eq. (2.15) and replacing the result into Eq. (2-14), 
the ambiguity function becomes 
(I Iml/2) 
A(v, t) =f exp[ip(x)] exp(i27rtx)dx, for IvI :52, (2.17) 
where the function p(x) is defined by 
1 
o(3) (X) 
(V)3 
p(x) 2 f(X) 
0+- 10 (! 
2 3! 2 
_0(2n+l)(X) 
(V)2n+l 
+ 
(2n + 1)! 2 
(2.18) 
The direct evaluation of the integral in Eq. ( 2.17) is a difficult problem. However, 
when the phase term p(x) in the integrand varies fast enough, the stationary phase 
method provides an effective approximation to the ambiguity function. This heuris- 
tic approach was first given by Lord Kelvin in 1887 [561, and a rigorous demonstra- 
tion was later provided by Watson back in 1918 [571. Since then, researchers have 
applied this method to solve the ambiguity function. Since this method has been 
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applied several times across the work presented in this thesis a brief explanation of 
the stationary phase method has been included in Appendix A. Thus, making use 
of this tool and Eq. (A-4), the analytical expression of the approximated ambiguity 
function is given by 
A(v, t) 
6PI 
exp[iO(t)], (2.19) 
with 
0(t) = 27rtx, + p(x, ), (2.20) 
x, is the stationary point and IP(x) denotes the second derivative of the function 
p(x) with respect to x. The stationary point x, correspond to the location where 
the function takes its extreme value and it is given by 
ao(x) 
0. (2.21) ýix-lxa 
Substituting Eq. (2.20) into Eq. (2.21), 
ap(x) 
+ 27rt = 0, (2.22) ax X8 
which is written in a short form 
19P(X. ) + 27rt = 0. (2.23) jýx- 
By differentiating with respect to t, we obtain 
a2 P(X. ) ax, + 27r = 0, (2.24) aX2 at 
and deduce the following relationship 
ax. 2r 27r (2.25) 
at WP- - x x 
Substituting this result in Eq. (2.19), the ambiguity function becomes 
A(v, t) ITS I exp[io(t)]. (2.26) 2 
Note from Eq. (2.19), that the magnitude of the ambiguity function is independent 
of its second parameter t if and only if the second derivative of p(x) with respect to x 
evaluated at the stationary point x, is independent of t, or equally from Eq. (2.26), if 
a linear relation between the stationary point x, and t holds. The linearity condition 
can be expressed by 
alx, + ao, (2.27) 
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with a, = al(v) ý-' 0 and ao = ao(v) :A0. Thus, by combining Eq. (2.18) and 
Eq. (2.27) we obtain the following differential equation for which the phase function 
O(x) represents the solution, 
p'(x) =2 
[ý"(x) (-1') + 510(4) (X) 2 
('2)' + 
_0(2n+2)(X) 
(v)2n+l 
+ aix + ao. (2.28) + T2n -+1)1 2 
The only possible physical solutions are those in which O(x) depends only on x. 
Thus, it is easy to solve the above partial differential equation. By taking the 
second derivative with respect to x, it yields the following expression 
o(4) (X) _ 
10(6) 
(X) 
(V) 3+... 
+1 0(2n+4)(X) 
(V)2n+l 
0. (2.29) (V2) + 3! 2 (2n + l)! 2+ 
The left-hand side of this relation Eq. (2.29)is in fact a polynomial with v as variable. 
Then it becomes evident that all the coefficients 0(")(x) of the polynomial must be 
zero 
0(4) (X) = 0(6) (X) = ... = o(2n) 
(X)= ... =0. (2.30) 
Therefore, only the first term O"(x) remains in Eq. (2.28) and the determination of 
O(x) is reduced to a simple differential equation of second order 
O"(x) = aix + ao. 
The integration of Eq. (2.31) poses no difficulty and the general solution of the phase 
function O(x) is simply given by a third-order polynomial 
O(x) = a3X 
3+ a2X 2+ alx + ao, (2.32) 
with a3 =34 0 and real. The constants a, and ao have been included in the definitions 
of a3 and a2. Eq. (2.32) can be simplified further by dropping the terms x2 and 
x without affecting the final result. For instance, the term a2X2 is a defocus term 
that changes the image plane location and can be neglected since the magnitude of 
the ambiguity function is independent of this parameter, as will be shown below. 
Likewise, the constants a, and ao represent respectively the wedge and thickness 
coefficients of the phase mask and they can be set to zero as they have no physical 
interest. Therefore, the mask profile that allows increasing depth of field of an 
optical system is equal to a polynomial of third order degree 
O(x) = a3X 
37 (2.33) 
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Figure 2.5: Th. rce-dimensional plot (T-ight )and contow- plot (Icp, ) of thc cubic phasc 
mask with parametcr a. 
where the constant a3 controls the magnitude of the pliase retardation function and 
can be, expressed in ternis of the design wavelviigtli A as 
(13 ý 
2ýT(v (2.34) 
A 
where a accounts for the ainount of optical path difference introduced by the phase 
inask in spatial units. Hence., the needed phase inask will have a cubic shape. 
Unfortunately, the lack of radial symmetry of the cubic phase mask makes the 
in anu fact uring process costly and difficult with a requirement for high precision 
machining. However, in soine mass-production applMitions, the inannfact tire of the 
cubic phase inask could be achieved by it low-cost Itiouldilig. The one-dinlensional 
phase function O(x) obtained by ineans of the ambiguity functioit and the stationary 
plia, se methods is readily extended into two dimensions provided the systems is 
rectangularly separable, the cubic phase niask beconies O(x, y) = a: j(, x`1 + y: 
'). A 
three dimensional surface plot of the antisymnietric phase retardation function of a 
cubic. mask with parameter cv and normalised coordinates is shown in Fig. 2.5. 
The cubic phase mask yields a stationary point x, that can be calculated by 
considering p(x) = O(x + v12) - O(x - v12) and solving Eq. (2.21), 
Xýs -, 
7rt 
* 
(2.35) 
3a: jv 
Using Eq. (2.26) the magnitude and phase of the ambiguity function within the 
stationary phase approximation becomes 
ý 7r 
exp 
a:, i,,: ' ) 
exp 1 
7F 2 
(2.36) 
2 11 
7a 
-3v 14(-- 3(1,3 V) 
19 
U US 
05 
which is valid for v :A0 and a3 0 0. Note that the magnitude is independent of 
the second parameter t in agreement with the target set out for the phase mask 
at the beginning of the section. However, the phase of the estimated ambiguity 
function remains dependent on the parameter t, which will affect the phase transfer 
function as t is varied. This phase dependence on t will have a significant effect on 
the restoration of wavefront coded images as we will show in the following chapters. 
Defocus tolerance with the cubic phase mask 
In the previous section, a cubic phase mask has shown to produce an approximate 
ambiguity function A(v, t) whose magnitude is unaffected by the parameter t. Ac- 
cording to Eq. (2.11), the parameter t is associated with the defocus coefficient W2o 
by the relationship t= 2W2ov/, \. By replacing this relationship into Eq. (2.36), we 
obtain the ambiguity function as a function of the defocus coefficient W20, which is 
present only in of the phase term. However, this is not the case when the ambiguity 
function is calculated by means of its exact definition applied to the cubic phase 
mask, which is given by 
1 (1 - JvJ12) 
X2 + V2)] A(v, 2W2oV/A) =- exp 
[i ýf (12 exp(i41rW2ovx/, \)dx. (2.37) 2f (I-JvJ12) 4 
This integral can be analytically solved after some manipulations and by considering 
a3 = 27ra/, \, we obtain 
A(v, 2W2ov/A) = 
1 a: 
exp 
(7raV3 
_ 
7r)] 
exp 
(_i )x 
4V 6av --ý-A -4 3aA 
+A 
erfi 
[47rW2o 
- 67ra(-2 + Ol 
VEA- A 
-7r 
a 
+ 
erfi 
[47rW2o + 67ra(-2 + v)] (2.38) 
V, V37rxa 
where the imaginary error function erfi(z) is defined as 
erfi(z) 
2i lz 
exp( _S2 )ds. (2.39) 77=r 
Jo 
The defocus coefficient W2o appears now in both the phase and error functions. In a 
situation without approximations, the magnitude of the ambiguity function is clearly 
altered by defocus. Exact ambiguity functions have been calculated for various cubic 
phase masks with increasing optical-path-difference parameter a and are shown in 
20 
Fig. 2.6. The first column shows three-dimensional plots of the magnitude of the 
ambiguity function and the second column the corresponding grey-scale pictures. 
For a small value of phase delay a=U, the ambiguity function exhibits a high 
narrow edge, similar to that of a clear aperture as shown in Fig. 2.3, with oscillations 
at its feet. The magnitude of the ambiguity function decreases rapidly as one moves 
away from the defocus axis t for a given spatial frequency v. Weak cubic phase masks 
with low a exhibit little invariance against defocus. In contrast, as we increase the 
strength of the cubic phase mask to higher values of a, the edge in the central axis 
of the ambiguity function becomes greatly extended and the oscillations are greatly 
reduced. Radial lines through the origin of the ambiguity function with a= 10A 
have nearly the same values for any angular position within a wide range of angles, 
see Fig. 2.6(d). Therefore, the cubic phase mask with sufficiently large phase delay 
a, should produce an incoherent optical system with improved tolerance to defocus 
aberration. 
The defocus-dependent terms in the ambiguity function can be effectively min- 
imized so as to be negligible in terms only of the amplitude component, however 
their effect on the phase component cannot be underestimated. Fyom Eq. (2.38) and 
for very large values of a, the ambiguity function becomes insensitive to defocus W2o 
when 
2 
a> 
27rvWýo (2.40) 
3A 
considering the limited range of the normalised spatial frequency v<2, then 
2 
a> 4Wý01, \ (2.41) 
This condition ensures the invariance of the ambiguity function and hence the optical 
transfer function to defocus. In Ref. [5], it was shown that the cubic phase mask 
parameter a must satisfy a> 3A for the stationary phase approximation to be 
valid, however, we have demonstrated in Ref. [58] that this inequality needs not to 
always fulfilled. When a is sufficiently large with respect to defocus, the OTF of 
the system is practically not modified by defocus aberration and can be considered 
to equal the in-focus OTF with a cubic phase mask, which is possible to express in 
terms of analytical functions 
A 7rcev 3 /-3-7rav 
H(v, a) 
Fýa-v 
exp 
li 11)] 
erfi (1+i)(-2+v)V (2.42) 241 
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Figure 2.6: Ambiguity functions for various valucs of the cubic parameter a. 
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When the phase mask is removed or a --- ý 0, the OTF describes the well-known 
diffraction-limited transfer function of a one-dimensional perfect lens: 11(v) =I- 
v12, with 0<v<2. In the same way that the OTF of a two-dimensional clear 
aperture is given by the multiplication of the horizontal and vertical OTFs, 11(v, 71) = 
11(v)H(n), so is the two-dimensional OTF of a wavefront coding systeni with a 
rectangular cubic phase mask. Fig. 2.7 shows the magnitude of the OTFs related 
to cubic phase mask with different values of a and defocus aberration. 
Another way to assess the degree of defocus tolerance achieved by a wavefront 
coding system in comparison to a conventional optical system is to i1se a spatiýll 
domain measure such as the point spread function (PSF). Fig. 2.8 shows the PSFS 
for both optical systems. The top set shows the PSFs for a standard incoliercitt, 
diffraction-limited imaging system with defocus aberration W20 = 0,2A and 4A. 'I'lic 
bottom set are the PSFs for the same degree of defocus after a cubic phase mask wit, 11 
ot = 10A has been introduced in the aperture stop of the traditional optical system. 
It can be observed that the PSFs of the. imaging system with the cubic phase mask 
are almost unaffected by defocus, they are encoded and completely different from 
the impulse response of a traditional system. The encoded PSFs are asyninictric, 
and as we have shown above, this results in a pliase transfer function which is a 
nonlinear function of frequency and introduces a lateral shifting of the sinusoidal 
pattern. Rotationally symmetric PSFs do not produce such shifting (however, as 
the size of the PSF increases with defocus, there are abrupt lateral shifts in the 
pattern of a half-wave due to a phase transfer function changing from 0 to 7). The 
intensity distribution of the cubic PSF introduces a specific blur to the coded image 
which appears shifted and blurred as shown in Fig. 2.9, hence post-detection image 
processing is required to remove the blur. 
Many metrics have been proposed to quantify the defocus invariance against 
the strength a of a cubic phase mask. These metries measure the degree of similarity 
between the in-focus and out-of-focus PSFs or MTFs. For instance, one proposed 
metric is the angle in Hilbert space between any two PSFs, which is a measure 
of their similarity [32]. The smaller the angle the more similar the two functions 
are and vice-versa. Other researchers have applied the PSF's full-width-at-half- 
maximum (FWHM) criterion [5]. The width of the. PSF from the cubic phase mask 
optical system after postdetection signal processing remains essentially unchanged 
within a wide range of defocus values. Throughout this work, the performance of 
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the cubic phase mask against defocus aberration is evaluated by two simple metric 
functions of image quality: the Strehl ratio and an MTF variation criterion. These 
two criteria have been chosen because of their simplicity and generalised usage in 
quantifying the impact of aberrations. The Strehl ratio is a useful performance 
criterion defined as the on-axis irradiance produced by the actual wavefront coding 
system, divided by the on-axis irradiance that would be formed by a diffraction- 
limited system without the phase mask. A plot of the Strehl ratio as a function of 
defocus for various cubic phase masks is shown in Fig. 2.10 (left). The cubic phase 
mask with increasing strengths exhibit better defocus tolerance as the Strehl ratio 
decreases and becomes practically constant. Note the highly reduced Strehl ratio 
for high values of a due to the extension and low energy density of the cubic PSF. 
A slightly similar criterion, but without considering any parameter of diffraction- 
limited system, uses the relative variation of the in-focus and out-of-focus MTFs as 
a metric of defocus invariance. We can express this variation as the volume under 
the out-of-focus MTF surface divided by the volume under the in-focus MTF surface 
of the rectangularly separable wavefront coding system, namely 
S (w2o, a) = 
ff JH(p, W2o, a)IIH(v, W2o, a)jdpdv 
7 
(2.43) 
ff JH(p, 0, a) I JH(v, 0, a) ldpdv 
where H(p, W20, a) is the one-dimension OTF and p and v are the magnitudes of 
orthogonal spatial frequencies in the Fourier plane. Defocus effects can be translated 
directly in terms of the reduction in the volume under the MTF surface as displayed 
in Fig. 2.10 (right). We could somehow extrapolate the Strehl ratio criterion into 
this MTF metric and consider the parameter s(W2o, a) in excess of 0.8 as an in- 
dication of the degree of defocus invariance. In our opinion, there is a generalised 
tendency in the literature to specify the extension of depth of field or defocus invari- 
ance based upon the criteria referenced and presented above. None of them includes 
a reliable metric that quantifies the degree of image fidelity and restorability, which 
would require a combined consideration of the phase and magnitude effects. Let 
us recall that it is of great importance to also consider the phase of the OTF since 
it is highly defocus-dependent and gives rise to strong artifacts in the restored im- 
age, a preliminary example of this effect is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. Quantifying the 
magnitude of phase effects in image fidelity becomes a specially difficult problem. 
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Figure 2.11: Examples of the cffixt of Phasc, dispanly bcta)ccn thc, convolution and 
deconvolution OTFs with wavefront coding. 
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Geometrical optics description: Ray trace and caustics 
The intricate mathematical derivation of the phase mask by means of tile ambiguity 
function and the stationary phase approximation does not easily provide a physical 
understanding of the relevance of a cubic function to extend the depth of field. A 
raytrace-based analysis of the transmitted wavefront allows us to obtain a clarifying 
physical explanation of how the cubic phase mask operates. Furthermore, from a 
practical point of view, a ray-based study provides both a tremendous savilig in 
computing time and simple analytical expressions which give a valuable insight Into 
the many optical processes [59], and in particular wavefront, coding. 
Traditionally, light rays emerging from a point source M the object space are 
focused by in ideal lens into a point at tlie image plan(,. The raytracing of a 
traditional system is shown in Fig. 2.12(a), where incident parallel rays are focused 
to a point at the image plane of a conventional ideal lens. A close-up into flic regioti 
near the. focal plane is shown in Fig. 2.12(b). These diagram,, liave been obtained 
from the raytracing tool of a commercial optical design software called A-rna. 'r. The 
ray diagrams illustrate how the point spread function of a conventional systeni is very 
sensitive to defocus. When a cubic phase inask is introdticed oii the front siirface 
of the ideal lens the rays no longer focus onto a single point, but, forin in extelided 
bundle in the region about the image plane as shown in Fig. 2.12(c). 'Fit(, ctivelope of' 
the rays forms a caustic described by a nearly parabolic equation. The caustic refors 
to the curve (or surface) to which the light rays are tangent, defining a boundary 
of an envelope of rays as a curve of concentrated light [60]. lit the part where the 
caustic is basically flat, there is a slow axial variation in the distribution of the rays. 
A magnified picture of the caustic in the focal area is shown in Fig. 2.12(d). Thus, 
as the image plane crosses the caustic ctirve, the number of rays that contribute to 
the wave field changes. Contrary to having a single focal point, the point spread 
function with the cubic. phase mask is large and appears to be unchanged over a, 
longer distance along the axis. 
From observation of the ray-trace diagram and for a one-diniensional system, 
we can deduce that the antisyminetric shape of cubic phase Clement refracts light 
so that the rays cross the optical axis at different locations: no ray, apart, from the, 
on-axis ray, is directed towards the conventional focal point. Furthermore, there are 
no two rays with the same direction. Note that every ray transmitted by the phase 
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inask intersects the others at some point. 
The functioning principles of the antisynimetric, cubic phase inwsk are identical 
to those of the circularly symmetric logarithinic, phase mask [401 despite having been 
derived with two entirely different methods. The rotatiomilly symmetric phase mask 
was derived by Chi et al. in 2001 from a purely ray trace analysis together witli 
Fermat's principle. The logarithmic phase mask is continuously multifocal: the, focal 
length varies with the radius so that there is always an annular portion of the lells 
that provides a the in-focus image of an object point located within designed depth 
of field. The rest of the annular rings contribute to blurring, which can be redticcd 
by digital image processing. Likewise, although for an antisyninietric phasc mask 
there is no single-focal annular ring, there is always a portion of the cubic phase 
mask that brings to sharp focus any object point within the aimed depth of field, 
as illustrated in Fig. 2.13. Despite having the same functioning principles (from the 
point of view of raytracing) the cubic and logarithmic masks present two significant 
differences: 
1. The antisymmetric shape of the cubic. phase inask results in a complex OTF 
whose phase varies with defocus. The complex nature of the OTF prevents the 
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Figure 2.13: Ray trace dcscTiption of the functioning of a wamfront coding optical 
system with a cubic phase mask. 
presence of mills, in the OTF as defocus is increased. On flie other haud, the 
rotationally symmetric profile of the logarithinic plu-tse mask results always in a 
real OTF for all values of defocus, which inaýy he regarded as advatitageous, but 
it contains mills and phase inversions at some defocus values. This key aspect, 
which has important consequences in the restoratimi of the coded images, will 
be studied in inore detail iii the following chapters'. 
2. The antisymnietric shape of the cubic phase imtsk introduces no Focusing power 
into the optical system and therefore the OTF is synimet rical about the image 
focal plane, thus: 11(v, W20, (, v) = 11(v, -W2(), (v). In contrast, the logarithmic 
phase inask has focusing power and the point spread functions are no longer 
symmetrical about the iniage plane. 
By investigating the ray tracing equations it is possible to obtain important para- 
meters that provide quick and valuable information about, the performance of ail 
optical systein with a cubic phase niask. Using this approach we (-, in not only derive 
new phase inasks to extend the depth of field but also know, for instance, the extent 
of the geometrical PSF (spot diagrani) over the detector area and also the shape 
and length of the caustic. The size of the spot diagrain shows how tightly the rays 
of light passing through are focused on thc inuige plane. The size ofthe spot plays a 
fundamental factor in the computational load of the restoration algorithins and its 
analytical equation provides a fast way of predicting the kernel size. On the other 
hand, the length and shape of the caustic curve is directly related to the amount of 
depth of field obtained with the cubic phase nmsk. 
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For a one-dimensional imaging system, the function that describes the tra- 
jectory of a light ray emerging from the exit pupil can be described in terms of a 
straight line 
p) = A(p) +B (p)x (2.44) 
where p is a coordinate at the exit pupil. In the analysis that follows, the mathe- 
matical expressions for the ray tracing become less complicated if the y-axis of the 
cartesian plane coincides with the optical axis. Thus, when f (x, p) is evaluated at 
x=0 for a ray pupil coordinate p, we obtain the distance A(p) from the pupil plane 
at which the ray p crosses the optical axis. The slope B(p) controls the direction 
of the ray. These parameters can be readily calculated from the geometry of the 
emerging wavefront at the exit pupil. The direction of the ray is calculated from the 
normal to the wavefront, which for a one-dimensional wavefront O(x) is defined as 
n= 
ao(X)X+Y. (2.45) 
Ox 
where x and y are the unit vectors for the cartesian axes. We now consider an ideal 
imaging system in which a cubic phase mask has been placed in the aperture stop. 
The aperture half-width iS'R and the distance from the lens to the image plane is 
di. The wavefront equation is a combination of the spherical and cubic wavefronts 
produced by the ideal lens and phase mask respectively, which yield 
O(x) = di -ý 
ýi- 
X2 X2+ a(x/R)3 (2.46) 
where a is the optical path difference introduced by the cubic phase mask at the 
edge of the aperture. Using Eq. (2.45) and Eq. (2.46) we can calculate the offset 
A(p) and slope B(p) of the ray function defined in Eq. (2.44), thus 
A(p) + 
3a (ý2 - d1j) p+ di, (2.47) R3 R3 + 3pCj -p2 
and 
B(p) =-1 (2.48) 
p+ --7d 2 
-lp, 2 i 
These two expressions determine the position and direction of any ray in the image 
space. A wavefront coding system deflects all the rays into different directions but 
intersecting each other at some point according to displacement A(p). Two rays 
emerging from the exit pupil at p, and P2 will cross each other when f (X12 i Pl) ý-- 
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(2712; P2), this condition is met when 
X12 ý 
M(PliP2) (2.49) 
N(pi, P2) 
where the functions M and N are presented in Appendix B. These functions are 
lengthy and can be omitted in the main derivation. Using Eq. (2.49), we can calcu- 
late the value of x at which two infinitesimally adjacent rays p and p+ Jp intersect. 
This is carried out by taking the limit when Jp --* 0, thus 
X, (P) = lim 
M(P, p+ 6p) 
6p--o N(p, p+ bp) 
evaluating further, it yields 
X, (P) =- 
(2.50) 
9-2 -j-, n2 _ga2p6 + 9a2d2 p2 ip4 ýýp2p3 a, ýFd2 1+ 9R3a + 
4R6ý2 - Wd2i 
3+ 6pCj (d2 _ p2)3/2 R6 [dj2R i 
(2.51) 
The caustic curve is formed by the envelope of the refracted rays, and the latter, 
by the intersection of each ray with its infinitesimally close neighbor. By combining 
Eq. (2.44) and Eq. (2.51) we obtain a parametric equation C(p) that describes the 
caustic curve of a wavefront coding optical system 
Cx (P) =f (xc (P), A 
cy(p) = X, (P) 
(2.52) 
with -R <p :ýR. Note that parametric curves can be rotated by 90 degrees 
with respect to the coordinate system by simply exchanging the expressions of the 
x and y axes. Making use of this property, the coordinate system has been rotated 
in Eq. (2.52) so that the x-axis and y-axis correspond now to the optical and ray 
height axes respectively. If the cubic phase mask is removed, the caustic curve is 
contracted into an image point located at di, as is expected from an ideal optical 
system: 
di 
CV(P) = 
(2.53) 
which is valid for any ray p. The caustic curve calculated with Eq. (2.52) for an ideal 
F15 imaging system of focal length 60mm and with a cubic phase mask a= 10A 
(A = 0.5pm) is shown in Fig. 2.14(a). The raytracing was calculated using Zemax; 
note the perfect agreement between Eq. (2.52) and the optical design program. 
The antisymmetric shape of the cubic phase mask produces a caustic curve that 
is not exactly symmetrical about the image plane: a pair of rays passing through the 
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Figure 2.14: (a) Exaggerated irpmsentation of the caustic curve of a wavcfi-ont coding 
system with a= IOA. (b) Compai-ison between the exact caustic curve, (black) and an. 
appronmation with a parabolic function in Eq. (2.55) (grey). Thc caustic rcpirscitts 
the motion of the centroid ray of the point spread function, with dcfocus aberration. 
cubic. phase mask at opposite pupil coordinates -p and 1) will undertake differelit, 
optical paths and refract at different angles, as we have shown ill Fig. 2.13. For this 
reason, the exact mathematical expression of the caustic curve becomes a long and 
complicated equation, see Eq. (B-5) ill Appendix B. However, since the curvature 
of the wavefront introduced by the cubic pliase inask is ill general very small ill 
comparison with the ideal spherical wavefront, the caustic e(Iiiation simplifies, sub- 
stantially when it is approximated by a simple parabola near the iniage plane where 
the caustic curve if essentially flat. The parametric caustic ill Eq. (2.52) is replaced 
by a niore elementary parabolic curve defined as 
C. 
Pp"'. '(6x) = (76x, (2.54) 
where 6x is a displacement along the optical axis relative to the iniage plane location 
and o, is dependent on the cubic. parameter (i, the aperture radius H and the image 
distance di of the, optical system. A detailed derivation of the parameter o- (, an be 
found in Appendix B. By replacing o, with its actual expression froin Eq. (B-9) we 
obtain a simple forin of the caustic produced by a cubic phase inask 
6X2, (2.55) 
which is valid for a << RI/6dj. As the value of (v increases t1w flat region of the 
parabola widens and an extended (ICIAll of f0clis is obtained. Fig. 2.14(b) shows a 
comparison between the caustic curve calculated by means of ray tracing and the 
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parabolic approximation given in with Eq. (2.55). Both curves are evaluated inde- 
pendently and demonstrate the validity of the deduction of an estimated equation 
for the caustic. 
When the amount of defocus surpasses the acceptable limit, the restored image 
contains strong artifacts and alterations. We have shown that with a cubic phase 
plate, the rays are focused in a way as shown in Fig. 2.14(a). It can be observed 
in the ray trace as the detector plane is moved along the optical axis that a lateral 
displacement of the PSF takes place. Thus, as the objects being imaged fall outside 
the region where the caustic is essentially flat, the first detectable effect is a transla- 
tion of the objects in the scene based upon their distance to the object focal plane. 
It can also be noticed that the position of the upper border of the PSF varies, which 
results in substantial modifications in the appearance of the restored the image. 
In addition to the shape of the caustic curve, its length projected onto the 
optical axis plays an important role in achieving an extended the depth of field. 
The axis extent of the caustic relates to the tolerable displacement allowed along 
the optical axis before defocus effects actually start to affect the coded image. By 
obtaining an analytical expression through ray tracing equations enables us to de- 
marcate this axial region of and its correspondence with the cubic parameter a. The 
length L of the caustic projected onto the optical axis is obtained when the rays at 
the edges of the aperture p= ±R intercept their nearby neighbors, so for a>0 
Lf (xc (2.56) 
, 
(-R), -R) -f (xc(R), R), 
where f and x,, are given in Eq. (2.52) and Eq. (2.51) respectively. The exact 
expression for L is given by Eq. (B-12), however a very good approximation can be 
obtained by considering L directly proportional to a, which in terms of the f-number 
yields 
L(a) 48F/: ff2 -38+ 
6)a. (2.57) 
F/#2 
The length of the caustic projected onto the optical axis of an F/5 system of focal 
length 60mm as a function of the cubic parameter a is shown in Fig. 2.15(b). The 
plots of the exact and approximated equations can be seen to be virtually identical. 
The choice of rays passing at the edge of the aperture p= ±R to calculate the length 
of the caustic has been driven by the aim of obtaining its full length; however, a 
more appropriate selection (i. e. p= ±R/2) will further enclose the flat invaxiant 
region and provide more realistic estimation of depth of focus. Similar expressions 
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to Eq. (2.57) and Eq. (B-12) are easily obtained for any pair of rays exiting from 
the aperture. 
Without abandoning the ray tracing approach which offers simple analytical 
equations, we can continue to extract key performance paxameters such as the size 
of the geometrical PSF or spot diagram. Note the spot diagram is a collection of 
points, with each point representing a single ray. There is no mutual interference 
between the rays. It is a useful and reasonable indicator of performance when the 
spot is much larger than the Airy disk and therefore a consideration of diffraction is 
not required [611. The size of the PSF has an important effect on the post-detection 
restoration and influences the flexibility and precision of the deconvolution filter. It 
can be very useful to have a quick means of estimating the extent and shape of the 
PSF. As a rule of thumb, the geometrical PSF may be used in place of the diffraction 
PSF without significant loss in the restoration quality when the signal-to-noise ratio 
is less than 30 dB [621. We can easily calculate the size S of the spot diagram as 
a function of a at the image plane from Eq. (2.49) by selecting the rays p= ±R, 
yielding 
a2) d2 
S(a) = -4aR4- 
9a3R2+ 3a (R2+3 i (2.58) 
MNý(ýdRý) -(R+- di) 
Since a is very small in comparison to R and di, a linear relationship between S(a) 
and a holds, thus Eq. (2.58) can be approximated in terms of f-number by the 
simpler expression, 
S(a) ; ý, - 
4 (3F/: ff2 - 1) a (2.59) V4-Yl-#2 -ý:: -j * 
Fig. 2.15(b) shows the size of the geometric PSF as a function of the cubic parameter 
a. Note the near-perfect correspondence between the approximation in Eq. (2-59) 
and the size of the PSFs calculated with Zemax. 
We have provided a new insight and analytical expressions that describe the 
effect of the cubic phase mask on the caustic for a one-dimensional aperture. It 
can be extended to a rectangularly separable aperture in two dimensions but offers 
no further information. The only aspect to point out is that the bundle of rays 
passing through the cubic phase mask at an angle of 135 degrees (from the x-axis), 
see Fig. 2.5(b), will encounter no phase distortion since along this direction y= -x 
the phase O(x, y) is constant. Note that the bundle of rays will be focused into an 
image point which will lack ability to tolerate defocus. 
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Figure 2.15: (a) Length of the caustic onto the optical axis (is a function of (t us'I'lly 
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F/5 optical system, f=607nni and A=0.5pin. 
Phase masks with O(X) = (, tXn 
Let us recall that the derivation of the cubic phase inask included two essential 
approximations: the stationary phase method and a Taylor expansion of the phase 
shape. Although these approximations allowed us to obtain a satisfactory pliase 
inask shape with a pure cubic profile, investigations have been conducted to search 
numerically for phase profiles of variolls Imlynomial powers that, have MTFs that 
remain practically invariant with defocus. One polynomial family of rectangularly 
separable mask profiles [63] is given in normalised coordinates by 
O(X) =a sigll(x)j. x I", (2.60) 
where a>0, sign(x) = +1 for x>0 and sign(x) = -1 for x<0. Tlic parameter 
a controls the, tolerance to defocus by invans of the peak-to-valley licight, of optical 
path and the exponential parameter n controls t1w mask profile. Fig. 2.16 illustrntes 
the phase shape for 2<n<9 in norinalised coordinates and with the same optical 
path difference at the edges of the aperture. Increasing the power it flattens the 
central region of the profile and increases its curvature around the edges. Sauceda 
ct al. [64] explored the use of phase inask profiles with fractional power n that 
produce MTFs that remain practically invariant to focus errors. From numerical 
evaluations they concluded that the variations of tll(, (1(ýfo(qjs(ý(j MTFs, with respect 
to the in-focus MTF, are minimized if it ý 3.85. Other intervals were identified in 
which the MTF remains practic. ally invariant to defocils error [331. For example, 
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similar results using the same metric (yet not it,; good its those given by the previous 
expression) are obtained if onesets the fractional power to n=4.20. Certain caution 
must be taken with the validity of these results ts no clear inetliod to evaluate flie 
change in the MTF was properly disclose throughout, their investigation. Anotber 
study carried out by Mezouari [65] concluded that the optinium fraction power was 
n=2.85. This result was obtained after calculating numerically flie iv(, rtg(, change 
in the MTF as a function of defocus with respect to die in-focus MIT. 
All these. studies that aim to find the optimum phase profile depend greatly 
on the chosen criterion that evaluates the variation of certain parameter (MTF, 
PSF, etc) with respect to defocus. Obviously, t1w vast diversity of criteria gives 
rise to a disparity of results as we have just shown. However, a simple analysis of 
the caustics produced by the different phase profiles provides a clear understanding 
and an indication of adequate phase profiles. Furthermore, it saves many hours of 
computer modeling. Fig. 2.17 shows ray tracing and caustics for pliase inasks with 
2<n<9 and with the same optical path difference at the edge of the aperture. 
It can be observed that wavefronts departing from a nearly cubic shape produce 
caustics that change abruptly with axial displacement and whose depression region 
narrows towards the image plan(,, just as it occurs in a diffraction-limited system. 
These caustics have lost capability to tolerate defocus . In addition, as the power n 
increase the energy density of the PSF concentrates closer to the optical axis whilst 
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broadening the physical extend of the PSF (ideally, the optimum phase mask should 
give maximum extended depth of field with the smallest PSF size*). Therefore, the 
highly condensed energy in the axial region quickly becomes diffused by increasing 
defocus producing an effect contrary to that of an extended-depth-of-focus system. 
This is an evident consequence of having a phase mask with a progressively flat 
central area that leaves the rays unaffected and subsequently focused into an image 
point. Some authors [661 have suggested using this type of antisymmetric phase 
masks with a flat central region to increase the height of the resulting MTF and re- 
duce the noise amplification in the final image whilst retaining some ability to reduce 
defocus aberration. Nevertheless, the improvement in the height of the MTF comes 
at a cost: the spatial frequencies associated with the unmodified region become more 
sensitive to defocus in comparison with a continuously varying phase mask proffle. 
Thus, the central area must be carefully defined as the general region of a stopped 
down aperture where a system would have a suitable defocus invariance for a par- 
ticular application, despite the fact of having reduced spatial resolution and light 
throughput. Further results and analysis on phase masks with flat central regions 
are presented in Chapter 4. 
2.4 Conclusions 
We have introduced a technique called wavefront coding that increases the defocus 
insensitivity in incoherent imaging systems. This method consists in modifying the 
phase of the transmitted wavefront with a cubic phase mask and applying digital 
signal processing onto the detected image to achieve extended depth of field. The 
cubic function of the phase mask was derived by means of the stationary phase 
approximation and ambiguity function making use of an original mathematical ap. - 
proach in which the phase mask is described in a generalised way by a Taylor series. 
Additionally, an exact mathematical expression of the wavefront coding OTF in 
terms of error functions was obtained and it was shown that although its magni- 
tude remains practically invariant with defocus its phase component is indeed highly 
affected by defocus, an important consideration that will affect the quality of the 
*The physical extent of the PSF is related to the amount of blurring in the coded image and 
eventually to the amount of noise amplification in the restored image. Broader PSFs increase 
deconvolution processing time and produce noisier images. 
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decoded images. 
An original geometrical optics description of the wavefront coding technique 
has also been presented. We have presented a new understanding of how the coding 
phase mask works based on simple tracing of rays and their mutual intersections to 
from a caustic. Furthermore, important performance parameters of wavefront coding 
systems have been extracted from the caustic equation, these include projection of 
the caustic onto the optical axis (related to the amount of extended depth of focus), 
profile of the caustic curve and size of the spot diagram. We have also demonstrated 
within the geometrical optics representation that the most appropriate phase masks 
for increased defocus invariance are given by functions with cubic power or near. 
The elementary equations of geometrical optics offer a new scope for the design 
-by analytical or numerical means- of antisymmetric phase mask profiles that shall 
be certainly explored in future work. The antisymmetric attribute will be necessary 
to ensure that no nulls occur in the MTF. 
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Chapter 3 
Phase masks for control of 
primary third-order aberrations: 
coma, astigmatism and defocus 
Summary. In the first part of the chapter, we investigate the use of pupil plane phase 
retardation functions that reduce the variation of the intensity of the focal point of 
incoherent imaging systems that suffer from primaxy third-order aberrations such as 
coma and astigmatism. A quartic phase retardation function is derived by means of 
the Strehl ratio that gives an improved modulation transfer function (MTF) which 
remains practically invariant for moderate amounts of coma and astigmatism. In the 
second part, an antisymmetric phase mask for a circular aperture that alleviates the 
effect of defocus is derived in terms of Zernike polynomials. 
1 Rotationally symmetric quartic phase mask 
1.1 Introduction 
Until very recently, the control and reduction of third-order aberrations, such as 
spherical aberration, were carried out by means of amplitude filters. Various types of 
amplitude filters have been reported in the literature staxting from the use of annular 
apertures where the effective pupil is considerably reduced (the pinhole camera is 
the extreme example), to those that employ the whole aperture using shaded filters. 
Of special interest are the annular apodizers derived by Ojeda-Castafleda [24,26]. 
Amplitude filters alleviate aberrations at the expense of the light transmitted by 
the optical system. With the widespread introduction of digital signal processing 
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techniques, phase masks offer the advantage of improved optical resolution and light 
gathering as is the case with wavefront coded imaging systems [5]. The enhancement 
in the performance achieved by this wavefront coding technique is accompanied 
by a significant reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio and presence of artifacts in 
the restored image, as we report in Chapter 4. Furthermore, the non-rotationally 
symmetric shape of the phase mask shape means it is problematic and costly to 
manufacture using traditional methods such as diamond machining. Several novel 
approaches providing increased control of defocus with rotationally symmetric phase 
masks have been demonstrated experimentally [40,44]. Although their defocus- 
control performances has proved to be inferior to the cubic antisymmetric phase 
masks, they are adequate in some potential applications in the field of ophthalmology 
[671. 
In this chapter, we extend the previous work carried out at Heriot-Watt Univer- 
sity in which radially symmetric phase masks with logaxithmic and quartic profiles 
that reduce the sensitivity of incoherent imaging systems to variations in defocus 
and spherical aberrations were derived [68,38,341. Practically, the quartic filter 
has been successfully employed to increase of depth of focus of an optical system for 
tracking stars [691. Using a similar process, based on the evaluation of the Strehl 
ratio [121, in the next two sections we show that quartic filters also yield reduced 
sensitivity to coma and astigmatism. The choice of axially symmetric quartic filter 
is driven by the ease of manufacturing this optical element. The evaluation of the 
Strehl ratio is the parameter mostly used to estimate the energy distribution along 
the optical axis and to assess the quality of the point spread function (PSF) near 
to the focal plane. Although various parameters can be used, such as the optical 
transfer function or the Wigner distribution function [70], the Strehl ratio is com- 
monly used for its simplicity. This is particulaxly evident when it is possible to 
derive an analytical expression as often occurs in rotationally symmetric system. In 
the second part of the chapter, an antisymmetric phase mask is obtained using the 
equation of the total intensity distribution across the focal plane and not just its 
axial measure. 
The normalised central intensity of the point spread function at the image 
plane of an optical system is given by [551 
2 
C 
112,11 
P(r) exp [ikW(r, 0)] rdrd01 
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where the exit pupil plane is represented in polar coordinates (r, 0), k is the wave 
number 27r/A, C is a normalization constant, W(r, 0) is the wave aberration function 
and P(r) denotes the pupil function with P(r) =1 for 0<r<1, and P(r) =0 
elsewhere. The radial coordinate r is normalised to the radius of the pupil. A 
rotationally symmetric mask described by a phase function 'D(r), that is intended to 
reduce third order aberrations is placed in the pupil plane, thus Eq. (3-1) becomes 
c! 
1 2li 
P(r) exp 
tik [W(r, 0) + tD(r)] rdrd0 
2 
(3-2) 
00 001 
For an imaging system that suffers from primary third-order aberrations restricted to 
coma W31 and astigmatism W22 , the function W(r, 0) is written in terms of Zernike 
polynomials as 
W(r, 0) = W3, r'cos 0+ W22r 
2 C0S2 0. (3-3) 
This last expression can be written in a convenient form by employing a change of 
variable in the radial coordinate r, 
(3-4) 
In the new coordinates system (ý, 0), the aberration function is rewritten as 
1)3/2 
+ 2o, 17V(C 0) --ý 
W31 +2 COS 0+ W22 
2) COS 
(3-5) 
and the analytical expression of the axial intensity in Eq. (3-1) becomes, 
I=CI 
10 27r 1/2 
exp 
tik [17V(Z, 0) + ýb(Z) dZdO 
2) 
(3-6) 
1/2 
where the superscript - denotes functions expressed in the new radial coordinate ý. 
The present work is restricted to the study of imaging systems in which only 
one residual third-order aberration, such as coma or astigmatism, is present. Third 
order spherical aberration and defocus were an object of study in Ref. [38,68], in 
which by means of the same methodology, logarithmic and quartic functions were 
derived and exhibited high tolerance to spherical aberration and defocus. 
1.2 Coma 
Coma is introduced by misalignment or tilt of optical elements or as an inherent 
aberration associated with off-axis imaging. It can be problematic in Newtonian 
telescopes using non-hyperbolic mirrors [711, even for small fields of view. 
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Rom Eq. (3-6), the central intensity at the image plane of an optical system 
suffering from coma is given in the transformed coordinate system by 
I(W31) ý 
2w 1/2 
exp ik 
[W31(ý + 1/2) 3/2 +, 
ý(ý)] jdýdO 
2 
(3-7) 
IJO 11/2 1 
where the normalizing constant has been dropped. By integrating Eq. (3-7) over 0, 
we obtain 
I(W31) ý1 
1/2 
Jo (W31(ý + 1/2)3/2 ) exp 
[ik-ý(ý)] dýdO 
2 
(3-8) 
11/2 
1 
where JO denotes a zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. 
The aim of this work is to find an expression for the phase function 4)(ý) 
which yields an irradiance distribution with reduced sensitivity to coma. To eval- 
uate the integral in Eq. (3-8) the stationary phase method is employed [721, which 
assumes that the major contribution to the integral occurs at the point ý, called 
the stationary point, where the phase function of the integrand is varying slowly. 
The stationary phase method has been extensively used in this thesis and a brief 
overview of this mathematical tool can be found in Appendix A. The intensity in 
Eq. (3-8) can be approximated by 
[Jo (M31(ý + 1/2)3/2)12 IR31) A (3-9) 
where A is a real-valued multiplicative constant and the superscript " represents the 
second derivative of the phase function. The stationary point ý,, is given by 
. P(e) 
14, 
= 
(3-10) 
Expression (3-9) is valid only if the phase function 4D(ý) satisfies the following con- 
dition [73] 7 
3k W31 
N/ý 
-+l /2 
Ji (W31(ý + 1/2)3/2) (3-11) 
2 Jo (W31(ý + 1/2)3/2)1 47rý:: ' 
for 
±11 7r 
T 
ý4 
(3-12) 
where J, denotes a first-order Bessel function of the first kind. 
When the stationary point is outside the boundary of integration -1/2 < ý,, < 
1/2, both the amplitude of the intensity at the focal point and the optical resolution 
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are dramatically reduced. Note that when the stationaxy point is near the border of 
the integration domain ý. ý- - 1/2, Eq. (3-9) is no longer valid as the boundary effects 
become important and should be taken into account. According to the expression 
of axial intensity in Eq. (3-9), the effect of coma W31 is explicitly manifest only 
in the axgument of the Bessel function as a factor of (ý. + 1/2)3/2. It is therefore 
possible to reduce the impact of coma by choosing a paxticular phase function 
that yields a stationary point which has a value that is close to the boundary point 
ý. sý-, -1/2 whilst satisfying the condition given by Eq. (3-11). Practically, in the 
presence of moderate amounts of coma and when the stationary point is located 
about the integration boundary ý, -- -1/2 the argument of the Bessel function in 
Eq. (3-9) becomes sufficiently small so that it can be approximated by 
[Jo (W31(ý + 1/2)3/2 )l 
21 
I(W31) A- Pz: ý A (3-13) 
IID"(ý, ) 
&I(W * 
This expression for the intensity is comparable to Eq. (5) of Ref. [381, where the 
phase retardation function -i(ý) that yields enhanced axial intensity invariance is 
given by a quartic function (i. e. 4D(ý) = constant). Furthermore, this solution is 
given by the same phase function reported by Zalvidea et al. [70] in which quartic 
phase filters are employed to reduce defocus aberration. The quartic function is 
expressed in the modified radial coordinate ý as 
ý5(ý) = aý' + aoý, (3-14) 
where the constants a and ao are real-valued. In the radial coordinate r, the phase 
function is written as 
(D(ý) = a(r' - 
1/2)2 + ao(r 
2 
-1/2). 
Note that the parameter ao only controls the amount of focal shift along the optical 
axis. The stationary point ý, is then deduced by substituting Eq. (3-14) into Eq. (3- 
10), to yield 
ao (3-16) 
2a' 
which in turn can be substituted into Eq. (3-13) to give 
IR31) ": ýý 
A 
Jo W31 
ao- 
+ 
1)3/2)] 
2. 
Ta 
I( (- 
2a -2 
The ratio of the quartic filter parameters a/ao determines the variation of the ax- 
ial intensity I(W31) for increasing values of coma W31. Large values of a and ao 
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Figure 3.1: Cross section, in normalised units, of the optical path difference intro- 
duced by a rotationally symmetric quartic phase mask with a= 15A and ao = 9.75A. 
produce broad point spread functions with low axial intensity, which results in a re- 
duction of the magnitude of the MTF and its cut-off frequency. Therefore practical 
optical systems based on this technique require a tradeoff between tolerance to aber- 
rations and reduction in resolution. The values of the quartic filter parameters are 
obtained using algorithms based on user-defined merit functions with constraints 
in the magnitude of the axial intensity and/or the magnitude of the modulation 
transfer function (MTF). In the present work, the numerical value of a and ao 
axe obtained by setting the MTF constraints to an effective cutoff frequency of 0.5 
(normalised units) while attaining maximum average value in its magnitude. After 
optimization, a quartic filter was designed with a= 15, \ and ao = 9.75, \, for a illu- 
mination wavelength of XA cross section of the optical path difference introduced 
by the rotationally symmetric quaxtic mask is shown in Fig. (3.1). These values 
result in a stationaxy point ý,, = 0.325, which satisfies the boundary conditions of 
Eq. (3-11), and allow a reduction in the effect of coma on the Strehl ratio as shown 
in Fig. (3.2). Further assessment of the performance achieved by the quartic mask is 
carried out by numerical simulation of the MTF subject to various amounts of coma, 
W31. To appreciate the performance of the quartic mask, the MTFs of an optical 
system with and without a quartic mask axe shown in Fig. (3.3). It can be observed 
that both the quartic mask MTFs remain practically constant for OA < W31 :5 3A 
waves and offer improved tolerance to coma aberration at a cost of reduced reso- 
lution. The consequence of using the quartic filter is to raise the relative spatial 
frequency response of the imaging system at medium frequencies and to prevent 
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Figure 3.2: Variation of the central intensity as a function of coma W31 with a 
quartic filter with a= 15A and ao = 9.75A (thick curve) and without a quartic filter 
(thin curve). The normalization coefficient for the quartic filter intensity is 0.045. 
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Figure 3.3: Computed MTFs for an imaging system suffering from coma W31 (top) 
and with a quartic filter with a= 15A and ao = 9.75A (bottom). Coma aberration 
W31 in units of wavelength. 
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the MTF from undergoing any zero value within the designed bandpass. Thus, no 
loss of information occurs within the bandpass and a single inverse deconvolution 
kernel can be applied to restore the image for aimed values of coma. It is also worth 
noting that the reduction in the effective cutoff frequency will reduce the effects of 
aliasing in many pixelated imaging systems. To complement the analysis, PSFs were 
calculated for an optical system with and without the quartic filter, see Fig. (3.4). 
Finally, we complete the study with a qualitative assessment of the performance of 
the quartic mask by simulating the images detected at various values of coma aber- 
ration. We employ the USAF target to evaluate the effect of this aberration. In the 
left column of Fig. (3.5), the simulated images from a optical system suffering from 
coma are shown, the coma coefficient W31 = 0.5,1,2,3 in units of wavelength X It 
is manifest that coma produces both a considerable loss of contrast at all frequencies 
and blurring to the image. As coma increases, the blurring begins to acquire the 
characteristic comet-like shape of the PSF, where light distribution is not radially 
symmetric. When the quartic mask is inserted in the imaging system, the detected 
images appear to be significantly less affected by coma: all images display the same 
blurring properties whilst retaining certain degree of sharpness. For instance, when 
W31 = 3, the detected image contains more information and sharpness than the im- 
age of a clear aperture. However, the gain in tolerance is joined with a substantial 
loss of contrast and high spatial frequencies. Note that the Strehl ratio is less than 
0.05. Digital image processing can be used to recover a diffraction limited image 
with reduced resolution. It becomes clear from the observation that quartic filter 
provides an enhancement in alleviating coma. 
1.3 Astigmatism 
In a simple optical system astigmatism increases with the square of the field angle. 
It is a common aberration found in human eyes, due to anamorphism of the cornea, 
and is normally accompanied by defocus. Special ophthalmic lenses or refractive 
surgery are used to compensate for its effects. We propose an alternative method, 
based on a phase filter, which produces point spread functions which are practically 
unaffected by astigmatism. 
The variation of the intensity at the focal point of an imaging system suffering 
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only astigmatism, W22, is given by 
I(W22) 
2r 1/2 
exp 
lik [W22(ý 
+ 1/2) COS2 0 dýdO 
2 
(3-18) 
f 
1/2 
1 
An analytical expression is obtain by integrating over 0, the intensity becomes 
I(W22) 
112 
Jo 
(kW22 (ý + 1/2)/2) x exp ik 
[W22ý/2 
+ JP dýdO 
2 
-1/2 
(3-19) 
which can be approximated by means of the stationary phase method used in the 
previous section for coma, as 
2 
Jo ! kW22 (C. + 1) 
I(22)I 
I(W22) -, B (3-20) 
where B is a real-valued constant and ý, is the stationary point defined by 
W22 
-' 
z>, (z) 1440 
The approximation to the axial intensity in Eq. (3-20) is only valid if the phase 
function 4ý satisfies the following boundary condition 
for 
J, (IkW22(ý + 1/2)) 2 (3-22) -kW22 < 2 Jo (2 kW22(ý +1/2))l 47r 
2 
(3-23) 
'I 
> 
According to Eq. (3-20), the expression for the intensity contains astigmatism pa- 
rameter W22 only in the argument of the Bessel function which has a coefficient of 
(6, + 1/2). Note that Eq. (3-21) is distinct from Eq. (3-10) only by the additional 
term W22/2. Therefore, as in the previous analysis for coma, the same phase retar- 
dation D(6) that describes the quartic phase filter could also be used to attenuate 
the effect of astigmatism at the focal point when the stationary point satisfies the 
boundary condition given by Eq. (3-21). The expression of the intensity in the 
approximation Eq. (3-20) is rewritten as 
B201))]2 I(W22) ;:: Zl A kW22 
ýL-2 
- 
ýL + (3-24) 2a 
I 
4a 2a -2 
For sufficiently large values of a and modest astigmatism, the term W22/4a can be 
neglected and the expression of the intensity as a function Of W22 becomes analogous 
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Figure 3.6: Variation of the central intensity as a function of astigmatism W22with 
a quartic filter with a= 15A and ao = 9.75A (thick curve) and without a quartic 
filter (thin curve). The normalization coefficient for the quartic filter intensity is 
0.046. 
to that for coma W31 (see approximation given in Eq. (3-17). It should be noted 
however, that high values of a that compensate for large amounts of astigmatism 
also result in a suppressed MTF and lower contrast in the image so that careful 
assessment in the selection of the parameters of the quartic mask is necessary to 
trade contrast against aberration invariance. 
The relative central intensity produced by the quartic mask with the same 
parameters as previously, a= 15. \ and ao = 9.75, \, is shown in Fig. (3.6) for various 
amounts of astigmatism. The dependence of the position of the stationary point 
on astigmatism is clearly manifested by the asymmetry of the relative intensity at 
either side Of W22 = 0. For decreasing negative W22 the stationary point is moved 
towards the boundary at ý= -1/2, requiring a higher value than a= 15'\ in order 
to compensate for both the boundary effects and large negative W22- On the other 
hand, positive W22 tend to move the stationary point away from the boundary, 
diminish its effects on the intensity variation only affected now by astigmatism. 
The performance of the quartic filter in the presence of astigmatism is analyzed in 
the spatial frequency domain by calculation of the MTFs for 0. \ W22 :53, \, see 
Fig. (3.7). In a similar fashion to the effect of coma on the MTF, the MTFs remain 
fairly invariant and the cutoff frequency has been reduced by a factor of 2, giving 
rise to broader point spread functions, as shown in Fig. (3.8). 
A qualitative assessment of the performance of the quartic mask in the presence 
of astigmatism is carried out by computing images of the USAF target formed at the 
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Figure 3.7: Computed MTFs for an imaging systc7n suffCring front aStignlati'S'111. W22 
(top) and with a quartic filter with, (t = 15A and (v() = 9.75A (bottont). CoTna 
aberration W22 in units of wavelength. 
detector. In the left, colunin of Fig. (3.9), the images from a optical systein suffering 
froin astigmatism are shown with the. astigniatisin coefficients W22 ý 0.5,1,2,3 in 
units of wavelength A. It is clearly displayed that astigmatism produces a strong 
directional blurring accompanied with loss of contrast. As astiginatisin increases, the 
blurring becoines more acute in the horizontal direction and it, can be appreciated 
that pliase reversal take place, see image at W22 = 2X When the (Iliartic. inask is 
introduced in the aperture stop, the detected images are substantially less affected 
by the astigmatic blur. It can be observed that the iniages for various Value'; of W22 
exhibit similar sharpness and quality. In the saine fashion as for a conia-aberrated 
optical system, with astigmatism the gain in tolerance is joined with in important 
loss of contrast. However, note that the phase reversals have disappeared and the 
iniage features are distinctively defined. The contrast (-an raise by employing inverse 
digital filtering. It is therefore clear from the examination of the umiges that, quartic 
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Figure 3.8: Computed PSFs for a clear apc7lurc suffCring fron), astigntatism W22 
(left) and with a quartic filter ((v = 15A and (to = 9.75A)(r`I,! jh, 0- 
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filter provides an enhancement in alleviating astigmatism. 
1.4 Discussion 
The stationary phase method has been used to obtain a phase filter wInch, in prin- 
ciple, provides reduced sensitivity to conia and to astigmatism; in botli cases the 
numerically calculated MTF remains almost constant as, the parameter for either 
astiginatisin or coina is varied. Note that the quality of the final images presented 
could be improved by digital signal processing techniques. However, the purpose 
of our research is to present what is aciiievable only by ineans of optical numipula- 
tions. This work presented here complements work previously published (Ref. [15, 
101) where QFs have been shown to enhance the tolerance to defocus and splieric; il 
aberration. It is notable that the effective cut-off frequency is also reduced indicnt- 
ing that for applications employing pixelated detectors tll('S(' filters Imly he 11-schilly 
employed as anti-aliasing filters. 
2 Antisymmetric phase mask for circular aper- 
ture 
2.1 Introduction 
A recent paper by Sherif et al. [32] report(, (] the derivation of' an asplicrical phase 
plate, which when placed at the exit pupil of a conventional iniaging systein and 
combined with digital processing of the recorded images, exhibits an increased deptli 
of field. We, identified an error in the derivation of this pliase plate, wincli inakes the 
reported extension of depth-of-field invalid. In this section, we obtain an optimum 
phase plate and develop the relevant results. 
2.2 Phase mask derivation 
In the previous chapter we have shown how the use of the one-dilliensional mllbi- 
guity function can help to design rectangularly separable pupil functions in order 
to provide an optical system with the desire performance over n range of' deFocus. 
The definition of the ambiguity function cannot easily be extended for analyzing 
circular pupils, as it is the case of the majority of optical systems, since the AF 
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Figure 3.9: Simulated images of the USAF taTyct of an optical systort suffcring froill, 
astigmatism (left) and with a quaTlic phase mask ((-v = 15A and (vo = 9.75A) inscilcd 
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would become four dimensional, and there would be no simple way to display it. 
Nevertheless, in the case of rotationally syminetric pupil functions, a modified am- 
bigulty function has been derived that graphically illustrates the effects of defocus 
oil the optical transfer function in two-dimensional systems [481. Antisyminetric 
phase mask for circular apertures cannot be deduced with ambiguity finiction awl 
one valid but complicated inethod has been be proposed instead by Sherif [74]. The 
method employs directly the equation of all aberrated point, spread finiction and 
allows obtaining phase mask functions with non-specific circular apertures. 
The axial intensity of the point spread fuuction of a defocused diffraction- 
limited systein with a circular aperture is given by [551 
27r 12 
0 
P(r) exp 
[iA7W 
2(), t . 
2] (3-25) 
where the exit pupil plane is represcifted in polar coordiiiates (r, 0), A: is the wave 
number 27/, \, A is the wavelength, (I ' is a normalizatimi coiistmit, W2() is dic defocus 
coefficient and P(r) denotes the pupil function with P(r) =I for 0<r<1, alld 
P(r) =0 elsewhere. The radial coordinate r is, normalised to the radius of Ow 
pupil. An antisymnietric phase mask described by a plutse fmichoti (1)(r, 0), that is 
intended to alleviate defocus is inserted in the pupil plane, E, (j. (3-25) becomes 
1212 
0" 
10 
P(r) exp ik 
[W 
2(), f 
2+ (1)(,., 0)] 7. (I, /. (Io (3-26) 
The desirable phase mask codes the wavefront in slicli it way that the PSF is in- 
variant with defocus. The antisyinnietric property of the mask ensures that, it 
has no focusing power and therefore the PSF axial symmetry condition is inet: 
I (- W20) ý[ (W20) - 
Sherif denionstrates that the terin (D(r, 0) in the previous equation inust satisf .y 
the following expression, which (,, an be considered as the condition for extended depth 
of field in optical systems with circular apertures and antisyninietric pliise niasks, 
004)2 (D20+ 31-4),, 4)00 - 3A) 1,0 
3(1)r 0 
_, 
2 (3-27) r4), -(1)00, -4)00 - r4)r4)000(1)0r r 'I)rr4)00r(l)OO 
2 (Drr4)000(1)Or _ 1,2 (I)rrr 4)2 + 3, r2 4)or4)orr4)oo - 21 
24) 4)2 0, 00 rOO rO 
where 4)i, (Dij, (I)ijk correspond to the first, second and thIrd derivatives with respect 
to r and/or 0 variables and evaluated at the stationary points r, and 0,. This 
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equation was derived after applying the axial symmetry condition and stationary 
pliase niethod to the defocused point spread function (PSF) of an optical System 
with a circular aperture. For further detail on the method of stationary pliase refer 
to Appendix A. Our calculation replicates this expression. 
It was assumed that the condition for extended dept li-of-field lias a separable 
solution 4)(r, 0) that could be written as 
4)(r, 0) == -ar111011, (3-28) 
where (v is a constant. It was stated that When this terill (1)(r, 0) is substituted into 
equation Eq. (3-27), the resultant index equation which in and n must satisfy is 
in 
2 
it 
2- 2m 2n- 3mn 2+ 61nn - 4m - Kit -8=0, (3-29) 
whereas, we find instead that the following expression must, be satisfied: 
211 2+ inn - 4,11, -, in +2=0. (3-30) 
This has a profound effect on the values of in that, are it solutiou m Eq. (3-28). 
Since the extended depth-of-field PSF has to ineet the axial symmetry couditiou 
which implies that the phase niask function has to be autisymnictric, i. c. (l)(r, 0) = 
-4)(r, O + 7r), thus n must be an odd positive integer; the smallest odd positive 
integer value for n that yields a non-trivial (1)(r, 0), is n=3. luserting this iii our iiew 
expression in Eq. (3-30), we obtain Tri =-4. A negative value for m. is probleinat ic, as 
it would always result in a phase singularity at iý = 0. This phase singularity would 
make any solution obtained by this approach physically mirealistic. Thus another 
approach to solve equation Eq. (3-27) is necessary. 
2.3 Optimum circular phase plate to extend the depth of 
field 
To obtain (1)(r, 0) that satisfies the condition for extended depth of fiel(l, we expand 
it as a weighted suin of Zernike polynomials: 
'ILI 
4)(r, 0) E a,,,,, I 
0 p- 0 
where a is a constant which determines the thickness of the phase plate. To ensure 
that (D(r, 0) satisfies the axial symmetry condition, we restrict the ahove suminatiolls 
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Figure. 3.10: Profile of the extended dcpth-of-field phasc platc 
to odd orders of n- 21n. We also hinit these sinninations to fift, li degree Zernikc 
polynomials U,,,, as is usually done in aberration analYsis. The definit lon of'Zerifike 
polynomials are given by Malacara in Ref. [751. We substitute Eq. (3-31) into Eq. (3- 
27) and use the Adaptive Simulated Annealing optimization nictliod [76,771 to obtain 
the expansion Zernike coefficients a,,,,,, that, iiiiiiiinize flie magnitude oftlie res-ultant, 
equation. It is beyond the scope of this work to give a detailed description of flic 
optimization. The expansion coefficients of Ole opt, 111111111 
phase plate, shown in Fig. (3.10), are given in Table (11). The peak-to-vallcy 
optical path difference introduced by the phase niask is control by the parameter (t, 
affects the tradeoff between deptli-of-field extension and irreversible blurring (hie to 
possible nulls in the modulation transfer finiction of the iniaging system. 
2.4 Phase mask performance with defocus 
A quantitative way to show the extension of depth of field in a given system is to 
plot the angles in Hilbert space between its in-focus and out-of-focus point spread 
finictions for different parameter values. The angle in Hilbert space betmecil Iliy 
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Figure 3.11: Hilbert space angles using a clear aperture and using the extended depth- 
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two functions is a measure of the similarity between these two functions [32]. The 
smaller the angle between the two functions, the more similar are the two functions, 
and vice versa. Thus, it is a metric to quantify the defocused image blurring, the 
angle in Hilbert space between a defocused PSF and the in-focus PSF. In Fig. (3.11) 
we show these angles for the same imaging system used in Ref. [32]. From Fig. (3.11) 
we note that all the angles shown, which correspond to different defocus parameter 
values, become smaller when our phase plate is introduced at the pupil of an imaging 
with a clear circular aperture. Thus the PSF of an imaging system with the circular 
antisymmetric phase plate at its exit pupil varies less with defocus compared to the 
PSF of a similax standard system. 
To demonstrate the extension of the depth of field, we compare two sets of 
computer-simulated images of a spoke target for different defocus parameter values. 
The first set (left column of Fig. (3.12)) is obtained using a standard incoherent 
imaging system similax to the one used in Ref. [74] and the second set (right column 
of Fig. (3.12)) is obtained using the same system, but with the new phase mask at 
its exit pupil. From Fig. (3.12) we note that the variation in the image quality with 
defocus is much less with the standard system indicating a much increased depth of 
field. The quantitative improvement in depth of field in a specific imaging system 
is determined by the value of a used in equation Eq. (3-31). The value of a used 
in our present calculations is a=3.8 x 10-rm. By comparing Fig. and Fig. (3.12) 
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Figure 3.12: Defocuscd diffraction-liTnited imaycs uxing a c1car cirrular ay-11,11"Ir 
(left) and using and an extended- depth- of-ficld antisyminctric phase niask (no post 
detection image processing was applied to the coded images). 
with Fig. 5 and in Fig. 9 in Ref. [741, respectively, we note that the perf'Ormance of 
our new phase plate is considerably better than the 111vali(I p1lase 1)1, lt, (, derive(I in 
Ref. [741. 
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Based on an optical system with a circular aperture, Kubala et al. [781 have 
suggested a particular circular aspheric phase mask called the cosine form mask 
that increases the tolerance to aberrations, especially defocus-related such as field 
curvature, astigmatism and defocus. Mathematically, the cosine form is describe by 
e (r, 0) =Z airip cos(wi0 + Vi), (3-32) 
i=l 
where the weight on each term is given by ai and the radian frequencies and phase 
offsets of each term are given by wi and Vi respectively. The odd-cosine phase mask 
has never been analytically derived in the existing literature: certainly, there exits 
no analytical method in the frequency or space domain that allows obtaining such 
equation. The key aspect of the performance of this phase mask is its antisymmetry 
given by the cosine term, which ensures an increased defocus alleviation as we show 
in the following chapter. A particular advantage of the cosine-shaped mask over the 
cubic-shaped mask is the manufacturing process in compaxison to the traditional 
cubic phase mask. The surface of the cosine-shaped mask at any given radius is 
composed of a fixed number of sinusoidal terms. The number and parameters of 
the sinusoidal terms can be matched to the fabrication method being used to ensure 
high quality manufacturing. 
Conclusions 
We have derived a quartic phase mask by applying the method of stationary phase 
to the central intensity of a generic circularly symmetric phase function. The per- 
formance of the quartic filter showed a reduction in sensitivity to coma and astigma, 
tism without the requirement of post-detection processing, even for extreme values 
of aberration. In previous work, defocus mitigation with the quartic phase mask was 
also reported. The extended performance is coupled with a practical reduction in 
the cutoff frequency of the optical system and suppression of the MTF, which results 
in a decrease in the resolution and contrast of the image. However, this may not be 
problematic in some applications, such as barcode readers or machine vision, where 
contrast is important but not an essential element. The lack of zeros in the MTF 
means that, in general, the quality of detected images can be improved by digital 
signal processing techniques. The radially symmetric phase filters do not reduce 
the sensitivity to aberrations as efficiently as the cubic phase filter, but offer the 
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advantage of low-cost manufacture. A particular interesting observation is the fact 
that the quartic filter derived here is nearly identical to the symmetric logarithmic 
filter obtained by Chi [401 when the latter is designed to provide defocus tolerance 
from a point near the optical system to infinity. Both filters have been derived using 
different methods: the quartic filter by considering the wave nature of light and 
diffractive integrals and the logaxithmic filter by ray-tracing and Fermat's principle. 
In the second part of the chapter, we have reported a new derivation of a 
extended-depth-of-field antisymmetric phase mask by means of a spatial-domain 
method. By inserting the circular phase mask at the aperture stop of a diffraction- 
limited incoherent optical system, it is possible to extend the depth of field. A quan- 
titative evaluation in terms of the Hilbert angle of the vaxiation of the PSF with i 
defocus was presented together with a qualitative demonstration with computer- 
simulated images for different defocus parameter values. In our opinion, the mathe- 
matical complexity, numerical optimization and numerous approximations involved 
in obtaining the circular antisymmetric phase mask, indicate that this spatial- 
domain method is a cumbersome tool to use. Similar results, for instance, can 
be obtained with rectangularly-separable antisymmetric phase masks placed in cir- 
cular apertures and derived by simpler methods (ambiguity function, geometrical 
optics, etc. ) as we show in the next Chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
Decomposition of the optical 
transfer function: wavefront coded 
imaging system 
Summary. We describe the mapping of the optical transfer function (OTF) of an 
incoherent imaging system into a geometrical representation. We show that for de- 
focused traditional and wavefront-coded systems the OTF can be represented as a 
generalised Cornu spiral when a cubic phase mask is employed. This novel represen- 
tation provides a physical insight into the way in which wavefront coding can increase 
the depth of field of an imaging system and permits analytical quantification of salient 
OTF parameters, such as the depth of focus, the location of nulls, and amplitude and 
phase modulation of the wavefront-coding OTF. 
1 Introduction 
The optical transfer function* (OTF) is a critical parameter of aberrated optical 
systems. Except in restricted cases, such as when the well-known Fourier transform 
relationships are valid [80], the numerical methods of wave-optics analysis can ob- 
scure the underlying physical processes of OTF formation. We show here how a 
geometrical analysis of a phasor representation of a decomposed OTF enables an 
improved description and quantification of OTF parameters to be made. Although 
this approach is pertinent to all aspects of incoherent image formation, its appli- 
cation to wavefront coding is of particular interest. We have shown that, when 
it is combined with digital postprocessing, a mask placed in the pupil plane of a 
*An interesting historical background for the OTF can be found in [79]. 
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conventional imager produces greatly reduced sensitivity to defocus-related optical 
aberrations [5,81,38]. The resultant OTFs are approximately invariant over a re- 
stricted range of defocus, but there has been no reported analytical treatment of the 
range of defocus invariance, of the magnitude of departures from invariance, or of a 
physical, wave-optics explanation of the underlying physical processes. In this chap- 
ter we demonstrate that the OTF of a defocused wavefront coding system can be 
considered in terms of a generalised Cornu spiral (GCS) and that the performance 
parameters of a wavefront coding system can be readily derived from the geometry 
of such a spiral. We start by describing how the OTF can be decomposed to enable 
its composition to be plotted as a curve in the complex plane. We then apply this 
technique to an imaging system, incorporating first defocus and then both defocus 
and a cubic phase function. 
2 The OTF of a wavefront coding optical system 
2.1 Young's slits and the OTF 
For clarity and without loss of generality, the analysis is restricted to the case of 
a one-dimensional optical system. The optical transfer function of an incoherent 
imaging system is given by the normalised autocorrelation of the pupil function 
P(x) [551: 
+oo Zf Azif +"0 1 p(X) 12 P 
(x 
+ ýe F' 
(x 
- dxlf dx, il (f )=1,00 
where x is the transverse linear coordinatej is the spatial frequency, A is the wave- 
length and zi is the distance from the aperture stop to the image plane (radius of 
the Gaussian sphere). The OTF for an exit pupil of width R can be expressed 
+oo +oo 
P x+R-L)P* x-R 
f )dx/ 
lp(X)12 dx, (4-2) H(f) = 
1-00 
fmax fmax 
100 
where f.. _, 
is the cut-off spatial frequency and Rflf,,,.. r corresponds to a pupil- 
plane coordinate representing spatial frequencies f. Physically, Eq. (4-2) can be 
interpreted in terms of the integral of Young's fringes of spatial frequencies f due 
to the integral of all possible aperture pairs of separation 2Rflf,,,, _, within the 
pupil [551. The numerator represents the region of overlap of two displaced pupil 
functions, one centred at Rflf,,,,., and the other at -Rf1f,,,,, ý. In the absence of 
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aberrations, the area of overlap for a particular spacing is proportional to the OTF 
for the corresponding frequency f. The denominator is a normalizing factor. When 
the separation is so large that the two pupils have no region in common, the value of 
the frequency transfer function is clearly zero; thus, spatial frequencies larger than 
a certain cut-off frequency are not transmitted by the system. In this particular 
case, for a one-dimensional aperture of width R, the pupils will not overlap when 
the spacing is larger than 2R. 
When a fringe pattern of a particular frequency f is generated in the image 
plane, an interference effect takes place. This pattern can only be produced by the 
interference of light emerging from two separate regions (or Young's pinholes) placed 
at the exit pupil of the system, with a separation 2Rf between pinholes. Yet, 
for this particular spacing, many pairs of pinholes can be included in the pupil of 
the system. Each of them producing the same interference pattern of frequency f. 
The number of ways a particular pair of Young's pinholes can be fit into the exit 
pupil is determined by the weighting factor applied by the system to that frequency 
component f. In terms of the OTF, this relative weight for the frequency f is 
proportional to the area of overlap of two pupils separated by the corresponding 
spacing. Therefore, as the separation between pairs of Young's pinholes increases, 
generating higher spatial frequencies, there will be fewer ways in which these pinholes 
can be embraced by the pupil and as result the OTF will decrease, reaching the value 
zero at the cut-off frequency. At this particular frequency the separation between 
the pair of pinholes will be larger than the pupil, and consequently that frequency 
will not be transmitted by the system, as the pinholes cannot be fit in the pupil. 
2.2 Effect of defocus aberration on the OTF 
As mentioned in the previous section, each infinitesimal element in the area of 
overlap represents the contribution to the OTF of a single pair of Young's pinholes. 
It will be seen that decomposing the integral of the OTF in Eq. (4-2) into the 
complex amplitudes of the component interferograms helps us to understand the 
composition of the H(f). To this end we define the integral 
re 
L(r', v) = 
10 
h (r, v) dr/ 
£h 
(r, 0) dr, (4-3) 
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with h(r, v) = P(r + v)P*(r - v) and h(r, 0) = JP(r) 12, where r= x1R is the 
normalised pupil coordinate and v= f1f ..... is the normalised spatial frequency. 
Note that the normalised OTF given in Eq. (4-2) is given by 
H(v) = L(l - v, v) - L(-l + v, v). (4-4) 
This enables the contributions to L(v) to be depicted in a manner redolent to how the 
Cornu spiral describes diffraction of coherent light at an edge; the caveat is that the 
phasors h(r, v) represent the intensity and spatial phase of interference fringes rather 
than complex amplitude of the optical field. We represent incremental contributions 
h(r, v)dr by phasors and perform the integral in Eq. (4-3) as r' is varied between 
zero and the negative limit -1 +v and between zero and the positive limit 1-v. 
This enables the contribution to L(v) to be identified as a function of the pupil-plane 
displacement r'. We consider first a simple pupil for which P(r) =1 for Irl <- 1 and 
P(r) =0 for Irl > 1; the pupil function is real and so 1 is real for all r and for all v; 
H(v) is then purely real for all v and the OTF H(v) =1-v has the characteristic 
triangular form due to the linear variation of the autocorrelation function with v. 
As an illustration of the usefulness of this approach, and before considering its 
application to wavefront coding, we consider first the decomposition of the OTF of 
an optical system that suffers only from defocus, which we represent by a quadratic 
phase factor. The pupil function that describes the defocused wavefront is given by 
P(r, W20) = p(r) exp(ikW2or 
2), (4-5) 
with p(r) =1 for Irl :51 and p(r) =0 elsewhere, W20 is the defocus coefficient 
in -units of wavelengths and k= 27r. The expression for the interferogram phasor 
representing a pair of Young's slits is given by 
h(r, V; W20)= exp(i87rW20vr), (4-6) 
so that the phasor contributions to H(v) have a phase that varies linearly with 
offset r; that is, L(r', v) describes the axc of a circle traced from the origin in 
the complex plane. The sense of this arc is clockwise for increasingly positive r' 
and anticlockwise for increasingly negative r'. The defocused OTF, H(V; W20) " 
L(l - V7 V; W20) - L(- 1+ V) V; W20) , is the vector displacement between the ends 
of these two arcs. The Hermitiwi nature of h(r, V; W20) means that the integral 
represented by L(r', v; w2o) is always real. The variation Of H(V; W20), L(l -v, v; W20) 
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Figure 4.1: Traditional defocused OTFs depicted as arc circles (left) for v=0.5 
and no wavefront coding. Note the presence of nulls and phase reversal in the OTF 
(right). Defocus W20 in units of wavelength. 
and L(-1 + v, v; w2o) is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 for a spatial frequency V=0.5 and 
for a range of values Of W20- 
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For a specific value of v, nulls occurs in the defocused OTF when the gradient 
of the phasor at both limits r' =1-v and r' = -1 +v is zero; that is, the phasors 
must satisfy the following condition 
h(l - V) V; W20) = h(-1 + V) V; W20) = exp(in7r), (4-7) 
where n is a non-zero positive integer. This enables us to write 
W20 =n 
±1 (4-8) 
8v(l - v)' 
for the values of positive and negative defocus, in wavelengths, that introduce zeros 
at spatial frequency v. It is clear from this interpretation that any degree of optical 
aberration will cause the phasors to curve, reducing the magnitude of the OTF. 
Furthermore, it can be appreciated from Fig. 4.1 that when the pupil function is 
even, the magnitude Of H(V; W20) decreases rapidly with added defocus and, for 
w2o > 0.5, nulls and phase reversals are introduced. 
In this case, this unique decomposition of the OTF into its constituent phasors 
enables a simple and elegant explanation of the location of the zeros to be made, a 
result that can also be found in optics textbooks, such as Ref. [55]. 
2.3 Effect of a cubic phase mask on the OTF 
As mentioned previously, a rectangular, linearly separable cubic pupil function and 
various other circular, odd pupil functions produce OTFs that vary slowly with 
defocus and with an absence of nulls, even for large defocus. We now show how 
this decomposition of the OTF provides a simple explanation and parameterization 
of the wavefront coding process. We consider a one-dimensional, defocused optical 
system in which a cubic phase mask with peak-to-valley displacement 2a, in units of 
wavelengths, is located in the pupil. The generalised pupil function for this system 
is 
P(r, W20, a) = p(r) exp[i27r(W20r 
2+ 
ar')], (4-9) 
with p(r) =1 for Irl :51 and p(r) =0 otherwise. The interferogram phasors are 
thus given by 
h(r, V; W20) Ci) = exp[i47rv(3ar 
2+ 2W20r + CV2)]. (4-10) 
The complex decomposition of the OTF is obtained by inserting Eq. (4-10) into 
Eq. (4-3) and plotting the variation of L(r', V; W207 a) as r' varies between -1 +v 
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and 1-v: 
L (r', V; W20, a) 
10 
exp[i47rv(3ar 
2+ 2W2or + aV2 )]dr, (4-11) 
2 
where 1/2 is the normalizing factor in Eq. (4-3). This resulting integral describes arc- 
length parameterized curves known as generalised Cornu spirals (GCS) or clothoids 
[821. Although an analytical expression for the phasor L(r, V; W20, a) and the OTF 
H(V; W20, a) can be obtained in terms of error functions as we have shown in Chap- 
ter 2, a physical understanding and analysis of the wavefront coding process is 
more readily obtained from consideration of the simpler expression of Eq. (4-10). 
The three terms in the exponential contribute to a compound curve in the complex 
plane with three distinct components; the constant term, av2, yields a linear section; 
the quadratic term, 3ar 2, induces a diminishing clockwise spiral for both positive 
and negative pupil displacements and, when W20 is sufficiently large, the term lin- 
ear in r, 2W20r, introduces arcs of a circle similar to normal defocus as described 
above. Consequently, when W20 is sufficiently small the compound curve consists of 
two clockwise spirals separated by a linear section and for large W20 the curve more 
closely resembles a circle, although the additional linear and quadratic terms tend to 
give it a spiral form so that nulls are not introduced into the OTF. The contribution 
L(r', V; W20, a) is plotted in Fig. 4.2 for a=2 and as defocus w2o is varied from 0 to 
4 for a normalised spatial frequency of v=0.5. Also shown are the corresponding 
modulation transfer functions (MTFs) for this system. The resultant OTF at fre- 
quency v, H(v; W20, a), is indicated by the resultant phasor between the inner ends 
of the two spirals. It can be seen that increasing positive defocus causes the spiral 
structure to rotate about the origin so that one spiral becomes more tightly wound 
whilst the opposite spiral unwinds in a manner such that, in terms of the MTF 
I H(V; W20, a) 1, the effect of one approximately counteracts the other. For negative 
defocus the rotation is also clockwise but produces tightening and loosening of the 
coils about the foci opposite those of -positive defocus. In consequence, the MTF 
remains approximately constant until one spiral is completely wound around its ori- 
gin and the other spiral is completely unwound; as the magnitude Of W20 increases 
beyond the point at which one spiral is completely unwound, the MTF decreases 
rapidly. Physically, the coiling for positive and negative r' represents the resultant 
of the combined effects of the cubic phase mask and the defocus; a tightening in the 
spirals occurs when the cubic phase mask introduces phase-front curvature that is 
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Figure 4.2: Wavefront coding OTFs and MTFs depicted as generalised Cornu spirals 
for a=5 and v=0.5 as defocusy2o increases. 
in the same sense as the quadratic defocus and loosening of the spirals occurs when 
the cubic phase mask tends to cancel the quadratic defocus. It can be appreciated 
from this picture how reduced sensitivity to defocus is facilitated by an odd pupil 
function. 
t-- 
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Figure 4.3: Relationship between the geometry of a generalised Cornu spiral and 
the performance parameters of a wavefront coding system for normalised spatial 
frequency v=0.5 and a=5 (in units of wavelength). 
Having shown how decomposition of the OTF enables wavefront coding to be 
described as a CGS, we now show how we can use the geometry of the Cornu spiral 
shown in Fig. 4.3 to estimate important parameters such as 
1. An approximation to the value for the MTF I H(V; W20 i Ck) 
I- 
2. The maximum value Of W20 for which the MTF can be considered to be ap- 
proximately constant. 
3. The magnitude of amplitude modulation of the MTF within this 'invariance' 
region. 
4. The magnitude of the phase modulation introduced. 
Previous descriptions of wavefront coding do not provide any estimates of the second 
of these parameters and predict that the latter two are equal to zero. 
The spatial-frequency integral in Eq. (4-11) converges rapidly to the foci of 
the spiral with increasing pupil-plane displacement r', and so an approximation of 
the mean value of the OTF can be calculated by taking the limit r' --* ±oo in 
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L(r', V; W20, a), thus, 
(H(V; W20,0))= lim L(r, V; W20)0)- lim L(r', V; W20, a), (4-12) 
rl +00 ro--+-oo 
operating further, 
W2 
(H (v; W20,0)) + 
i) 
exp i47rv civ 
2+ 20 (4-13) 
4, ýF6o-v 
I- 
3a)] ' 
The GCS rotates clockwise as W20 is increased in both positive and negative direc- 
tions. In the ray picture, as we have shown in Chapter 2, this phase variation of 
the OTF represents the parabolic shape of the caustic along which the center of the 
point-spread function moves with varying defocus. The mean MTF is calculated by 
taking the modulus of the previous expression 
,V 48aV 
(4-14) (V; W20 i a)) 
v 
which is independent of the defocus coefficient and gives a straightforward estimation 
of the height reduction of the MTF as a function of the cubic parameter a. This 
expression is valid for moderate and large values of a and spatial frequencies 0<v< 
1. Fig. (4.4) shows the actual wavefront coding MTFs and the approximated MTFs 
using Eq. (4-14) for various values of a. It can be observed from the spiral diagrams 
in Fig. 4.4 that as the cubic parameter a increases, the approximated MTFs become 
closer to the exact MTFs due to the more substantial coiling and convergence of the 
spirals towards the foci. In addition, the highly suppressed MTFs remain unchanged 
by greater values of defocus as more of this is required to unwrap one end of the 
spiral. Unintentionally, we have found by means of the spiral argument the direct 
geometrical representation of the stationary phase method applied in Chapter 2 to 
derive the cubic phase mask: greater values of a generate rapidly-convergent spirals 
with increased defocus invariance which result in superior validity of the stationary 
phase approximation. 
When one end of the spiral is completely unwrapped, increasing defocus causes 
the MTF to drop rapidly. We define the maximum value for defocus invariance as 
that value Of W20 for which the spiral is sufficiently unwrapped that the end coincides 
with the point of inflection midway between the two foci of the spiral, that is, the 
point at which the MTF is reduced to 50% of the mean value. A measure of the 
defocus invariance or unwrapping of the spiral can be obtained from the curvature K 
of the spiral. The curvature r. at displacement i' on a GCS plotted in the complex 
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Figure 4.4: (Top) spiral coiling for v=0.5 and with cubic parameter a=2,5 and 10 
(in units of wavelength); bottom, the corresponding exact (gray) and approximated 
(black) MTFs of the wavefront coding system. 
plane, can be calculated using the conventional definition from differential geometry 
of curve [83]: 
xy - yx 
(: 0 + 03/2 
(4-15) 
where x= Re[L(r', V; W20, a)], y= lm[L(r, V; W20, a)] and each dot denotes a differ- 
entiation with respect to r'. We obtain the curvature at any point on the spiral by 
replacing Eq. (4-11) into Eq. (4-15) which yields 
n(r') = 161rv(W20 + 3ar'). (4-16) 
That is, the curvature varies linearly along the spiral and for a particular displace- 
ment r' along the curve, varies linearly with w2o. Thus, neglecting the rotation of 
the entire spiral, the effect of defocus is to slide length of the curve along itself, 
wrapping around one locus as it unwraps from another as shown in Fig. 4.2. It can 
thus be appreciated that a measure of the maximum value Of W20 for which the MTF 
is approximately constant can be considered to be the value for which either end of 
the spiral (r' =1-v or r' = -1 + v) passes through the point of inflection, or zero 
curvature, that is, for r. = 0, thus 
K(±(l - v» = 161rv[W20 ± 3a(1 - V)] = 0, (4-17) 
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solving this expression, we obtain 
JW201max 
= 3a(l - v). - (4-18) 
The point of inflection is equidistance between the foci of the spirals and so corre- 
sponds to a halving reduction in the value of MTF with respect to the mean value 
given by Eq. (4-14). The result given in Eq. (4-18) also highlights the maximum 
tolerable defocus is dependent on the spatial frequency and that for the higher spa- 
tial frequencies the tolerance remains small. It is therefore evident that knowledge 
Of W20 and a allows us to predict the point at which the exact MTF depart from its 
approximation, providing a measure of the operational spatial frequency bandwidth 
for a given defocus. 
The representation in Fig. 4.3 of the OTF vector between the ends of the spiral 
oscillating in amplitude and phase about the mean OTF vector joining the foci of 
the spiral, clearly indicates the amplitude and phase modulation of the OTF that 
accompanies defocus. The magnitudes of the amplitude and phase modulations can 
be estimated from the geometry of this representation. Projection of the displace- 
ment vectors from each foci (i. e. for r' --+ ±oo) to the respective extremes of the 
spiral at r' = ±(1 - v) onto the mean OTF vector yields the amplitude modulation 
M11 whilst projection in the orthogonal direction M_L yields the phase modulation 
AO. A complete derivation of the following results can be found in Appendix D. It 
can thus be shown that the amplitude modulation is given by 
1 (cosJ(47rv/3a)[W20 - 3a(l _ V)12 + (7r/4)} 
Irv 
M11 (V; W20, a) ý -f6- Irv W20 - 3a(l - v) 
_cosf(41rv/3a)[W20 
+ 3a(l - V)12 + (7r/4)} (4-19) 
W20 + 3a(l - v) 
where each of the two components within the boldfaAce parentheses corresponds to 
modulation at either end of the spiral. For increasing defocus and practical values 
of a, one of the spirals is much more tightly wound than the other and so a good 
approximation can be obtained by neglecting one of the terms in brackets to yield: 
M11 (V; W20 a) ýý 
cos f (47rv/3a) [W20- 3a(I - V)12 
+ (-7r/4)} 
(4-20) 167rv[W20 
- 3a(l - v)] 
which is valid for w2o > 0. By neglecting the cosine oscillation, the amplitude 
modulation of the OTF is then constrained within the following domain 
Mil (v; w2o, a) 16rv[w2o 3a(i - v)] 
(4-21) 
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Figure 4.5: Amplitude modulation (a) for a=5 and v=0.5 as a function of d(focus 
and (b) fOr 11ý20 =3 as a function of spatial frequency. Black C717"11C rcyt-cscuts E'q. (4 
19); and the gray curve, the actual amplitude modulation. 
for 0< W20 < 3ci(l - v). For cv =5 and v=0.5, Fig. 4.5(a) depicts as a finict ion of' 
defocus the amplitude modulation given in Eq. (4-19) with respect dw nwan MTF 
value. The small amplitude fluctuations on top of the inain variation are cansed by 
the tightening of the end of the spiral increwsingly wrapped by defOciis. Tliat is why 
the small fluctuations can be neglected in Eq. (4-19) to derive a simpler expression 
given by Eq. (4-20). In this figure, the analytical result, of the amplitude modidation 
is compared with the modulation obtained by an Independent winwrically-based 
method which confirins the validity of Eq. (4-19) for 1'111201 < 3(v(l - v). From these 
expression, useful performance parameters can be readily obtaill, for example the 
amplitude modulation for u=5 and v=0.5 is of' - ±1()(Y() at, '11ý20 = :ý Olalf Waýy 
of the defocus range) and - ±20% at 11120 ý5 (near the validity limit). Similarly, 
Fig. 4.5(b) shows the amplitude modulation L,; a function of' spatial frequellcy for 
a=5 and 71120 = 3. For this particular case, it, can be clearly scell diall wbell 
V >- 1- 170201/3ce = 0.8 our expressions are no longer valid since the spirals witli'll 
that frequency range are completely unwound and the MTF drops a fact, or of 50% 
or more. 
Based on the same geometrical arguments we now cal(, illate tll(, pjjas(, illo(III1,1, 
tion with respect to the inean OTF that occurs in the unraveling end ofthe spiral for 
increasing positive defocus (again, we neglect the sinall pimse angle in the wrapping 
focus). The modulation orthogonal to the invan OTF, M_L, Is readily obtitilled by 
replacing the cosine by a sine function in Eq. (4-20) and for '1020 > () WC OlAcUll tll(ý 
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function of normalised spatial frequencY fO7* 11ý20 = 2, left; and 'w2() ý 4, right. 
amplitude of the pliase modulation: 
AO ýý N/3 
-(t vx 
sinj(47rv/3a)[W20 - 3(v(I _ ,, 
)12 + (7r/4) 1. (4-22) 
27rv[71ý20 
- 3a(I - vTj 
The overall phase modulation is finally obtained by adding the over(d] rotation of 
the foci and the fluctuations produced by tbe unraveling oftlic extreme oftlicspiral 
; zýý -47rv (W 
2+ '11120 + Ao. (. 4-23) 
3(v 
The phase modulation 0 as a function of spatial frequency is shown in Fig. 4.6 
-(' is st an, al for oz =5 and two defocus values: '11120 =2 and '11120 = 4- "'11" )St' t '( 
agreement between the exact phase modulation and its approximatiou derived oil 
purely geometrical grounds. In the same way as for the amplitude modulation, the 
estimate of the phase modulation is valid within the frequency range v>I- I'll'201/3(v 
where the corresponding spirals are not completely unwound. Within this region 
a linear relationship between phase modulation and spatial frequency holds. The 
slope of the linear curve accounts for the amount of defo"IS illt, ro(Ill"(1 (Wit 11 '11120 
the slope is null and the curve coincides with the horizonal axis). Therefore, defocus 
aberration produces a linear translation of the low spatial frequencies. For high 
spatial frequencies, defocus not only reduces the MTF considerably but, produces 
fast phase variations. As we will see in Chapter 5, the phase modulat ion has a greater 
impact than the amplitude modulation on the restoration of the coded images. Phase 
mismatches between the deconvolution and convolutiou kernels give rise to artifacts 
and replication in the processed image. 
In summary, by decomposing the OTF, we have presented it, 11111(jue Inetho(l 
which provides a clear understanding of the physical process of wavefront co(ling 
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and allows extraction performance parameters by means of analytical expressions 
and simple geometrical considerations. For the first time, this description of the 
wavefront coded OTF explains and quantifies the artifacts and edge replication that 
axe found in the restored image. In the next section, we extend the decomposition 
of the optical transfer function to 2D pupils with rectangular and circular apertures. 
3 Rectangularly separable phase mask in 2D 
The decomposition of the optical transfer function into the complex amplitudes of 
the component interferograms for 1D wavefront coding system allows us to obtain 
analytical solutions of the performance parameters and to understand the physical 
principles which extend the depth of field. Moreover, the novel perspective pre- 
sented here facilitates new ways into the design of phase masks to alleviate optical 
aberrations. Although the OTF decomposition method has been implemented an- 
alytically for a ID imaging system, it can be extended in the same way into a 2D 
system. Unfortunately, for 2D optical systems with non-separable pupil functions 
the OTF decomposition is restricted mainly to numerical evaluation, nevertheless in 
cases where the pupil function is rectangularly sepaxable it is still possible to obtain 
valuable insight and basic performance expressions. 
The phase masks that provide an extended depth of field and which have 
been derived assuming rectangularly separable condition have all been found to be 
antisymmetric. As we have demonstrated in the previous section, antisymmetric 
profiles favour greater tolerance to defocus. Examples of these type of phase masks 
which will be assessed using the OTF decomposition method include 
" Cubic phase mask with a rectangular or circular aperture. 
" Other rectangularly separable phase masks: high order polynomial n>3 
[63,33,64] and logarithmic phase mask [32]. 
Cubic phase mask with a rectangular aperture 
The decomposition of the OTF, when applied to a 2D rectangular aperture with 
a cubic phase mask, provides analytical solutions for the performance parameters 
along the horizontal and vertical axes of the OTF, i. e. when a pair of spatial 
frequencies in the Fourier plane satisfies (ý = 0,77) or (ý,, q = 0). In this particular 
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case, the geometrical representation of the phasor interferograms at each spatial 
frequency also depicts a generalised Cornu spiral which, in turn, is described by the 
same expressions derived for the case of a 1D aperture. The derivation and results 
for the OTF's horizontal and vertical axes of a rectangular aperture are not included 
herein as no new information is provided. However, outside these favourable axes 
it is still possible to extract mathematical expressions that disclose key information 
about the performance of an optical system with a cubic phase mask. Of special 
interest is the performance along the spatial frequencies axes where 77 and 
ý= -77 (at 45 and 135 degrees respectively). 
In order to perform an analytical OTF decomposition along these spatial fre- 
quency axes it is necessary to apply a rotation operation to the cartesian coordinate 
system so that one of the spatial frequency variables, i. e. 77, is removed from the 
autocorrelation integral and only one arc-length parameter is left to describe the 
curve. This requirement arises from the faret that the incremental contributions of 
the OTF integral in the cartesian plane occur simultaneously along the x and y 
directions which result in two arc-length parameters that no longer describe a curve 
but a surface, which in most cases is difficult to represent pictorially. 
The pupil function for defocus and a cubic phase mask in the new cartesian 
coordinate system rotated clockwise by an angle 0 about the origin can be expressed 
as 
P(x, y; 0) = p(x, y; O)exp(i27rfW20(X 2+y 2) + 
a [(y cos 0-x sin 0)' + (x cos 0+y sin 0)'] 
1) (4-24) 
with p(x, y; 0) =1 for values of x and y which fall inside a unit half-width square 
pupil centred in the origin and rotated an angle 0, and p(x, y; 0) =0 elsewhere. 
The pupil function is described in normalised coordinates and W20 and a are in 
units of wavelength. The phasor interferogram in 2D is also represented by the 
region of overlap of two displaced pupil functions and rotated by an angle 0, thus 
h(x, y, C, 77; 0) = P(x +CY+ 27; O)P*(x -Cy- 71; 0). Let us recall that the rotation 
operation allows us to set 17 =0 for any value of 0. Following the same procedure 
as for the one-dimensional example, the expression of the phasor interferogram is 
inserted into Eq. (4-3) for the 2D case, that is 
L(x 1 e; 0) 
Cb 
h (x, y, e, 0; 0)dxdy (4-25) 40 
fc. 
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Figure 4.7: Density plot of the real part of thc autocort-clation, funct'llov, (it spatial 
frcquency ý laying at 45 degrees of a squarc, aputfin-c mith a cubic, phasc utask ((v = 2). 
The overlapping region is delimitated by four straight curocs with. cquatious shonut 
next to them. 
where 1/4 is a 2D normalizing factor and corresponds to the area oft lic square pupil. 
The domain of integration C for the y variahle is represented by four straiglit, Imes 
that demarcate the area of overlap of two displaced pupils a. s is sliown In Fig. IT 
For a angle of rotation 0= 7r/4 or 0= 37r/4 (45 and 135 degrees respect ively) t lic 
equations of the bounding curves are readily extracted from the gcometry of the 
overlapping pupils, sce Fig. 4.7, which yields 
("a 
= -,, 
r2 +x+ý all(] x 
C, =- v/_2 -x+ý and ( 'b . 1, -- ý, < 
After rotation of 0= 7/4, the phasor interferograin results 'ill 
h(x, y, 4,0; 7r/4) = (ýxl)[i47rýýi, (2, iiý20 + N/2-(ý,! 1)] (4-26) 
Replacing Eq. (4-26) in Eq. (4-25), and evaluating further taking into account, flic 
limits of integration, we obtain 
1, (x', ý; 7/4) 
fx' 
-' 
((, 
xpj147xý[2'IIY20 - 3(v(-2 + 
V-2x + \/-2-ý)]J(4-27) 48-, /27raý X 
- exi) f i47rxý [2v 120 + 3a (- 2+ V-2. r + V-2-ý) II) (I. I. 
for x' > 0, and 
i J. 3" I 
L(x', ý; 7/4) =-I expjil4mrý[2, u'20 -3a(2 + v"2-j, - v/-2-ý)j 1 (4-28) 48v/27mý () X( 
CXPJM7rxý[2Uý20 + 3(v(2 + V2x - dx 
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for x' < 0. The complex decomposition of the OTF for this spatial frequency axis 
is obtained by plotting the variation of L(x', ý; 7r/4) as x' varies between -Vf2_ +C 
and Vf2_ - C. These integrals no longer describe generalised Cornu spirals, as occurs 
for the horizontal and vertical axis of the unrotated 2D OTF, but arc-like curves 
traced from the origin of the complex plane and with symmetry around it. The 
contribution L(x', C; 7r/4) for a spatial frequency C=0.25 and a=2 as defocus 
is increased is shown in Fig. 4.8. Also shown are the corresponding MTFs for this 
frequency axes. Note that along the diagonal of a square pupil the normalised spatial 
frequency cutoff is vý_2. Two important results that have an important effect in the 
performance of a wavefront coding system can be drawn from the figure: 
1. MTFs produced by a cubic phase mask are extremely suppressed along the 
diagonals of a square pupil and become further reduced for increasing values 
of defocus. 
2. The OTF is the vector displacement between the extremes of the two arc 
curves, H(ý; 7r/4) = L(vf2- - ý, ý; -7r/4) - L(-, ý42- + ý, ý; 7r/4), therefore the 
symmetry of the arc results in real-valued OTFs for any value of a and W20. 
Thus, no phase variation is introduced by defocus. 
For the particular example shown in Fig. 4.8, the MTF is approximately 10 times 
lower than the MTF for the same spatial frequency on the horizontal axis. The 
abrupt drop in the MTF outside the horizontal and vertical spatial frequency axes 
will give rise to significant noise amplification when postdetection signal processing is 
applied. In addition, the noise amplification across an image will not be uniformly 
distributed but it will depend on the magnitude of the spatial frequency and its 
orientation. As mentioned above, the phase of the spatial frequencies laying on the 
0= 7r/4 orientation is not affected by changes in defocus, as it occurs for all the 
other spatial frequencies in the complex plane. This means that when the restoration 
kernel (normally the cubic PSF at W20 = 0) is applied in the detected blur image, 
these spatial frequencies will be accurately recovered with the exact phase. However 
when defocus exceeds certain limit, the ends of the arc meet and nulls and phase 
reversals occur in the OTF. It is interesting to point out the series of anomalies or 
kinks that appear along the arc curve which cause the phasors to fold back into each 
other, reducing the overall length of the curve and generating such low MTFs. The 
magnitude of the kinks become more prominent as defocus is increased. 
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Figure 4.8: (Left) Decomposition of the wavefront coding OTFs depicted as curves 
for a=5 and v=0.25 lying on the 45 degree axis as defocus w2o increases. (Right) 
The corresponding MTFs along the 45 degree axis 
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The curvature of the arc curves is readily calculated using the same method 
as for the ID mask, thus applying Eq. (4-15) to Eq. (4-27) and Eq. (4-28) yields: 
192ý, F27r2 W20aý21X, j (4-29) 
1 sin[sign(xl)xl127raý(2 + %12-x' -N Q2)l I 
which is equally valid for X' >0 and x' <0 (hence the symmetry of the plots) and 
-, /2- <ý<,, 
F2. It can be appreciated from the curvature expression that despite 
not obtaining phasor contributions along the 45 degree axis axranged in the manner 
of Cornu spirals, the arc curves still facilitate reduced sensitivity to defocus as the 
parameter a fixes the amount of kinks along the curve by means of the argument of 
the sine function in the denominator. Defocus aberration stretches out the kinked 
sections of the curve until defocus finally overcomes the cubic effect and a full arc 
circle is produced. This effect can be seen in the evolution of the curve in Fig. 4.8. 
A similar analysis can be carried out with the spatial frequencies which fall 
on the other OTF diagonal. The phasor interferogram is calculated by substituting 
0= 37r/4 into Eq. (4-24) and calculating the overlap of two displaced pupil function, 
which yields 
h(x, y, 4,0; 31r/4) = exp{-i27re[-4W2OX + %/2-a(3X2 +3 y2 + 
e2)]l. (4-30) 
Unfortunately, although it is possible to obtain analytical solutions for the phasor 
contributions and their plot curvatures for any spatial frequency along the 135 degree 
axis, the expressions become of significant length and complexity with several error 
function terms. These equations are not included here as very little mathematical 
manipulation can be performed; nevertheless the plots of the geometrical configu- 
ration of the phasor contributions have been produced, as shown in Fig. 4.9(right). 
This figure shows also a comparison of the three different type of curves generated 
by the decomposition OTF of a spatial frequency C=0.5 with three different orien- 
tation in the scene: 0,45 and 135 degrees from the horizontal axis. In contrast to 
the arc-type phasor diagram for spatial frequency falling on the 45-degree diagonal 
(centre column), the phasor contributions at 135 degrees depict a spiral similar to 
that obtained at 0 degrees (right column) and subject to the same wrapping and 
unwrapping mechanism described in the previous section when defocus is increased. 
Also note from the spiral drawing at 135 degrees that as the spiral unwinds due 
to defocus, fast changes in the phase of the spatial frequency take place. In spite 
of having two completely different representations of the decomposed OTF for 45 
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and 135 degrees, the former an arc, the latter a spiral with different properties, the 
distance between the curve ends (i. e. the MTFs) for both frequency orientations 
remains identical, but clearly phase effects are different. 
We finish our study of the decomposition of the OTF of a cubic phase mask 
in 2D with the plots of the curvatures associated with the geometrical diagrams 
shown in Fig. 4.9, see Fig. 4.10. As we have demonstrated earlier, the curvature 
equation has provided a simple mathematical tool to characterise the spatial fre- 
quency performance of a wavefront coding system along the horizontal and vertical 
directions of the OTF. In this case, the curvature vaxies both linearly along the 
spiral arc-parameter x' and with defocus W20, as shown in Fig. 4.10(left). Defocus 
simply displaces the offset of the linear curvature. The curvatures along the 45 
and 135 degree OTF directions, Fig. 4.10(centre) and Fig. 4.10(right) respectively, 
distinctly account for the non-linear behavior of the phasor diagrams with respect 
to x' and W20 and the extremely low MTFs- Note that for these orientations, the 
curvatures are two orders of magnitude larger. Astonishingly, the analysis of the 
MTFs away from 0 or 90 degrees has been completely neglected in the literature; 
certainly, because of the much poorer behaviour outside the favourable directions. 
Other rectangularly separable phase masks: high order polynomial n>3 
and logarithmic profiles 
Encouraged by the results and elucidative physical insight provided by our unique 
method of OTF decomposition, we next investigate, in a qualitative way, several 
variations of rectangularly sepaxable antisymmetric phase masks for alleviation of 
defocus aberration. The general phase profile of these masks is defined by a poly- 
nomial equation in normalised coordinates 
O(x, y) = a(sign(x)xn + sign(y)yn), (4-31) 
with the order n higher than cubic. As for the cubic phase mask, the parameter a 
controls the amount of wavefront modulation. 
We have calculated the MTFs and geometrical representation of the contribut- 
ing complex interferogram. OTF components for a spatial frequency v=0.5 and with 
the same phase strength a=3 for various values of defocus, see Fig. 4.11, Fig. 4.12, 
Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14 with n=5,7,9,11 respectively. It is evident from the OTF 
decomposition figures that any phase mask with antisymmetric profile will reduce 
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the variation of the MTFs and hence the PSFs of ail optical system due to defocus 
aberration. By inc. reasing the order of the polynomial for a constant, maxiiiiiiin devi- 
ation, the central region of the phase inask expands over a larger area and becomes 
essentially constant whilst the active region of the phase inask is restricted to the 
edges of the pupil. Thus, for a given spatial frequency, only the phasor contrihiftions 
of the OTF that have been generated by pairs of Young's slit's placed outside the flat 
central region are modified by the pliase niask. These active p1msors are responsi- 
ble for providing a certain degree of defocus invariance to the corresponding spatial 
frequency and reveal their existence by the presence of curled sections at both ends 
of the spiral. Oil the other hand, the phasor contributions originating froin the 
flat central region are left unniodified and are subject to the full extent to defocus 
aberration. In the absence of defocus, these passive phasors are coherently added to 
compose the linear section of the spiral. In some way, by increasing t he order of the 
polynoinial it is possible to trade amount of defocus invariance for increased NITF 
height, which in turn drastically reduces the noise amplification introduced by the 
digital processing applied to recover ideal performance. This effect, can be clearly 
observed in the figures Fig. 4.11 to Fig. 4.14. As Ole value of it grows, the in-focus 
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wavefront coding MTF gradually evolves into the characteristic triangular forin of 
the diffraction-limited NITF, just suppressing the frequency response of the higher 
spatial frequencies which fall in the active region. In the light of the spiral argii- 
nient, the increase in the order of the polynomial is followed by a further extension 
of the linear section of the spiral and lience a reduction of its curled extremes. The 
quadratic wave-front due to defocus introduces arcs of a circle which will inodify the 
structure of the spiral in two steps: 
1. The clongated linear section is rapidly curled into a circular form. This effect, 
brings closer together the extremes of the spiral and explains the sudden drop 
that occurs in the N4TF at low spatial frequencies due to a small amount, of 
defocus. This phenomenon becomes more acute as the order of the polynomial 
increases. 
2. At this point, the MTF height, has stabilized across all the spatial frequencies 
and the tightening and loosening of the coils about the foci become the main 
ineclianisni to prevent mills in the OTF an(I gain defociis invariance. 
The last observation explains why the high-order TNITFs become less affected by 
defocus after a certain defocus threshold have been attained. Additiolially, our 
spiral representation provides a clear explanation of why the modulations in dic 
magnitude of the MTF due to defocus are reduced wheii n increases: the curled 
ends of the spiral become smaller and their tightening and loosing hardly inake i 
significant contribution to the height of the MTF. 
To conclude this section, a spiral-based comparison of the various phase masks 
defined by n-order polynomials reveals that the optimal pliase mask for defocus 
invariance is actually given by the original n, =3 cubic profile shice the curvature of 
its associated spirals is always linear with defocus (only valid for spatial frequencies 
along the horizontal or vertical orientations). As a result, no sudden drops in the 
MTF will take. place it low frequencies and all the phase mask power is entirely 
dedicated to the spiral wrapping and unwrapping process. 
Logarithmic pliase inask 
Since the derivation of the ctibic phase niask back in 1995, there have been inany 
mathematical derivations of pliase masks that allow extension of the depth of fivid. 
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Figure 4.15: Wavcfront coding OTFs and MTFs depicted as spirals for a rectangu- 
larly separable logan'thmic phase mask with an optical path diflCrence equivalent to 
(i =3 and v=0.5 as defocus U120 increases. All parameters in units of wavelenyth. 
The search for new rectangularly separable phase profiles has provided with a, great 
opportunity to supply the literature with countless derivations of phase masks that 
offer little or no improvement over the cubic inask. Moreover, the search has soine- 
how been nourished by the lack of real understanding of the physical principles 
behind the, MTF defocus-invariance process which, eventually, our decomposition of 
the OTF description has helped to comprehend. One of the main outcomes of our 
description is that any antisymmetric rectangularly separable phase mask improves 
the tolerance to defocus. Hence, ail infinite number of profiles call be sylithesized 
without taking into account optinnini-phase considerations. A paradigin of this 
group of phase mask is the rectangularly separable logarithmic phase mask defined 
by [32] 
(x) = slgii(x)ax, (log lxl + 0) (4-32) 
where x is tile normalised coordinate and a and 0 control the amount of defocus 
invariance by ineans of the wavefront's peak-to-valley height. The phase niwsk in 
2D is simply described by O(x, y) =f (x) +f (y). 
The performance of this phase niask in terins of MTF invariance due to defocus 
is illustrated in Fig. 4.15 and a comparison of the geometry of the spirals produced by 
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Figure 4.16: Spirals for a rectangularly separable logarithmic phase mask (top) and 
a cubic phase mask with alpha =3 (bottom). Both phase masks introduce the sazric 
optical path difference at the edges of the pupil (3 wavelengths). 
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the cubic and logarithmic phase masks at spatial frequencies v=0.5 and v=0.25 
is shown in Fig. 4.16. The cubic and logarithinic phase mask were designed to 
introduce the same wavefront distortion at the horizontal edge of the aperture (3 
wavelengths). It is apparent from the figures that defocus-invariant performance 
between both masks is almost identical. The spiral diagrams are practically identicid 
in both cases (apart from the offset angle of the phase which does not, have imy effect 
on the MTF height) and they exhibit the same, amount of coiling in cach cnds of 
the spirals for the selected spatial frequencies. 
It is important to remark that rectangularly separable phase masks alwtýys 
have one axis of antisynimetry along which the phase mask is constant. As a conse- 
quence, the magnitude of the frequency response function will exhibit, two orthogonal 
preferred spatial frequency orientations (e. g. the horizontal and vertical axes) where 
it attains the maximum values. Outside these favorable orientations, the MTF will 
drop dramatically. 
Cubic phase mask with a circular aperture 
The previous analysis using the decomposition of the OTF into interferograins is 
applied to a Wavefroilt Coding optical system with a cubic phase inask in winch the 
square aperture has been replaced by a unit-radius circular aperture. The geometri- 
cal complexity that arises in this case does not allow obtaining analytical expression 
for the. OTF nor its amplitude and phase modulations froin Eq. (4-3). However, it 
is possible to obtain an expression for the curvature of the spiral that provides soine 
qualitative analysis. Likewise as for the square aperture, we clioose the spatial fre- 
quencies along the horizontal or vertical cross section of the OTF (ý =0 or q= 0). 
The curvature of the spiral for a circular aperture is thus given by (see Appendix E 
for detailed derivation) 
472ý (7, U20 + 3ax') 
(4-33) 
vq+ 
(JXýj + ý)Y21 
with -I +ý< x' <I-ý. This expression show,, that the curvature of the spiral 
for a circular aperture is no longer linear in x', as was shown for a square aperture, 
'Ind Incre'Lses to infillity ns th(' le'l9th 1)(Inulleter -'r' iippronches the end values at 
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Normaliscd, spatial frcqucncy vý0.5 and o=5 (in units of wavch, ngth). 
xl - 
A generalisedspiral for a wav(ýfroiiteo(litig(ýir(! iiliti- aperture isshown in Fig-4.17. It 
is actually this key circumstance that prevents us from obtaining analytical (, xl)r(, S- 
sions for the inean OTF and modulations as we cannot, take x' - ±c-k). In (Alier 
words, the stationary phase approximation does not exist for the cubic phase ma. "'k 
with a circular aperture. Nevertheless, the expression for the curvature reveals two 
qualitative performance aspects: 
Although the point of inflection (K == 0) occurs at, the saine value of defoctis 
tThe curvature of a spiral whose extreme point, can be reached (in our case, when x' = ±(l - v)) 
can be finite or infinite at the vertices. The most, clear examples are the spirals described by polar 
equations such as p= 0', which in parametric coordinates is given by 
x(t) = t' cos(t), y(t) = t' Sill(1), te [0,00). 
Depending on the coefficient a, these spirals have finite or infinite curvature at the vertices 1. ý 0. 
For these spirals, the curvature is 
K (t) -t2+a+a2 
ta- I (t2 + a2) VFt2 
-+a2 
which, when t-0 is finite. if a<I and infinite, if a>1. For instance, for a=2, the spiral of 
equations 
"(t), Y(t) = 12 S X 
(t) 
=t, 
2 
Coý 
, 
ill (I 
,) 
has infinite curvature at the vertices. Note that, the extreme poiTjt is reached when I-0. What, 
it, actually happens for the curvature to be infinity is that, the arc length tends to zero faster than 
the angle (the curvature measures the ratio between the derivatives of the rmlius and the angle, 
that's why a circumference has a constant curvature, for the arc length increases as colistant, (I 1K) 
times the arc). 
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Rcj() 11-1 
as for the square aperture 1711201max = 3oz(l - ý), the fall in the MTF is larger 
than the factor of 2 obtained for the square aperture because the curvature is 
no longer lineal with displacement. 
2. Since the curvature increases rapidly to infinity along the spiral, it is expected 
that the modulation in the magnitude of the OTF varies less ahruptly for 
increasing defocus, as can be seen in Fig. 4.18. Note that the MTF shows 
reduced modulation compare to the square aperture. 
This suggests that the use of a cubic phase niask with a circular aperture can be 
implemented at the expenses of reducing the maximum tolerable defocus'. On tbe 
other liand, a positive aspect has been gained: the magnitude of the modulations 
as the MTF decrenses has become negligible. 
Circular phase mask with radial symmetry 
As we denionstrMed in Chapter 3, radially symmetric quartic and logaritliniic as- 
pheric phase masks [34,84,40,41], also enable defocus aberration mitigation. The 
performance in term of the. MTF attained by these kinds of pliase inask cannot 
equal that of the antisyninietric, but are suitable under modest amounts of aberra- 
tions and some times can be used without digital signal processing. We also showed 
that the amount of defocus tolerance in rotationally symmetric phase inask defines 
the practical cutoff frequency. Thus, increased tolerance to defocus will result in 
a reduced cutoff frequency and therefore large PSFs. In addition, the OTFs of 
rotationally symmetric phase mask can sometimes contain frequency hands of (! on- 
trast reversal at low spatial frequencies and are only functional for either positive 
or negative values of defocus. 
The decomposition of the OTF for the quartic phase mask shows clearly the 
functioning principles and limitations of rotationally symmetric masks, see Fig. 4.19. 
Similar results are obtained with the logarithmic, asplieric inask derived by Chi 
ct al. [40,41] when it is designed to iinage objects placed somewhere between 
infinity and a certain inininium distance from the optical system. The quartic phase 
nia, sk designed in this quoted example gives a practical defocus invariance for values 
ranging 0< '11120 <3 and for spatial frequencies, v<0.5. As shown in Fig. 4.19, for a 
selected spatial frequency v=0.25, the phasor contributions of the OTF are inapped 
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into spirals which no longer counteract the effect of defocus by unwrapping one end 
and wrapping the other, as is the case for antisymmetric masks, but instead by 
wrapping in opposite direction. This effect results in a diminished range of defocus 
invariance in compaxison to the cubic phase mask and produces OTFs which are not 
symmetrical under positive and negative values of defocus. An important advantage 
of the quartic mask (or any symmetric mask) is that the imaginary component of the 
OTF is always zero; this is clearly observed in the spiral representation where the 
OTF is always contained in the real axis (horizontal axis) for any value of defocus. 
Let us recall that for the antisymmetric phase masks the phase varies with defocus 
and artifacts axe introduced in the restored image unless the deconvolution kernel 
is adjusted to the correct phase. 
Unfortunately, the increased mathematical complexity associated with these 
circular phase masks does not allow us to obtain analytical expressions of the per- 
formance parameters by applying the OTF decomposition method. However, we 
have shown that a purely numerical application of the method is not only clarifying 
but also facilitates a quick identification of the limitations expected in this type of 
phase masks. 
Conclusions 
In summary, we have developed a new understanding of the formation of the OTF 
in incoherent imaging systems that involves a geometrical representation of the con- 
tributing complex interferogram components. This provides a lucid quantification of 
the salient parameters of the OTF both for a defocused traditional imaging system 
and for a defocused system incorporating a wavefront coding element. Features that 
are evident in the OTFs of wavefront-coded systems, such as amplitude modulation 
and the absence of nulls, have been explained analytically for the first time to our 
knowledge; thus the possibility of simple calibration has been introduced. It is note- 
worthy that the two-dimensional integral of the ambiguity function, as employed in 
Ref. [51 to synthesize the phase masks, can be effectively simplified to the equation 
for a straight line as shown in Eq. (4-17). We have also reported in terms of numeri- 
cal simulations how the OTF decomposition method allows to explain the important 
differences and similarities between the radially symmetric and the antisymmetric 
wavefront coded phase masks. 
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Future exploitation potential for this OTF decomposition can be directed to- 
wards deigning a numerical tool to efficiently synthesize phase masks (perhaps in 
combinations with amplitude masks) for specific-purpose applications such as con- 
formal optics where aberrations pose sometimes an insurmountable challenge to 
optical engineers. 
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Chapter 5 
Detector sampling and restoration 
of wavefront coded images 
Summary. In the first part of the chapter, we describe and analyze the performance 
of wavefront coding when additive white Gaussian noise is present at the detector. 
Numerical results of the noise amplification and simulated images will be presented. 
For a practical phase mask strength of a= 5A, the loss in signal-to-noise ratio after 
inverse filtering is 26dB. In the second part, we present a comprehensive study of 
the effect of detector sampling on wavefront coded systems. Two important results 
are obtained: aliasing artifacts are reduced by up to 20% in restored images and 
detector sampling does not compromise the restoration of wavefront coded images 
with improved depth of field. 
1 Introduction 
The effect of noise on image quality is an important issue especially when restora- 
tion of the detected or coded image is required to display the final image. The 
blurred image produced by the wavefront coded optics requires post-detection dig- 
ital processing to remove the distortion and obtain the final image. Unfortunately, 
the use of the phase mask suppresses the magnitude of the OTF. Additionally, we 
have shown that antisymmetric phase masks distort the phase of the OTF, thus the 
digital processing must also be able to correct the phase of the spatial frequency 
components. Therefore, considerable noise amplification and presence of artifacts 
in the restored image axe expected. In some applications such as thermal imaging, 
this inconveniences can be paxticularly relevant. 
In the first half of this chapter, we investigate the restoration of images acquired 
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by an incoherent wavefront coding system and quantify the reduction in signal- 
to-noise ratio expected in the final images as a function of phase mask strength. 
We restrict our analysis to linear deconvolution filters due to their simplicity and 
computational efficiency. Linear filters also provide simple metrics to quantify noise 
amplification. 
The second part of the chapter is dedicated to the study of detector sampling 
and averaging in the acquisition and restoration of wavefront coded images. To 
our knowledge, no work in this subject has been reported before. The second part 
is divided into three sections. In section 1, we summarize the essential information 
related to the sampling model that exists in the literature and obtain quality metrics 
that allow us to investigate the effect of sampling in a wavefront coding system and 
compare it with a traditional sampled imaging system. In section 2, we make use 
of an established method to depict the performance of a sampled wavefront coding 
system by representing the system output as the sum of two component images: 
one, an aliased component responsible for the frequency folding effect of sampling 
and another for the system low-pass filtering of image acquisition. Finallythe last 
section provides some conclusions. 
2 Restoration of wavefront coded images 
2.1 Deconvolution of noiseless image 
The material in this section is the first step in studying restoration of wavefront 
coded images in the absence of noise. This allows us to isolate and evaluate the 
axtifacts that appear in the image without interferences from noise amplification. It 
is well known that imaging through an incoherent shift-invariant optical system can 
be approximated as a linear operation given in the spatial domain by, 
i (x, y) = (x, y) 0 o(x, y), (5-1) 
that is, the image i(x, y) is the convolution of the object or scene o(x, y) with the 
position-invariant point spread function h(x, y) introduced by the optical system 
when noise is not considered. Since convolution in the space domain corresponds 
to a multiplication in the frequency domain, the imaging system can be simply 
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represented in the Fourier domain: 
I (C 77) =H (C 77) 0 (C 77), (5-2) 
where the terms in capital letters are the Fourier transforms of the corresponding 
terms in Eq. (5-1). In particular, H is the optical transfer function (OTF) of the 
imaging system. The simplest approach to decoding or restorating of wavefront 
coded images is direct inverse filtering, where we compute an estimate of the Fourier 
transform of the object 0' given by 
0'(ý, ri) = I(C, 77)F(C, 77), (5-3) 
where F(ý, 77) is the frequency response of the inverse filter. The inverse filter must 
be designed so as to restore the coded image to diffraction limited quality, therefore 
the OTF associated with diffraction-limited performance is included in the frequency 
response of the filter, more explicitly, 
F(ý, 77) = 
II'U(ý'77) 
(5-4) 
IIpm (C 77) 
where Hdj(ý,, q) is the in-focus diffraction-limited OTF of the optical system without 
phase mask, and Hp,, (ý, 77) is the in-focus OTF of the optical system with a phase 
mask at the aperture stop. Images of a spoke target and a natural scene (the picture 
of Lena) have been simulated for different values of defocus and a cubic phase mask 
parameter a= 5A, see Fig. 5.1 and Fig 5.2 respectively. In the left column of both 
figures, the images acquired with the conventional imaging system are displayed. 
Restored images obtained using the phase mask and post-detection inverse filtering 
axe illustrated in the right column. 
Lack of zeros in the in-focus wavefront-coding OTF allows us to apply a single 
inverse filter across the entire defocus range to decode the effects of the phase mask. 
Clearly, the restored images appear sharp and demonstrate an increased tolerance to 
defocus. It can also be observed that diffraction-limited performance is only achieved 
near the focal plane and, for increasing defocus aberration, artifacts become severe. 
The images contain ringing or replicas of edges, in particular along the x- and y-axis 
corresponding to the characteristic arms of the point spread function. Furthermore, 
the physical extent of the replicas across the image depends on the size of the point 
spread function and hence in the magnitude of the cubic parameter a. Additionally, 
the images are translated as a function of defocus following. the caustic across the 
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Figure 5.2: Traditional (Icft) and rcslorcd u)avcfr, (), tjt (: Oding (right) intagcs of Lcna 
for several defocus values and cubic phase mask tvith a= 5A. 
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iniage focal plane. This effect was discuss in Chapter 2 when we derived t lie equatim 
of the caustic and implies that objects with different defocus in a 3D scetie will suffer 
transverse displacements in the decoded iniage according to their relative distance 
to the object focal plane. 
The origin of the restoration artifacts lies in the discrepancy between the p1mse 
of the coding OTF and the phase of the decoding inverse filter as wws demmistrated 
in Chapter 4 by means of the spiral representation. The cubic phase inask, while 
guaranteeing relative defocus invariance of the MTF, does suffer from the problem 
of having ail extremely defocus-dependent, phase for the OTF. Surprishigly, this 
important consideration is hardly mentioned in the literature of' wýivcfroiit codilig 
and, perhaps for that reason, restoration artifacts often go unnoticed. 
Finally, the MTF corresponding to the cubic phase mask employed in the 
modeling (a = 5A) and the magnitude of the frequencY response ()f' Hic II)V(Irs(I 
filter are shown in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 respectively. The filter Sll()WS an I pl I ficat'1011 
values that range from I to 6 in the horizontal (or vertical) frequency axes. We have 
also included 3D representations of the MIT and magnitude of' the inverse filter 
to emphasize the significant aniplification of the frequency componelit, s t, 11,1t. occurs 
outside the horizontal and vertical frequency axis. For example, t lic ainplificat 1()Il at, 
diagonal frequencies reaches values of the order of 40. This feat in-(! is also evident, for 
any antisymnictric phase inask defined by a rectangularly separable function (placed 
in a rectangular or circular aperture). Again, the literiaure devoted to wiivef'r(mit. 
coding only shows statistics relative to the Inost ffavourable horizmIt"ll and verth"ll 
axis of the MTF, where spatial frequencies are far less suppressed ýmd an eventiml 
noise aniplification would be less detrimental. 
As we will show, decoding will significantly reduce Hic sigivd-t, ()-noise nitio 
across the image, affecting ill particular all frequencies not, aligne(I wit. 11 lllýjill ()I. - 
thogonal frequencies axis. This reduction ill the signal-to-noise r(Itio is olle of, tile 
main disadvantages of wavefront coding systeill", and will be comprehensively as- 
sessed ill the. following section. 
2.2 Deconvolution in the presence of noise 
In real imaging systems, the detected s(,, (,, ii(, is degraded by various smjj. (. (ýs, of 1101SC, 
that arise during image acquisition. III this sCCtion wel investigate Ow perl'01*111CUIC(l 
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of a wavefront coding system when the statistical characteristics of noise are include 
in the restoration process. Let us recall that the dynamic range of many modern 
cameras allows for some loss of signal-to-noise ratio without severely damaging the 
inverse filtering. 
In the presence of noise Eq. (5-2) becomes 
I(ý, 71) = H(ý, q)O(ý, 77) + N(ý, 71), (5-5) 
where N(ý,, q) is the Fourier transform of the additive noise term. Because of its 
mathematical tractability, additive white Gaussian noise is employed throughout 
this work. This type of noise is generally used to describe thermal noise, which is 
produced by the thermal motion of the electrons in the detector and is particulaxly 
relevant in infrared imaging [85]. By following the same mathematical approach 
to noise-free images, the estimate of the Fourier transform of the object 0' in the n 
presence of noise now given by 
On' (C 77) = 0' +N (ý, 77) F (5-6) 
where 0' is the estimate of the noise-free object in Eq. (5-3) and F is the linear filter 
defined in Eq. (5-4). If noise is very large with respect to the intermediate coded 
image, then the product N-F can easily dominate the estimate. One approach to 
get axound this problem is to assume that the intensity of the coded image is high 
(i. e. the blur introduced by the phase mask is modest) and that uncorrelated, white 
Gaussian noise with zero mean and standaxd deviation o-" is subsequently added. As 
we have shown in the previous section, all the components of the high-boost filter F 
axe equal or greater than unity. Each component accounts for the amplification of 
the signal at a particular frequency and altogether represents the amount of noise 
amplification associated with the linear filter. It can be shown that the standard 
deviation of the amplified noise is calculated by multiplying the noise term 0", by 
the noise gain G [86], hence 
-1 O'noise G- Onoise; (5-7) 
under the noise assumptions stated above the noise gain is given by [781: 
G=ý-1 
M-1N-1 
(5-8) 
, 
U=N 
EE1 F(Z, 17)12 
e=O 17=0 
where F is the MxN inverse filter given by Eq. (5-4) with F(O, 0) =1 to ensure 
that the zero spatial frequency components (energy of the image background) are 
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unchanged by the digital processing. The restored image will have a reduction of 
signal-to-noise ratio of 11G with respect to the coded image. The reduction of SNR 
in the restored image is commonly expressed in decibels, thus 
-20 loglo G. (5-9) 
In Fig. 5.5 we illustrate the SNR in the final image as a function of the wave- 
front retardation introduced by the cubic phase mask. Additionally, for com- 
parison purposes, the SNR associated with the petal phase mask (described by 
O(x, y) = a(X3+y3)+#(X2y+Xy2) [421) is also shown in Fig. 5.6. These graphs allow 
a straightforward appraisal of the maximum noise penalties expected for a specific 
phase mask power. As shown in Fig. 5.4, the dependence of the noise amplification 
on the orientation in the frequency domain requires the calculation of various sta- 
tistics: the SNR loss was evaluated for the tangential (or sagittal) direction, for the 
diagonal and finally for the entire frequency space. For a cubic phase mask with 
a=5, \, the SNR is decreased by approximately 27dB along the diagonal and 10dB 
for the favourable tangential axes; overall, the SNR loss is 23dB. On the other hand, 
on average the overall SNR loss of the petal mask is 10dB greater than for the cu- 
bic (for the same wavefront distortion), though a more uniform noise amplification 
occurs across the frequency space. 
Images of a spoke target acquired by an imaging system with a noisy detector 
and various degrees of defocus were simulated, see left column in Fig. 5.7. In the 
right column, the restored images acquired by an analogous imaging system with a 
cubic phase mask at the aperture stop are displayed. All the images, both coded 
and conventional, were detected with a SNR of 43dB. When the recorded SNR is 
of the order of 40 or 50 dB the noise is not visible in the image [87]. Certainly, 
the restored images achieve an extended defocus tolerance though at a significant 
cost in the SNR. A simple calculation reveals that the SNR of the restored images 
is 16dB, which corresponds to a SNR of 26dB. This measurement is in agreement 
with the value obtained for a= 5A in Fig. 5.5. 
Wiener filter 
When additive noise dominates many different restoration algorithms can be em- 
ployed to improve the SNR of these images. The reduction in noise is achieved at 
the expense of modification the system MTF. Therefore, alradeoff arises between 
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Figure 5.6: Maximum expected loss in signal-to-noise ratio in thc rcstorcd 1', ttl, (Ig(, as 
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Figure 5.7: Traditional (1cft) andrc Iz7 ýstorc, 
d 'wavcfront cod'uy (7 *ght) itoagcs of a spoke 
target for several defocus values and cubic phase inask with (t = 5A in thc prcscncc 
of noise. The signal-to-noise ratio of the dctc(Jcd images is 43dB. 
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the biased and the noisy reconstruction. Wiener filters have been designed to find 
the optimum trade-off between noise and signal amplification [88,891. Direct lin- 
ear algorithms such as the Wiener filter have been widely used to restore wavefront 
coded images because of computational efficiency and its importance for real-time 
implementation [5,901. Nevertheless, investigations with more computationally in- 
tensive iterative algorithms and non-linear techniques seeking to improve restoration 
fidelity have also been carried out [91,92,41). In this thesis, we analyze the per- 
formance of the wavefront coding system with a simple Wiener filter under a given 
SNR estimate. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to research into more involved 
digital processing algorithms to improve restoration fidelity. 
In practice, when dealing with white noise (i. e. the noise power spectrum is a 
constant), the frequency response of the Wiener filter can be approximated by, 
77) =-11H 
(ý, 77) 12 (5-10) 
H(ý, 77)l 1H (ý, 77)12 +K 
where K is a regularization paxameter to adapt the response of the restoration filter 
and H(ý, 77) is given by Eq. (5-4). The constant K is the ratio of the power spectra 
given by the inverse of the signal-to-noise ratio. The value of K can be chosen 
interactively to give the best visual results. This is the approach adopted here. 
Other methods, such as constrained least squares filtering provides improved results 
and requires only knowledge of the mean and variance of the noise. 
When noise is dominant Wiener restoration produces more visually pleasing 
images as indicated in Fig. 5.8 for different values of SNR: 75 (37dB), 50 (34dB) 
and 25 (28dB). The inverse-filtered images axe also shown for comparison. For low 
values of recorded SNR, the restored images are noticeable blurrier and less detail 
along the diagonals because of the characteristic signal suppression introduced by 
the cubic phase mask in these spatial frequencies. For high values of noise, these 
frequencies are well within the noise floor and the Wiener filtering washes them 
out. Similarly, this effect becomes more acute when raising the cubic parameter 
a, see Fig. 5.9 for a= 10A. Because Wiener filter has suppressed the high spatial 
frequencies responsible for the edge ringing from phase mismatch, the intensity of 
the artifacts in the restored images is much stronger in the case of noise free detected 
images than in the presence of noise. 
We have demonstrated that one of the crucial limitations of wavefront coding 
is given by the amplification of noise, however recent and future improvements in 
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Figure 5.8: Inverse (left) and Wiener (night) filt(,, r-(,, d iinagcs of an in-focus spokc 
target for several SNR and cubic phase Tnask with o= 5A. Note the degradation 
along the diagonal directions. 
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Figure 5.9: Inverse (left) and Wiener (ilight) filfcrcd i7nagcs of am, in-focus spoke 
target for several SNR. and cubic phase mask unth (v = IOA. Notc the dcgradatiOTI, 
along the diagonal directions. 
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detector sensitivity are expected to increase the poteiitial and applications of' wave- 
front coding. While the cubic phase mask enahles aii increased defocus tolerance, 
there remains a need to design phase masks which retain capacity to reduce defocus 
aberration while also ensuring less noise amplification. Other desigiis, of' rectallgil- 
larly separable phase mask, such as logarithmic mask, have failed to off'or improved 
noise performance with similar levels of defocus tolerance [32,93]. Uni'Ortimately, 
antisymmetric phase masks whilst providing the best defocus aberratimi mitigatioii, 
produce the higher noise aniplificatimi figures. 
3 Detector sampling and averaging in wavefront 
coded imaging systems 
The sampling and averaging effect that occurs tit real det, ectors has heen excluded 
by considering Nyquist-sampled point spread fillictiolls. III Hie secolld Imll, (& the 
chapter we investigate for tit(! first, tinle the Ilature and Impact, of allasing III Hie 
restoration of wavefront coding systems. 
The amount of aliasing in an image is depelident, on the spatial I'l-equencl(Is 
that constitute the original scene and the minpling frequem-y ()f the detector. The 
capacity of a sampled iniaging system to produce allasing cmi be determiiied bY 
imaging a scene that is uniform across all frequencies (i. e., a poilit soInve). This 
description is analogous to the traditional optical transfOr finict i0ii approach, where 
the characterization of the imaging syst'vill's respollse to a point smirce prOvide", a 
good indication of the quality of images willch call be expected 1111der I variet. v of 
environments. A similar understanding applics to sampled Himplig SYStvills. We 
cannot know how each detail in the scene will be corrupted by the sampling process 
until tbe exact scene and its relative position to the detector are specified. Never- 
theless, the tendency of the imager to corrupt scene details (-, in be charicterised. 
This is the approach adopted here too whereby the transfer flinctioll ()I* a sampled 
wavefront coding system will be calculated. 
Fourier transform theory has beell used to describe mid (111(ilitify "'(1111plilig ef- 
fects due to aliasing in a wavefront coding system. III part icl we Imve followed 
two excellent texts, Vollinerhausen ct al. [94] and Boreman [95], as they provide a 
comprehensive analysis of Fourier theory applied to sampled aliased limiging sys- 
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tems. Additionally, for the correct and comprehensive simulation of sampled images 
we have followed a continuous/discrete model-based simulation by Park and Rahman 
[96] which characterises aliasing as an additive scene dependent noise and provides 
simple and practical metrics. 
3.1 Transfer function of a sampled wavefront, coded imaging 
system 
The frequency response function of a sampled wavefront-coded imaging system can 
be derived by characterizing the system response to a point source. The method is 
very similar to that employed with continuous imaging systems, however the results 
are different because the sampled system is not isoplanatic or shift-invariant: the 
point spread function and its Fourier transform change with the relative positions 
of the point object to the sampling locations. 
To simplify the mathematics, we restrict the study to a one-dimensional sam- 
pling process but the concept can be generalised to two dimensions. For most prac- 
tical sampled imaging systems, the complete image formation of the point source by 
an array of discrete detectors may be separated into two components: 
1. Pre-sample OTF, which is the product of the optics OTF IIpt(ý) and detector 
footprint OTF Hpj, ý(C), where C is the spatial frequency. Due to the finite 
extent of the detectors, the point spread function of the input optics is averaged 
over the pixel areas [971; The OTF contribution of image averaging over pixels 
of finite dimension is well known. For a 1-D square pixel, the pixel OTF is a 
sinc: function 
Hpj., (ý) = sinc(pý) = 
sin(pýr) 
Pý7r 
where p the full width of the pixel. 
2. The sampling of this image. The sampling function can be represented by a 
Dirac comb function in which the distance between successive samples is given 
by X 
IIII (x) =E J(x - Xn). (5-12) 
n=-oo 
The comb function is its own Fourier transform, where the spacing between 
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single pulses in the frequency domain is given by f= 11X, thus 
00 
1111 (ý)= E J(ý-n/X). (5-13) 
n=-oo 
We assume that these three components Hpt, Hpj. ý and 1111 multiply in the 
fre- 
quency domain to yield an aggregate response function for the imaging and sampling 
process, which yields [94,98] 
00 
R(e, 0) = Hpi. (e) 
E Hpt(e - nf) exp(ino), 
n=-oo 
where Hpi., (ý) is the spatial frequency transfer function associated with a single pixel 
(footprint OTF) given in Eq. (5-11). The sampling process replicates II,, pt 
(ý) at each 
integer n multiple of the sampling frequency f= 11X. Each replicated spectrum 
vaxies in phase from the adjacent spectrum by the sample phase increment 0. Due 
to this phase variation, the sum in Eq. (5-14) is different for each value of 0 and 
therefore R(ý, 0) will depend on the relative position of the pre-sample point spread 
function and the sample points. Finally, the detected spectrum is the product of the 
replicated spectra multiplied by the footprint OTF Hpj,, (ý) centred at the spatial 
frequency origin. 
Rom this mathematical description of the image-sampling process we can 
clearly identify two distinct parts in the sampled response function R(ý, 0): a trans- 
fer function and an aliasing-related parameter, termed spurious response [991. The 
transfer function or baseband spectrum corresponds to n=0 and is independent on 
the sample spacing. The term aliasing refers to the overlap in the frequency domain 
between the spurious response and the baseband spectrum. The spurious response 
is the Fourier transform of the sampling artifacts and is found by multiplying the 
pixel OTF by all the replicates spectra except the one located at the origin (n 0 0). 
In contrast to the baseband spectrum, the spurious response depends on both sam- 
ple spacing X and phase 0. If the sampling frequency is small as normally occurs 
in thermal imagers, the spurious response term overlaps the baseband and becomes 
difficult to filter out. On the other hand, if the sampling frequency is high, the spu- 
rious response is located far from the baseband and in most situations it is simply 
filtered out by the pixel OTF. The spurious location-dependent phase dependence 
is responsible for the change in the intensity pattern of the spread function as the 
detector array is moved across the point source. 
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In this chapter, we consider a case study of a thermal imager with a cubic 
phase mask in the aperture stop and quantify the impact of sampling on the overall 
OTF performance, and in particular, the effect of aliasing on the ability of the 
wavefront coding system to mitigate defocus aberration. In this assessment, no 
post-detection display transfer functions such as the MTFs from the observer's eye 
and display monitor (cathode ray tube spot, LCD, etc. ) are included. The same 
sampling model is performed on the thermal imager without the cubic phase mask 
and the results obtained from both schemes before and after post-detection digital 
signal processing axe subsequently compared. 
The thermal imager consists of a representative F/1.12 germanium optical 
system, 75 mm focal length and the primary operating wavelength is 10.51im. The 
pixel size is p= 25pm and we assume a fill factor of 100% (i. e. sample spacing X=p 
). Consequently, the cutoff spatial frequency (f,,, t = ll, \Fl#) is 85 cycles/mm and 
the Nyquist frequency (f. yq = 112X) of the detector is 20 cycles/mm. Thus, the 
cutoff frequency of the optics is about twice the sample frequency and the replicas 
centred on frequencies above the latter are practically filtered out by the pixel OTF 
since it becomes increasingly small at high frequencies. The amplitude of the optical 
transfer function, replicated spectra and pixel MTF of the thermal imager without 
and with a cubic phase mask are shown in Fig. 5.10(a) and (b) respectively. In this 
system, only the replicas with -3 <n< +3 in Eq. (5-14) contribute with sampling 
artifacts. Note that only the magnitudes are displayed in the figures but the phase 
must not be neglected when calculating the spurious response. The pictures in 
Fig. 5.10 show that due to the sub-Nyquist sampling of the IR detector the replicas 
are very close together and overlap severely, causing significant corruption of the 
information in the baseband. Furthermore, notice that the replicas exp(-i2o) and 
exp(-iO) in the negative frequency axis spread over the positive axis and vice- 
versa. A first examination of the suppressed wavefront-coded replicas in Fig. 5.10 
may suggest that the presence of aliasing be greatly reduced with respect to the 
conventional imaging system. However, the wavefront coding transfer function still 
requires post-detection digital processing to restore the intermediate image to that of 
the sampled diffraction-limited system, thus increasing the area of overlap between 
the replicas and baseband spectra and therefore intensifying the aliased artifacts. 
Another important aspect to take into consideration in the wavefront coding system 
is that the antisymmetry of the phase mask function produces complex OTF adding 
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Figure. 5.10: Optics MTF (solid black curve), replicated spectra (doftcd) and pZ'Xcl 
MTF (solid gray curve) of a conventional thcrinal iinagcr (a) and 'with a cubic 
phase mask oz = 5A prior to post-dctection processing (b). Sampling causcs the 
power spectrum to be periodic at every integer multiple of the sampling fT-cqucn. cy of 
40 cycles/m7n. 
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an extra frequency-dependent phase factor to the replicated spectra. Consequciitly, 
the amplitude of the entire response function /? (ý, (/)) at, my one fre(piciicy will 
not simply be the suin of the amplitudes of the individual ternis but, the complex 
summation of all terms, and the result will depend not Only oil sample phase 0 
but also on the amount of wavefront coding distortion o. As a result, the coniplex 
suinination of wavefront coding OTFs produces a highly iiioduhited aiid hitricite 
spurious response across the spatial frequency doinaiii, as illustrated iii Fig. 5.11 fol' 
two arbitrary values of the sample phase 0=0 and (/) - 7r/2. The basebillid aild 
spurious response in Fig. 5.11 were calculated froin E, (j. (5-14), which yields 
Baseband: B(ý) (5-15) 
Spurious response: S(ý, 0) =L "(Ylii (ý -- 11. /') ('XI)(i'11, (/», with 11, -/- 
ri - -3 
The spurious response displayed in Fig. 5.11 1,, divided m two parts: oil(, laheled 
with exp(+io) for all the OTF replicLS cent'red (it, the sample oil Hic 
positive half of the frequency axis, and another oil(,, exp(-i(/5), for Ow correspomfing 
OTF replicas centred along the negative half of' the frequency axis. Let, us remark 
that the haseband and spurious terins for the wavefront coding system in Fig. 5.11 
relate to the detected coded point spread functim at, the sensor, alid therefore post, - 
detection inlage processing must, be applied III order to draw (1, Valid comparlsoll wit'll 
the traditional infrared system. Yet, some image characteristics (-(in he expl; iMed 
from analyzing these response curves. At high spatial frequencies, greater dum Ole 
Nyquist frequency (20 cycle/nim), the spurious response accounts for producing 
sharp edges and blocky pixels in the image. In flic traditi0iial system, the high 
frequency content of the spurious response is very large, incamug tliat the sliarp 
pixel edges become much more visible than in the wavefront, cooled image prior to 
restoration, see Fig. 5.12. In the latter, the combination of the cubic pluLse mask 
OTF and pixel OTF lowers the transfer and spurious response attenuatHig tlic Ingli 
frequency content arid adding further blur to the Image. Who'll siglial pro('(ýssiljg is 
applied oil the coded sampled image to compensate for the effects ofthe cubic mask, 
the filtering magnifies simultaneously the systeill transfV1. alld ""purious re""pollse 
increasing the aliasing-related artifacts in the restored 1111,1ge. 'I'lie absence of zcros 
in the cubic MTF allows the use of all inverse filter to recover a transfer function 
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I Figure 5.11: Magnitude of the transfer function, (Optics 077, and pTxcl OTF) and 
spurious response (replicated spectra and pZ'X(, l OTF cenIrcd (it Ihc frcquwitcy orty'rn) 
as a function of phase sampling for a wavcfvont coding systont with, a culnc phaso 
Tnask a= 5A (left) and traditional systcm. (right) for hvo vabics of thc sanipic phasc. 
No post-detection digital processing has been applied. 
/ 
Traditional system Wavefront coding system 
Figure 5.12: Detected image with a santpled traditional optical systcut (1(,, ft, ) and urith 
a sampled wavefront coding system (right). Clearly, the Sig7IifiCa7Itly IUgI?, CT'Sp71J'/, 0US 
response content of the traditional system compared to the viavcfront coding systcni, 
accentuates the blocky nature of the pixels. 
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Figure 5.13: Magnitudc of the transfcr function (optics OTF and pi. xcl OTF) an. d 
spurious rcsponse (rcplicated spcclra and pij. (., l OTF crntrcd at Ilic on. yin) 
for the IR. wavcfront coding systcm 'un 'th a cubic phasc ntask a= 5A aftcr i*7vt c 
filtchng (Icft. ) and traditional IR systcin (right), fOr phasc 0. 
identical to the sampled MTF of the traditional systeni, thms 
Restored baseband: 13'(ý) B(Ol 
Restored spurious response: S'(ý, 
where 1Id, f111,,,, t is centred at the spatial frequelicy ()I-]gill aild applied oIlly f0I* 
<ý< ft. With the aim of providing a clear analysis of' allasing effects no 
noise is considered in the model. Both restored baseband and spurious respollse of' 
the wavefront coding systein are shown in Fig. 5.11 for (/) ý 0. Clearly, III spite 
of obtaining an identical baseband to that of the traditiolial 'sYsten), the restored 
spurious response appears to have asignificantly reduced impact upoti the busebaiid 
spectrum, especially in the low spatial fre(viency region. As mentioned before, this 
is due to the highly variable phase Introduced by the cubic phase mask across the 
spatial frequencies. Furthermore, any other antisymmetric phase imusk, such as the 
petal-like phase mask, will produce the same effect: it, is the rapid phase changes 
from a(tiacent spatial frequencies so characteristic of' ant'isymmetric WIV('f'l'()Iits that, 
produce low spurious responses. One filial worth remarking is Hint I he high- 
boost inverse filtering also modifi(s QIC P11MV of the Ilet spurious response at. any 
given spatial frequency. Hence, aliasing artifacts inaýy also pj, (ýs(,, jt ill al. (, as 
of the restored iniage different from tllos(ý of the conventionally ac I Image. (111'red i 
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Calculation of the spurious response ratio with a cubic phase mask 
A set of three aggregate quantities is cominwily used for aliasing evaluntion pur- 
poses. In the course of several perception experiments, it was discovered that the 
performance of a sampled imaging system could be related to a ratio of' intcgrated 
spurious response to baseband response. A description of these experiments can be 
found in Ref. [1001. The three quantities are: total integrate(I spurious response 
ratio (SRU), in-band spurious response ratio (S1? 1? jj, ) and out, of' band spurious 
response ratio (SIMj, ) [101]: 
IS, 
1 
113(01(V 
1 
, 
)k, 
fltyq 
IS'(ýMI« 
flý! 
iq 
SH Hob (0) =SH/? (0) -SI? l?, 1, (0) - 
(5-19) 
The area of the total spurious-response magnitude I Ioni I'll ised to tIw bmseballd trails- 
fer function area is taken as a measure of iniage artifact colitent M the 1111agiiig 
process. SHRib takes into account the iii-band aliwshig, and it, is dethied ms, the area 
underlying the part of the spurious respoiise falling itiside the NYquist frequeilcy 
range nornialised by the area of the ciftire hasebmid respotise. Typically, iii-bawl 
alia. sing accounts for degrading recognition perfornimice to I large ext. cio, iii a smil- 
pled imager *. The total and iii-band spurious-response ratio (SIM) were cniculit ed 
for the traditional and restored wavefront, codmg syst, eills, as, ,, ()f't I, p s, 1111ple 
phase 0, see Fig. 5.14. Depending oil the phase and frequem-Y colit clit of' t liv spuri- 
ous signals, the SRR becomes destructive or coiistructive hi miture mid midergoes 
a series of changes in its magnitude. Yet, the SH. R. (-an he cowleiised into I single 
number in order to predict a good performance inva. sill-villelit by taking t he average 
*From li. cf. [1011: Based on perception experinicias, it, appears Chat, in-band aliasing has a 
strong affect, on low-level discriminatIon Utsks like hot, -spot, (Ict, ect, ion; out, -ol'_l)ajj(l 11iusing has 
only a minor impact on these tasks. For high-level discrimination lasks like target identification, 
however, out-of-band aliasing lias a significant, impact, on performance, whereas in-band aliasing lim 
a very minor affect. For int, erinediate-level discrinfinatIon tasks like target or charml. er recognit, ion, 
bodi in-band and out, of-band aliasing have a moderat, e impact, on performancc. 
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Figure 5.14: Magnitude of the total spuTious response (1c"fl) and inagnit'adc of thc in- 
band spurious response (right), as a function of phasc sampliity (/) for both tradition. al 
(grey curve) and restored wavefrord coding systc7ns (dark: rwrim). 
across the sample phase 0<0< 27 (this incurs no error for it, k'Justified to perform 
an average MTF calculation over all relative positions of' Ole 1111age dat'a wit It respect, 
to the sampling sites [102]). The total SSR was calcillated FOI- Ole colivellholial 
tem: 1.05 (in band SR. R. 0.54); and 0.94 (in band SlUt 0.43) For Hie Wavefrolit, coding 
system after post detection processing. ill principle, t It(' lise of a clihic p1mse 
mask with (v = 5A results in a reduction of in-band ahusitig art, ifact, s of up U) 20%. 
The calculation of spurious response ratios was ilso ext, ended k) cubic plimse llmsks' 
with coding strengths 0< (v, < 10. This is illust, rat, ed ill Fig. 5.15, where bodi t, ot, al 
and in-band spurious responses remain practically const, aiit wit1i (i, paramet, er. This 
suggests that beyond a certain rate of niask-induced pliase climige betmeen w1jaccut, 
frequencies, the number of destructive an(l construct, ive spurious events balaiwes mit 
and hence the SRR. remains unchanged for any value of (t, > ]A. 
The results presented in this sectioll rely on the sampled tratisfi, r function 
to characterise the quality of the imaging system. Sijj(-(ý, t, 11(! stllll)llllg 
produced by an imaging system depend Oil the (1(, t lial being imaged, We sliall 
conclude the study in the Imt section With (1,1111111crical evaluation III Which the 
frequency spectrum of a representative 111. scene is consi(lered. 
Effect of aliasing on wavefront coding's defocus insensitivity 
We have shown that detector sampling of wavefront coded point spread functions 
does not affect in a negative way the restoration process by willch (Ilffrlctioll 11111- 
ited performance is subsequently recover. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that 
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wavefront coding enables reduced presence of aliasing artifacts in the restored im- 
ages. In this section, the impact of sampling on wavefront, codiiig's ability to mitigate 
defocus aberration is investigated. 
We restrict the study to a cubic. pimse inask with a= 5A, although the 
shown here can be extended to any antisyminetric phase mask, hi paxticular to thc 
family of cubic pliase masks with different vabw, ý of o. The detected (unprocessed) 
baseband and spurious response of a wavefront coding system werv geiienited for 
a set of defocus coefficients W2() varying from 0 to 5A, Subsequetitly, both coded 
transfer function and spurious response were inverse filtered using the cubic opti- 
cal transfer function associated with 110 defoclis. This process ('11,11 be expres"sed 
mathematically by simply introducing t'le (lefocus' ýV'20 "' F(I. (5- 16), which 
Yields 
Restored basebaild: 13'(ý, W20) =/ 
I'lif W- 
13(ý, W, 2()), (5-20) llopl (ý, I'V20 = 0) 
Restored spurious response: S'(ý, 0, W20) ý 
IIlif(0- 
I 
(; (ý 
i 
0i W20) 
Ilupt(ýi W20 = 0) 
The result of restoring the baseband 13'(ý, W20) With the ill-f(C11's OTF is 
to that of a, non-sampled imager (let us recall that, i sampled system has t he same 
baseband as a non-sampled systeint). The Inverse filtering of the defocils-c(l NlsC- 
bands introduces identical pliase and magnitude mismatches at, exictly the sanic 
spatial frequencies as the non-sampling situation. Thus, (Ictector sninpling does not 
tin the Ii terat, tire, it is common to include the pixel OTF ill the baselmild of a 11oll-sampled 
imager. Sampling only refers to the replication of the transfer function and not to the blurring by 
the pixel OTV. 
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undermine wavefront coding's capability to alleviate defocus therration whatsoever, 
nor improves it. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.16, where the restored basebands as 
a function of defocus exhibit the characteristic magnitude ino(hibitimis and high- 
frequency decline. as the non-sampled MTFs. The magnitudc of' the basebmd is 
plotted up to the Nyquist frequency. Also shown in Fig. 5.16 is the itiverse-filtered 
spurious response as a function of defocus. Clearly, the spurious response becomes 
progressively suppressed as increasing defocus degrades the Itigli spatial fre(iliellcies 
subsequently inirrored under the Nyquist, hand. This is in expected result, silice 
aliasing artifacts are reduced in magnitude with defocus (In(, to the suppression of' 
high spatial frequencies. The variation of the total and in-balld Spurious response 
ratio with defocus is depicted in Fig. 5.17. The inemi ofthe spurious respoiise ratio 
was calculated across a sampled phasc space 0< (P < 27r. 
3.2 Quantitative evaluation of sampled images with wave- 
front coding 
To complete our study on sampling and its effect, oil Wavefront coded Imaging sys- 
teins, we make use of a comprellensive sampling simulation to proces", val-1011s SCOJICS 
in a way that enables the baseband and spurious comp(melit", of* t, ll(' Sampled Images 
to be isolated and displayed unequivocally [96]. 'I'lic model considers (ilm. sing as 
a scene-dependent additive noise and provides metrics, to (pimitIfY its extent. Ad- 
ditionally, by displaying the aliased compollent, of Ole sampled Ininges, Hie 111odel 
allows a qualitative assessment of aliasing as noise. 
Two representative scenes have beell selected becallse of thell, distilict and 
illustrative frequency content: a synthetic spoke target, and an ordinary thernml 
imaging picture, shown in Fig. 5.18. These Scenes will be imaged by the Same ther- 
inal imager described before (25pin pixels, F/1.12 optics with 75mm f0cal length). 
To accurately represent the practical performance of the saillple(I Imager, the 
sampling OTF is included in the performance mo(jeling. I'lle ,,, Illll)lillg M'1'1, ' ari"(", 
from the consideration that typical scenes, in parti(illar natural scenes, have no 
net alignment with the sampling locations. Theref'on, sampling by a 2-1) array of* 
fillitc-size pixels involves two distinct modulation transfer function contributions: 
one for the spatial averaging process wssociýltcd with the I)ixels, given by E, (j. (5- 
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Figure 5.16: Magnitudc of the transfcr rcsponse and spurious rcspoiisc for a wavc- 
front coding system with a cubic phasc nuish: a= 5A qf1cr post- dctcc tion. i'mutfic 
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Figure 5.18: 1280 x 1280 pixcl high-rcsobtlion s(: cncs for santpling inodcl 
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11), and one for the sampling process associated with the finite spacitig between 
samples [103,104]. Park et al. [1021 perforin an average MTF calculation over 
all relative positions of the image data with respect to the sampling sites. This 
statistical approach performs an average of the shift-variant, image quality t Imt, is 
seen in sampled data systems to define a shift-invariant average sampliiig MTF. 
Thus, it can be demonstrated that the sampling MTF is ýi sinc functimi, wit Ii first, 
zero equal to the inverse of the sampling interval. For a 10()(/(, fill factor, the samplilig 
MTF equals the pixel MTF. We assume that, these two MTFs multiply to yi(, I(l an 
aggregate. 
To simulate aliasing properly, it is required to allow f`()r significant eiiergy well 
beyond the sampling passband. This is acbieved by choosing high-re,, solution image", 
several times larger than the detector size. Super-resohition scenes of' a spoke target, 
and IR image with 1280 x 1280 I)ix(, ],,, are used to synthesize the corre-spondilig 
640 x 640 continuous scenes. The continuous scelles are employed ts Inputs to a 
simulation of the image quality produced by a focal plalle array wit'll a IllaxIIIIIIIII of' 
320 x 320 pixels (for practical and computational rea., sons a detector with 2Nx2N 
pixels is preferred, thus a 256 x 256 detector is modeled instead h. v cropping the 
images). Post-detection digital processing is applied ()Iil. v to the sampled wavefrollt 
coded linages and no random noise is introduced. The digital processing restores, 
the wavefront cooled haseband to inatch exactly the bitseband of' the I raditional 
system. The baseband spectrum of the iniage after restoration is given in discrete 
components by: 
pi 
where 0 represents the spectrum of the object, or high-resolution scelle, the pair 
2'. 
'. (. o111j)111(_ [kru i kn] corresponds to a spatial 
frequency coordinate and //j) "tI, (, S'1111_ 
pling and pixel MTFs (i. e. 100% fill factor). The first factor in the equatimi m-cimints 
for the inverse restoration. The rest of the functions have been defilled pivViolusly. 
The aliasing noise component is calculated by adding replicas of' the Imaged scene 
shifted at multiples of the sampling frequency f 
S 1[k"jj k7j] - 
11,, if I 2x 
4: 3 
(5-22) i 11, Ypt 
1pi ý: G[k,,, - If, A:,, - If] wit hI z/ 0, 
13 
with G[k,,,, k,, ] [k,,,, k,, 10[k,,,, A,:,, ] - 
By considering aliasing ws scene-dependelit, 
additive noise, we can express the final sampled iniage iv, the stim of* two terins B, 
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Figure 5.20: Magnitude of the bascband Spectrum, ratio BI/O (Sol'id) and ahasing 
component ratio 5i/O (dotted) of thc IR sc-cnc 'Vinagcd by Ila, viavofrord, cod'11,11, g system, 
(left) and traditional system (7-ight). 
and Sj'. The extent of aliasingcan he (piai it if ied hy comparing bot Ii tern is refVrenced 
to the iliplit scelle: 
B: 
1 
[A'Tll 
, 
A. 
71 
]? 
'ý; 
/ [A: 
rn IA 
and (5-23) 
which can be calculated only if 0[k,,,, k, ] ý4 In sojjj(ý wily, t lj(ý Illagilit 11(1(, of t ll(, s(, 
ratios represents the inverse of a, signal-to-noise ratio. 
The quantitative evaluations of the spoke target and Ilt scene are illustrated in 
Fig. 5.19 and Fig. 5.20 respectively. '1'11('I('ft I in the figures c()rrcsp()nds to t lic 
wavefront coded system, the rigilt column to the traditional system. The solid dark 
curve represents the magnitude of the baseband ratio ll, '/O in decibels. Likewise, 
the gray (lots inap the magnitude of the aliasing ratio ,;, '/0. Note boh ratms 
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become zero at multiples of the sampling frequeiicy of the detector (40 cycles/nim) 
where the nulls of the pixel OTF occur. The pixel OTF fails, to filter out, the, 
spurious response because the NITF replicas which lead to spurious' respouse are 
at low frequencies. In perfect agreement with the results preseuted in the previous 
section, the baseband response is domiuant at. low spatial frequeucies mid c(mitimies 
so up to almost the Nyquist frequency at 20 cycles/min. For frequeiwies great, er 
than the Nyquist frequency, the aliased ratio is immifestly dotuhimit. Due to the 
coarse sampling of the detector the a14). Sed compollelit (d t he wit put, Image is Very 
substantial. A closer investigation of the allitsed compolielit, curves ()f* I 11v sampled 
images reveals two important features that are consisteut, with our expectahoms: 1. 
The nican of the aliased component (givell by SI[0,01, at the frequeucy origill) I'l-wil 
the restored wavefront coded images is dimiuished relative to t1w alitsed compmwiit 
of the tradition ally acquired images, 2. The restored aliased compoueiits appear 
much more irregular an(] dispersed as a result, oft lic hicretsed uumber (4dest ructive 
and coustructive events in the spurious respouse, however die iiet, ell'CO results 
in lower aliasing artifacts. lu order to quantify the exteut, of aliashig we make 
use of signal- to -alias ed-noisc ratio (SANII), which is aualogous t, () Ow c(micept, ()F 
signal-to-noise ratio for characterizing image qualit. v; similarly, low Values repre'scilt, 
a significant aliasing component. The ratio is giveu by Hic varlauce of Hie sceiie's, 
baseband over the variance of the alimsed c(mil)(mcio, 
SANR, - 
(TI, 
I (T, 
with, 
(5-24) 
2 
1112, (Tb (5-25) 
k... /0 A,,, /0 
and 
ol 2=E 12. 
s 
1: 1 k,, (5-26) 
k... /0 k,, 10 
This metric was applied to both wavefront, cooled and traditionid images and its 
results are displayed in Table 5.1. These figures correspond to SANN, of' sampled 
images acquired in the absence of defocus. Note that, wavefront cooled images show 
a reduction in SANR. between 13% and 20(YO whell compared to the triditional 
images, its predicted when we derived the transfer function ()fit snillple(l wilvefrollt, 
coding imager. It is interesting to note that prior to restoration the wavefront cooled 
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Table 5.1: Signal-to-ahased-noisc ratio of hvo sccncs bcing iinagcd by a traditional 
and a wamfront coding systcm after rcstoration. Wavcfront codi,, ny derr-cascs Ilu, 
aliased-noise components in thc restored zinagcs. 
Wavefront, coding TI'Milt'lonal 
Figure 5.21: (Top) Final output i7nagcs of Ihc spokc taryct and (bottomi. ) flu-ir 
corresponding aliased componatts for thc wavcfronf coding wtul. traditional sys- 
tents. Wavefront coded 'image obtained after inverse restoration. 77w ahascd. cant- 
poncitt of the traditional system is 'utorc evident. 
images presented a SANR=170 due to the defOCIIS-111val-lant blurring lilt roduced by 
the pliase mask. 
The assessment of the impact of alimsing Oil the recovery of the coded scelic data 
inust, also be based on visual inspection of t he rest ored images. Figures 5.21 (ind 5.22 
illustrate the inversc filtered images of the spoke and iR scene respectively together 
with the images acquired with the conventional sy"'teill. Clearly, post-detectioll 
inverse filtering has been able to decode and restore the images to (Iifl*l-, t(-t, l()Il-lilllit, (ý(I 
Traditional SANH Wavefr(mit (-()ding SANR 
1131 
m 
I 
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Figure 5.22: (Top) Final output intagcs of thc 11? sccnc and (bottoru) Ihcir cor- 
, responding aliased components for the traditional and wavcfro'nt cod'I'tty systrins. 
Wavefront coded imagc obtained after 'in"w"t-sc rcstoratimt. Thc abascd conyou. crd, 
of the traditional systent iS More cvidcm. t. 
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Wavefront, coding 
quality in spite of all tile intricate sampling interferences that take place and corrupt 
the desirable baseband content: no difference can be observed between the decoded 
and conventional images. 
The sampling model followed here allows us to synthesize arid present the 
aliased component of the output image in an unequivocal way. For example, also 
shown in Fig. 5.21 and 5.22 are the scene-dependent aliatsed components for each 
of the output images. In all cases, wavefront coding has decreased the contrast of 
the spurious components and the reduction in SANR is apparent. Note that, the 
contrasts in the density maps has been enhanced with respect to the hiptit, scelle for 
displaying purposes. 
Finally, we conclude this quantitative and qualitative assessinent of sainpled 
images taking into account the combined action of defocus aberration and wave- 
front coding. The spoke target was Imaged in the presence of' defocus W2() 2A 
with and without the cubic phase niask inserted it, the sy,, itein. These pre-sainple 
images were subsequently sampled by the detector, and in the case of' the coded 
image, deconvolved. using the in-focus optical transfer function. The output, iniages 
are displayed in Fig. 5.23 and their magnitude baseband and aliasing coinponent, 
ratios in Fig. 5.23. It is evident from analyzing these figiires that, wavefront coding 
maintains its capability to initigate defocus aberration in sarnpled imagers. The 
minor artifacts visible in the restored image correspond to phise inisinatches be- 
tween the deconvolution kernel and convolution OTF, and have been reported in 
this chapter also for non-sampled imagers. In contrast to the standard sampled HIF 
age where there exists significant blur, pliase reversals and nulls within the Nyquist, 
passband (see Fig. 5.23), the image from the cubic-plutse-nuisk systein is essentially 
unaffected and no nulls can be found within the Nyquist passband. In terins of 
the signal-to-aliased-noise ratio, the restored image achieves a SARN of 35 (com- 
pare with a SANR of 32 in-focus) due to the MTF inagnitude disparity between 
the deconvolution kernel and convolution OTF. Finally, the SANR for the defocus 
standard image is 635, as both baseband arid spurious response degrade by defocus 
blur. 
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Figure 5.23: Output sampled images of a defocused spoke target co? 7-csponding to thc 
wavefront codt'ng system after restoration (left) and the tradibional urtaging system 
(Tight). 
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Figure 5.24: Magnitude of the baseband spectrum ratio B, '10 (, Solid) and alias%Tlg 
component ratio Sj'/O (dotted) of the defocuscd, spokc targeted. (L(. 'ff, ) Wavefront 
coding system, (Tight) traditional system. 
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Conclusions 
We have evaluated the performance of the wavefront coding technique by means 
of the noise amplification in the restored image. Numerical modeling with cubic 
and petal phase masks indicates that the reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio can 
be a serious limiting factor in the practical implementation of this technique. The 
noise amplification is fundamentally dependent on the shape and surface sag of the 
phase masks. In rectangularly separable antisymmetric; phase masks such as the 
cubic, the noise amplification is notably larger for spatial frequencies outside the 
tangential and sagittal axis. In general, for any value of the cubic parameter a, the 
noise penalty outside the favourable axis is at least a factor of 10 greater. Thus, for 
a viable use of wavefront coding, a careful study of the tradeoff between aberration 
mitigation and noise amplification must be performed for each specific system. The 
results shown here correspond to a representative wavefront coding system and are 
aimed at providing a general demarcation of the maximum noise levels expected 
in the restored image after simple inverse filtering. The use of more sophisticated 
postdetection processing algorithm will certainly improve the signal-to-noise ratio 
of the restored image. More work remains to be done in the search for decoding 
techniques with reduced noise gain. 
We have also reported the presence of artifacts (ringing or replica of most of the 
edges) in the restored images due to the phase mismatch between the convolution 
and restoration kernels. The intensity, orientation and extent of the artifacts depend 
on the strength of the phase mask and degree of defocus aberration. These artifacts 
degrade the quality of the resulting image. Yet recent research [105] has shown that 
one can interpret them as a defocus signature and remove by iteratively estimating 
the defocus present in the restored image. This technique has the potential to be 
applied as a range finder since the distance of an object from the optical system can 
be deduced from the optical set up and the estimated defocus work. 
Finally, a comprehensive and rigorous assessment of the effect of detector sam- 
pling on wavefront coding performance has been carried out for the first time. The 
results showed a decrease in aliasing artifacts of 15% in the restored image when 
compared to a traditional optical system. More importantly, we have also demon- 
strated that detector sampling does not prevent from decoding the detector image 
to diffraction-limited (saxnpled) quality. 
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Chapter 6 
Experimental realizations and 
applications of wavefront coding 
Summary. Experimental realization in the visible band of a wavefront coding sys- 
tem is reportec. L A cubic phase mask was manufactured in fused silica and employed 
in combination of post-detection digital signal processing to extend the depth of field 
of a conventional imaging system. Three potential applications of wavefront coding 
are also explored: 1. As an electro-optic protection measure by means of reducing 
and compressing the peak intensity in the image plane of a visible-band imager. Nu- 
merical and experimental validation is presented. 2. As a tool to correct thermally 
induced defocus aberrations in infrared imaging systems. An exhaustive modeling 
and analysis of the use of wavefront coding in a germanium IR imaging system sub- 
ject to an operating temperature range from -201C to +701C was performed. An 
athermalised wavefront coding system with a=4. \ and noise gain of a factor 2 was 
accomplished. 3. As a means of reducing system complexity whilst maintaining im- 
age quality. This enables the use of simple, low-cost, light-weight lens systems. We 
present for the first time an experimental application where wavefront coding allevi- 
ates aberrations across the field of view of an uncooled LWIR optical system formed 
by F11,75mm focal length germanium singlet and a 320x240 detector array with 
38-micron pixel. 
1 Experimental realization of wavefront coding 
We report experimental proof-of-concept realization of wavefront coding to obtain 
extended depth of field by means of modifying a conventional incoherent optical 
system with a cubic phase mask plate placed at its aperture stop. Several cubic phase 
masks were manufactured by Dr. Mohammed Taghizadeh and his collaborators at 
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the Physics Department of Heriot-Watt University. A number of images using the 
manufactured cubic phase masks have been acquired at different defocus position 
and subsequently inverse filtered. The restored images showed an increased depth of 
field. The price for this extended performance is noise amplification in the restored 
image relative to a perfectly focused image. 
These experiments axe performed in the visible spectrum. In this way, it en- 
ables a risk reduced appraisal of wavefront coding prior to a more costly implemen- 
tation in the long-wave infrared band, as we have done at the end of the Chapter. 
In the visible spectrum, we can readily carry out a series of experiments to evaluate 
the artifacts in the digitally processed image, the effect of detector sampling, the 
signal-to-noise ratio along various directions of the restored image (due to the cubic 
nature of the phase mask), the practical range over which the wavefront coded PSF 
remains invariant, etc. 
In the next section, the characteristics of the phase masks are described to- 
gether with a short account of the current manufacturing techniques currently avail- 
able for fabricating these antisymmetric optical elements. In the second section, the 
experimental set-up and apparatus used axe explained. Finally, the restored images 
are displayed. 
1.1 Manufacture of the cubic phase mask 
The manufactured cubic phase mask is antisymmetric and rectangularly separable 
with an active region of 20 x 20 mm on a fused silica substrate. The peak-to-valley 
height in the substrate is 13.8 microns which introduces'an optical path difference of 
10 wavelength at A=0.6328pm (i. e. a=2.5A). The cubic masks can be produced 
by a continuous refractive surface relief profile. The difficulty in manufacturing is 
due to the antisymmetry of the surface and the large depth required. The continuous 
phase profile was quantized to 64 discrete phase levels as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The 
error introduced in the 6TF by this quýntization can be neglected (PSF's root-mean 
square error less than 1%). The quantization of the mask to a 64-level was shaped by 
a reactive ion etching process and lacked antireflection-coated surfaces. Because of 
the large amount of depth required, the manufacture process is difficult and requires 
high precision machining. It is possible to reduce the depth to etch by introducing 
a linear phase term given by (x + y). The additional linear term has no effect on the 
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Figure 6.1: Manufactured cubic phase mask with 64 levels of quantization. 
OTF of the systern as previously discussed in the derivation of the cubic phase mask 
in Chapter 2. More appropriate methods exist to manufacture such asymmetric 
elements. Magnetorheological finishing is a modern polishing technique that uses a 
controlled magnetorheological fluid as a polishing tool [106]. This technique is able 
to grind and polish precision glass aspheres with 400 microns of deviation to A/4 
in 30 minutes. Aspherical lenses and phase masks can also be manufactured with 
conventional techniques such as high-precision diamond machining and moulding. 
Single-point diamond turning has traditionally been useful for producing diffractive 
and aspheric optic. s for the infrared region [107]. Generating antisymmetric optical 
surfaces is possible with multi-axis machining systems, which permit 3D flycutting 
for freedoin shaping. Recent developments in the stability and control system of 
single-point diamond turning machines have allowed the production of surfaces that 
meet the demands of the visible spectrum with precision level of less than 0.15 
microns of form accuracy and 5 nanometers of surface roughness. However, the 
manufacturing of small numbers of optical elements by diamond machining is costly. 
On the other hand, plastic injection moulding technology has been developed for the 
low cost market (mobile phone cameras, digital cameras, etc) with accurate surface 
precision. The main competitive advantage of this glass is associated with the fact 
that even very complex surfaces such as the non-rotationally symmetric phase mask 
can be produced directly by moulding, eliminating the costly polishing or single 
point diamond turning used for other lens material. 
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Figure 6.2: Experimental setup of a focus-invariant wavefront coded imaging system. 
The cubic phase mask is placed at the aperture stop of a two-lens imaging system. 
Fýont and rear focal length is f= 400mm. 
1.2 Experimental measurement of the wavefront coded PSF 
An experiment was arranged to ineasure tile PSF of the cubic phase mask. The first 
part of these experiments was to collect images of the IISF of the systein at different 
values of defocus. The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. A broadband 
fibre-optic light source was spatially filtered using a 5-inicron pinliole. The system 
aperture stop was a 20x2Onim square aperture placed at 400mm to the right, of tile 
pinhole. The cubic phase mask was placed in a mount inserted in the aperture 
stop. This mount also allowed precise rotational aligninerit of the mask, in order 
to match the CCD pixel array x and y axes with the cubic pluvse mask rectanglilar 
axes. The compound lens systems were placed right next to tile apertlire stop, 
performing as a F/20 system (along the sides of square aperture). The iniage was 
formed on a CCD detector at the focal plane of the compound lens. A Q1111aging 
Retiga. 1300c CCD camera provided a maximum of 12 bits of dynamic range for 
subsequent digital filtering. The sampling effects of the CCD optical detector are 
also important to consider. Assuming a 100% fill factor, the pixel size of the CCD 
determines the sample rate of the image capturing process. Given the size of the 
pixels in the CCD (in this case, 6.7-micron width) and the slow optics used lit the 
experiment, the image is Nyquist sampled O/Nyquist = 75cycles/trini). When used 
with diffraction-lianted optical systems, the CCD detector of the camera determines 
the spatial-frequency cut-off of the entire system. This frequency cut-off will be the 
limiting factor in tile. resolution of the images. The first part of these experiments, 
after setup and alignment of the optical system, was to collect images of tile PSF of 
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Figure 6.3: ExpeTimental PSFs (top )and MTb'S (bottom) of a P'/20 wavefront coding 
system for various degrees of defocus. The PSF density plots have been compressed 
to improve display 
the system at different values of defocus. Fig. 6.3 shows the experinientally acquired 
PSFs and calculated MTFs (along the tangential axis) of the focus-invariant system 
in focus, at 0.75 and 1.5 wavelengths of defocus. The defocused PSFs were obtained 
by moving the camera either in front the back focal plane. The OTF of the systeni 
was calculated from the measured 2D PSF and used to calculate the inverse filter 
that was later applied to the images. It can be observed froin Fig. 6.3, that the 
MTF height decreases at higher spatial frequencies when defocus is introduced as 
predicted in Chapter 4. 
IL. 3 Acquisition and restoration of images 
The experiments to collect images were carried out using the wavefront-coded system 
setup shown in Fig. 6.2. The pinhole mount was replaced by an extended object 
such as a spoke target, which wass uniformly illuminated with white light front a 
fibre-optic light source. Images of the spoke target with several values of defocus 
were taken with and without the cubic phase mask at the aperture stop. To measure 
the degree of defocus accurately, we fixed the target at the object focal plane and 
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displace the detector along the image focal plane*. 
The effect of defocus on the conventional imaging systein with it 20-inin squnre 
clear aperture is shown by the experimental results in t he right, colunin of Fig. 6.4. 
The, best focus position corresponding to a value of W2() =0 results in the sharply 
focused iiiiage. Moderate defocus corresponding to a defocus value W-2() = 0.5A 
results in the blurred image of Fig. 6.4(b). Finally, the severely defocused images 
Fig. 6.4(c) through to Figure 18((, ) correspond to defocus values W2() =IA, W-2() = IA 
and W20 = 3A respectively. Excessive blurring and the well-known pliase reversal of 
the spokes in the defocused iinage are apparvi it. Int he severely defocused iniages is 
clearly apparent the loss of information. 
When the cubic phase inask is inserted (it the aperture stop, it produces it 
considerable difference ill the optical performance, compare t () t he previolis conveli- 
tional clear ýipcrturc optical system. The detected ininge ýIppcars highly blurred 
but practically unchanged for a relatively large displacement, of the detector. The 
detector is placed at the same on-axis positions as befOre and Inulges are 'Icylired 
for each defocused location. 
The recorded images were Wiener filtered lising the previolisly 111casured ill- 
focus PSF to yield the images shown in the right of' Fig. 6.4(c). Clearly 
wavefront coding has enabled sharp images to he recovered for a wide range ofvallics 
of defocus. The iniage quality for moderate and severe defocus is clearly Improved, 
although some artifacts are evident. Note that, in contra. st to the conveiitional 
systern, there are no phase reversals across the images fo r most of t he defocus range 
as discussed in our previous work. 
Wiener filtering wws applied to the detected inlages to avold Illagnificatioll of' 
the system noise, especially in areas of' low sigiml-to-imise ratio. 'I'lle (ligital filter 
was applied to provide an overall optical transf'er finiction that approximates the 
ideal transfer function of a diffraction-linfited system. 'I'lle filter Was calcul'Ited by 
dividing the ideal triangular OTF by the cubic phase inask OTF. The Wiencr scdar 
coefficient K in Eq. (5-10) representing the ratio of noise power to signal power 
was determined by trial to yield best, results in terms of root-meml-s(pitre orror 
with respect the in-focus image. The value of /x- = 0.00024 for i cubic 1mrmicter 
(t = 2.5A was found so that the noise in the image is reduced without it considerable 
*A relative displacement 6z ofthe detector from the image plane results in defocus aberration 
Wit'll W, 2() = 
6Z/, Sl,, /#2, where F/# is the f-miniber of t he optical system. 
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Figure 6.4: Left column: images Produced by a clear aperture, intaging systctri for di,,, f- 
fercnt d(yrecs of dcfocus. Right colui-rat: digitally rcstorcd cubic phasc inask intagcs 
using a Wiener filter. 
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lost in the contrast of the restored image. In addition, the extra, dynainic range of' 
the detector employed in the experimental implementation resulted in Ifigli values 
of signl-to-noise ratio and allowed the use of a single Wiener filter iii Oic decoding 
of the cubic phase inask images. 
Finally, the imperfections in the reconstructed images are caused imihily by the 
extreme values of defocus that suppress the spatial freyiencies outside t he horizont -Il 
and vertical axes into the noise floor. This results in a greater loss of contrast, 
for diagonal frequencies as (! an clearly be seeti in Fig. 6.3 (d)-(e). Unfortmi(itely, 
this effect will be present in any phase mask with only on(! axis of antisymmetry. 
Phase masks with more than one radial direction of constant optical Imt li difference 
tend to develop inore uniform noise amplification across the spatial frequency space. 
Phase effects that can be so prominent in deconvolved wavefront-coded Image's are 
barely apparent in the images presented here because the 111gh "'patial fre(Iliencies 
responsible for these edge effects (replica and ringing) were atlenuated by t he Wieller 
algorithin. 
These experimental realizations demonstrate an Increased defOcus tolerance 
by means of a cubic phase mask and post(letectioll digital siglill processing. 'I'lle 
performance of a wavefront coding system in ternis of* NITF and PSF obtained during 
the modeling stage of this project were in agrevinenI Nvilli Ole experimcOal results, 
presented here. Future work oil this area, and which is heyond t1w scope of' this 
thesis, should include a study into inore claborated digital deconvolut loll algorldmis 
to reduce noise arnplification in Hie restored images. 
2 Electro-optical protection measures (EOPM) 
with wavefront coding 
2.1 Introduction 
The employment of lasers to nentralize optical and nifnired imaging syste s -(, I(, In IIs 
on two considerations: The (firectionality of lasers can readily cimble the trans- 
mission of intense radiation to the detector plane of i renjote ilijaging 
secondly, imaging sensors at visible and infrared wavelciigths (-, in be (1,1111age(I or 
clazzled (jammed) with relatively low radiation ititeiisity. Wivefrotit co(Ihig offers 
ail important opportunity to count, er the above: the 1)(Aclitial to reduce the peak 
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intensity in the image of a point source whilst minimizing the reduction ill illiage 
quality. 
The salient aini of the work described in this section is (in assessment of the 
feasibility of using wavefront coding in the reduction and compression of the peak 
intensity in the image plane of a visible-band imager. The maiii objectives are to 
quantify the reductions in peak intensity and the associated perfornimice cost, in 
terins of image signal- to- noise ratio so as to ellable all asses""Illelit, of dic 111crit, f0l' 
further research in this area. 
2.2 Theoretical attenuation of the peak intensity 
A necessary feature of wavefront coding is that the PSF is broadened across all 
increased number of detector pixels, such that for illumination by a point source, 
peak intensity is reduced. As a corollary, image contrast is also reduced. Subsequent 
to inverse filtering, contrast and peak intensity is restored ill the recovered iniage; 
that is to say, wavefront coding compresses the dyllaillic rallge of' light, lilt cusitics 
at the detector, whilst digital restoration decompresses the range of' intensities ill 
the image. It call be appreciated that wavefront, coding cm be used to illcre'lse 
dynamic railge ill the image beyond that of the detector. The ningnitude of these 
improvements is greatest for an isolated point source as is ellcoulltered when (I litser 
is imaged or in astronomy as will be demonstrated ill the next, section. 
In Fig. 6.5 are shown three-dimensional representations of' I IS'U'sobtained it tIw 
focal plane of an optical systern in which cubic or generalised phase niasks (sucli as 
petal phase inask, see Ref. [42]) with increasing pliase retardation liave been inserted. 
As previously stated, the wavefront coding PSFs ire spread over t larger area, diat 
is inore pixels, in comparison with that of a conventional systeni. 
Let us recall that the petal phase mask is described by 0(x, y) = (v(x: 1 + y: ') + 
ý3(X2y + XY2 ) and it was presented in Chapter 5. In i conventional, diffraction- 
limited system, light is focused into the Airy disk, which is generally matched with 
the detector so that most of the power incident at the pupil-plane of the Imager will 
be coupled into a single pixel. The peak intensity at the detector is t herefore reduced 
for the saine total optical throughput. The calciihit ed attemuttion of the PSF peak 
intensity at the focal plane as a function of the peak-to-valley phase 
parameters for both cubic and petal phase masks is shown in Fig. 6.6 mid Fig. 6.7 
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Figure 6.5: Three- dint c nsio nal intensity distribuliov, of the poiid spread firuchot), for 
a cubic phase mask (top) and petal phase ntask (bottont), jor ritcrcasnyl val'acs of 
phase retardation. The PSFs cnergy 'was varied in order to ntandaiv. a ntaxitivirfri, 
intensity value of 1. The area shown in cach plot remains cmtstard. 
respectively. The attenuation of the peak hit. eiisity is giveii by the ratio of dic 
PSF maximum intensity of a diffraction-lillilled optical sYstvill divided by Ow PSF 
maximum intensity of the sanic optical system ill willd) a wavefront, codilig p1mse 
inask was inserted. The effects of sampling and pixelation have not, been included in 
this analysis. In addition, the peak attenuation has heell calculated for a cubic plm. sc 
niask placed in a circular aperture. Nevertheless, a better attemiation is attamed 
with a rectangular aperture. From the computations, a sigilificant reductioll of 
the PSF peak intensity (, all be obtained eveii for moderate values, of peak-to-valley 
optical path difference. For instance, a circular cnbic pliase niask with peak-to-valley 
phase retardation of 10A, which corresponds to (v = 5A, allows ill attenuati0ii of' 
a factor of almost 35. Oil the other hand, the use of a petal pimse iiia. sk with the 
saine amount of optical path difference achieves a, reduction of a factor of 100. 
The most important criterion from a users perspective is not t he peak-to-valley 
path difference introduced by the phase innsk, btit the cost in wrins of imaging 
performance associated with the compression of laser light intensity; that is, it is 
important to consider the ability of the wavefront, coding phase niasks to reduce the 
peak intensity together with the noise amplification introduced during the restora- 
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Figure 6.6: Theoretical mduction of thc peak intensity as a function of thc I)aralllctcl' 
a introduccd by the cubic phase 7nask. The rcduch, 'ov. 'was calculatcd for- 
circular and square aperturcs. 
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Figure 6.7: Theoretical reduction of the peak intensity (is a functimi, of thc pcak-to- 
valley optical path difference introduced by a circular cubic and petal phasc masks. 
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Figure 6.8: Reduction of the peak intensity as a flinction of thc nwisc (unplification 
in the restored PSF after applying (a) an i7l? )CT', SC filtcr and (b) a Wicncr filtcr. In 
the latter case, a SNR of 100 was assumed. 
tion process. Without considering the effect of detector sampling, the waveh-ont, 
coded PSF is deconvolved so that the restored PSU becollic"', the 
Airy disk (inverse filter). 
In general, the signal-to-noise ratio of the decolivolved ilimp, will he differelit 
froin that of the original. The variation of the '1111plificatioll of' the liolse (tilat is 
reduction in SNR) with degree of suppression of pollit Source Intensity i's summarized 
in Fig. 6.8. This shows that for equal SNR, gain the suppression of point-source 
intensity is typically a factor of 2.6 greater than t he ii0ise amplificatimi for the clibic 
inask and a factor of about 3.5 greitter for the petal mask. For the use a simple 
neutral density filter this factor would be unity (for detector-noise limited miagiiig)ý 
so this overly simplistic result offers a modest improvement of a factor of about 4 
over a siniple neutral density filter. Further improvements can he achieved: The 
use of a Wiener filter will significantly reduce noise amplificatimi whilst incurrhig, 
typically, mininial reduction in image quality. Reduction in peak intensity is plotted 
against noise amplification in Fig. 6.8 when a Wiener filter is employed mid the SNR 
at the detector is 100. The noise gain is typically about 60(Yc of that, exhibited by 
an inverse filter. The use of more sophisticated non-linear filters have been claimed 
to offer further improvements. Based on the above arguments, it is probible that, 
further work will produce reductions in point-source intensity to about teii times 
more than the reduction in SNB,. 
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Figure 6.9: Combination of a two-petal phase mask to control the amount of wave- 
front coding in an optical system, (a) single phase mask where the values of a and 
0 have been magnified, normally a and 0 of the order of microns, (b) Position Of 
cancelation of wavefront coding effect, (c) maximum wavefront coding effect. 
Phase mask of variable strength 
The use of wavefront coding requires, a trade-off between reduction in peak laser 
intensity and reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio; that is, the greater the iinprove- 
inent in EOPM paraineter, the greater will be the reduction in the S. NR. We describe 
here a novel solution to this prohlein. Clearly active optics techniques can be used 
to iniplenient the wavefront coding inask in an agile way so that EOPM could be 
einployed to protect iniagers only when inost needed and the reduced SNR, can be 
tolerated. At other tinies wavefront coding could be reduced or reinoved so that 
the niaxiinuin SNR could be obtained but with reduced EOPM. Wavefront, inodu- 
lation techniques currently eniployed in adaptive optics (deforniahle inirrors, liquid 
crystal inodulators) could enable agile deployinent of wavefi-ont coding, however the 
technique described here offers a niore convenient, low-cost, route to agile iinpleinen- 
tation of wavefront coding at all iniaging wavelengths. The technique illay be used 
with the generalised (petal) wavefront coding inask. To enable agile inipleinentation 
two such wavefront coding inasks are introduced into the pupil plane of ail iniager 
such that one is fixed and the other rotated about, its axis as depicted in Fig. 6.9. 
In Fig. 6.9(a) is shown a single wavefront coding phase plate, whilst in Fig. 6.9(b) 
is shown two phase plates cornbined with the lower phase plate rotated 120' about 
its axis such that the depressions of one phase plate coincides with the peaks of the 
other and the overall phase plate introduces no net phase inodulation and wave- 
front coding is absent. In Fig. 6.9(c) the lower phase plate is rotated such that the 
depressions and peaks on each phase plate coincide and the net phase inodulation 
is twice that of a single phase plate in isolation. The petal forin is retained at all 
interinediate rotations and therefore the ainplitude of phase inodulation introduced 
by this coinpound systein can be continuously varied between these two extreines 
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to enable real-time trade of EOPM against SNR according to operational require- 
ments. This implementation offers the potential for the agile introduction of EOPM 
with negligible performance penalty. 
2.3 Experimental realization of the peak compression 
An experimental realization was arranged to determine the reduction of the peak 
light intensity when the cubic phase mask is employed. The experimental setup is 
equivalent to the one used in the previous section and is illustrated in Fig 6.2. 
There are two scenaxios that are of interest: firstly, when the scene is domi- 
nated by a laser source and secondly, when the laser source is contained within a 
representative scene dominated by edges (hence, with Fourier spectrum similar to 
1/frequency). The former case corresponds to, for example, laser illumination from 
an empty sky. 
First scenario 
In Fig. 6.10 the scene is dominated by a laser source, and shows in (a) the noisy 
image detected when the manufactured cubic wavefront coding mask is used with 
a square aperture, with a=2.5A and a SNR of 790, where SNR is defined as the 
peak pixel value divided by the standard deviation of the background noiset. When 
inverse filtering is performed onto the detected image of a point object, a diffraction- 
limited PSF image was obtained as shown in Fig. 6.10(b). The central peak is now 
a sinc2 function and the SNR is increased to 3500. In this case the inverse filter 
provides more amplification of the point source than it does of the white noise and 
for this type of target the output SNR will always be higher than the input SNR. 
It can be observed from Fig. 6.10(a) and (b) that a experimerital peak atten- 
uation of a factor of 19.9 is obtained, in accordance with the predicted theoretical 
results (a factor of 20.5)t. 
tThe 12-bit cooled Retiga camera provided 4096 gray levels with a noise standard deviation of 
5, thus SNR is 820 
$Another method to assess the reduction factor of the peak intensity consisted in measuring 
the maximum exposure time at which the PSF peak intensity attained the detector's maximum 
saturation level for both the wavefront coding and standard systems. The ratio between the two 
exposure times gave an estimation of the distribution of energy across the surface of the detector. 
For the standard system, the maximum intensity level after 2.72 milliseconds of exposure time was 4047, near saturation. Preserving the same experimental conditions, the cubic phase mask was 
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Figure 6.10: (a) Detceted iinagc for a squarc cubic phasc ittask with a=2.5A and 
detccted signal-to-noise ratio of 790 (58 dB) and (b) dcconvolvcd intagc; SNR is 
3500 (70 dB). 
Second scenario 
In the second scenario a more typical Image containing the intense point 'source 
within an iniage containing edges we see a different, hehavior and t1fis is Illus'trat, ed 
y the images in Fig. 6.11. The scene, a spoke t. argct with in aperture in it, wits 
placed precisely oil the hiser point, source. A 0.9 mW laser diode of' wavelengt1i 
632.8 nin wits filtered using a 5-micron pinhole. Light, emerging from the pinhole 
went through the opening and was imaged by the opt'lcal syst, clil. 'I'lle diaillet, er of 
the laser spot in the plane of the optical lens was 2.6 in. A fibre-optic light source 
illuminated the spoke target uniformly Fig. 6.11 (a) represent s Ow recorded image at 
the detector using the manufactured square cubic phase mask. Not, e fliat. tit(, peak 
intensity of the laser light Ims been sufficiently suppressed to approximately the 
same intensity level as the scene. The inverse filtered image is shown in Fig. 6.11 (b) 
ai id dei nonst rates areduced SNR, of 10. Horizontal profilesofthe linecontmultig flie 
peak of the imaged laser spot in Fig. 6.11 (a) and (b) are shown ill Fig. 6.11 (c) atid 
(d). This clearly shows that whereas the Imer spot. is discernable in the det, ected 
image it is detectable with a high SNR in the Mverse-filt, cred image. It, is clear 
front the images in Fig. 6.11 that if we define the SNR in t he detect; cd Image as t he 
peak detected signal for a point source to the standard deviat ion of t Ile noise, flien 
wavefront coding increases the SNR., however if the SNR in the detected unage is 
p1wed in the aperture stop. After 5: 3.47 milliseconds the maximum intensity level reached 4050. 
The ratio between the two expostire times gave it factor of' about, 19, which is in agreement with 
the previous experimental result. 
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Figure 6.11: Depiction of the diffcirnt gain incchav. isrns for a point sourcc an(], cdgcs. 
11, (a) shows the image of thi's scene recorded with a u)avcfront cod'11, ng inask unt, 
2.5A and a SNR. of 790. (b) Shotus the dcconvolved image, (c) is a horizontal profilc 
through (a) along the line containing the laser source and (d) shows a horizontal 
profile through (b). 
defined as the ratio of the intensity step at an edge (contrast) to the noise, then the 
SNR is reduced by wavefront coding. 
Probably of greater interest is the change in the SNR, when recording extended 
scenes and in this case, as described above, edges are not modified in magnitude 
whilst the nolse is increased and this results in the observed reduction in SNR,. 
In summary, wavefront coding offers scope for reduction in laser intensity at, 
the detector and there is the potential to provide an order of magnitude improvement 
in SNR. over thc simplest option of simply Inserting a neutral density filter Into the 
optical path. Of specific interest is the potential for using two wavefront coding 
elements, -us discussed in the pervious section, to enable agile implementation of 
wave, front coding and hence of trade off of SNR reduction against, protection. The 
set of images presented here shows a possible application of a wavefront coding 
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optical system, and they clearly demonstrate its effectiveness in the attenuation of 
the peak intensity. 
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3 Athermalization of infrared imaging systems 
A prominent feature of wavefront coding is that it enables some of the burden for 
image formation to be shifted from a requirement for high-performance, high-cost 
imaging lenses to high-performance, low-cost postdetection digital processing. This 
is particulaxly pertinent to thermal imaging. The requirement for high sensitivity 
demands fast optics that employ not only multi-element aspheric lenses for aberra- 
tion control but also expensive infrared transmissive material such such as germa- 
nium and gallium axsenide, which axe expensive and tend to introduce additional 
chromatic- and thermal-related defocus. As we demonstrate in the next section, the 
ability of wavefront coding to mitigate aberrations can especially be used to reduced 
and overcome thermal defocus problems. It can also be applied for achromatization 
of thermal imagers with chalcogenides, (GASIR) but due to noise issues, we sug- 
gest chromatic aberration be corrected with other well-established techniques, such 
as diffractive optics, that have a significantly lower impact on the detected image 
[108,109]. 
3.1 Concept of thermal defocus 
It is well known that thermal defocus exhibits a real problem in thermal imagers 
[110,1111. Conventional infrared optical materials have large variations in index 
of refraction with temperature. For example, the variation of refractive index with 
temperature for germanium is over 100 times that of common optical glasses. This 
complicates the design and fabrication of simple optical systems that can operate 
reliably over even a small range of temperatures. 
Athermalization is the correction of the effect of focus shift with temperature. 
Active temperature control for IR imaging systems increases the cost, size, and 
weight of IR imaging systems. The concept of designing optical systems insensitive 
to temperature is not new: Grey applied the idea as early as 1948 [1121. Since then, 
many mechanical and optical methods have been tried to accomplish athermalization 
[113,114,115,116,117,1181. These include using a combination of optical materials 
with different refractive optics, using temperature sensors to actuate motors which 
move the lenses axially to the require positions, using optical mounting materials 
that differentially expand with temperature so as to compensate the changes in 
optical properties. Since the aberrations that arise by temperature changes are 
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mainly defocus aberration, wavefront coding offers the potential to be used on its 
own or in combination with the mentioned athermalization methods to control the 
temperature effects. 
To quantify the effect of temperature, we consider a simple IR germanium 
optical system. Because the effect of temperature in the index of refraction of 
germanium is an order of magnitude greater than the effect on the thickness and 
radius, we can consider without large error, only "thin" lenses. The thermal defocus 
over a temperature change of AT for a lens element of effective focal length f is 
[1161 
Af = -6f AT, 
where 8 is analogous to a focal length expansion coefficient which characterises the 
change of converging power of the lens with respect to temperature. The thermal 
constant 6 for the material is given by 
dn/dT 
n-1 
(6-2) 
with n the refractive index of the material and a the expansion coefficient. For 
a germanium system with a 75-mm-focal length at 201C and a ±40OCtemperature 
range, the focal shift is 0.38 mm. This thermal focal shift Zýf corresponds to a 
defocus aberration, 2 
W20 ý2 
2F/# 
(6-3) 
where Fl# is the f-number. A thermal focal shift of 0.37 mm in an F11 infrared opti- 
cal system introduces a defocus aberration coefficient W20 of 4.5A, with an operating 
wavelength of 10.51im. Furthermore, if we allow a maximum of defocus aberration 
of W20 = A/4, i. e. in agreement with the Rayleigh criterion, the maximum allowable 
temperature change is less than WC. 
This significant performance limitation motivated us to design a wavefront 
coding long-wave IR thermal imager. The focus-invariant feature of wavefront coding 
jointly with digital decoding offers the potential to implement athermal, diffraction- 
limited IR imaging using simple and low-cost optics. In this section, we explore the 
use of a cubic phase mask and signal processing as an athermalization technique in 
a practical IR optical system in which no thermal compensation has been included. 
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Figure 6.12: LWIR imaging system and the coiýrespondvng Zc7nax diagram, used in 
the wavefT-ont coding iniplementation. 
3.2 IR optical system and detector modeling 
System overview 
The desired goals for this IR system are an F11 system with a 75-inin focal length 
and a 12 x9 degrees of field of view, as shown in Fig. 6.12. The operating wavelengths 
are 8- 12/im and the system is designed to be diffraction limited at 200C. The 
optical material used in this design is germanium. Our aiin is to maintain the 
optical performance over the temperature range: -20('C to +700C. The optical 
system is based on the Petzval configuration, which includes an aspherical front 
element and a thick spherical germanium meniscus element. The detector window 
is also made of germanium and the i-nounts are inade of aluminum. The complete 
optical characteristics for the optical system are given in Table 6.1. The back surface 
of the front element is an even asphere which is described by the common expression 
cr 22468 
10 
+ k) C2 r2+ 
017- + J32r + 03r + 04r + 057' (6-4) 
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Surface Radius curvature Thic)mess Material Semi-diameter Conic 
Obj. Inf. Inf. Inf. 0 
Stop 94.800 7.50 Ge 37.5 0 
2* 119.703 83.94 36.8 0 
3 50.680 14.80 Ge 19.0 0 
4 51.061 8.38 14.3 0 
5 Iftf. 2.00 Ge 10.6 0 
6 Inf. 3.00 10.4 0 
7 Inf. 1.00 Ge 8.7 0 
8 Inf. 1.01 8.6 0 
Ima. Inf. 8.0 0 
*Even Asphere '61 02 
63 04 
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0 2.34049F, 8 -5-79050F, 12 7.82778F, 15 -2.53723F, 18 
Table 6.1: The lens description of the LWIR imaging systems used in the wavefront 
coding system analysis. 
where c is the curvature, r is the radial coordinate in lens units and k is the conic 
constant. The optical system is modeled by the commercial optical design package 
Zemax. The field-dependent weights in the Zemax design vary linearly from 1 on- 
axis to 0.5 off-axis. The wavelength-dependent weights are set at 0.5 for 8 and 12 
tim and at 1 for 10.5pm. The thermal coefficient of expansion (TCE) for aluminum 
within the goal temperature range is 23.0 x 10-6 and is introduced in the TCE 
cell of the Zemax model. This optical system images with high quality across the 
entire field of view and over the entire LWIR spectrum. For example, the optical 
path difference (OPD) variation across the field of view is less than A/4. Thus, for 
clarity, the optimization of the wavefront coding optical system is performed taking 
into account only the on-axis MTFs. However, the PSFs across the entire field of 
view will be displayed. 
The system uses a resistive bolometer focal plane array detector with 25 X 25ym 
pixel size. The fill factor is assumed to be 100% (i. e. the pixels are close packed). The 
pixel size corresponds to a Nyquist frequency of 20cyc/mm. The MTF associated 
with the detector array is illustrated in Fig. 6.13 and its contribution to the final 
MTFs is considered in the modeling and optimization of the system. Consequently, 
all following MTFs plots only show modulation up to the detector spatial frequency 
limit. A detailed derivation of the detector MTF is presented in Appendix F. 
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Figure 6.13: MTF for a focal plane array detector 7mith 251vin plixcl InItch, and 100% 
fill factor. 
Imaging performance with temperature: MTFs and PSFs 
The fast speed of the optics, the simple llou"'Ing and Hie get. ] lialli I lilt IcIlses, 
inake the performance of the traditional system extremely sensitive to teiiiperature 
variation. The performance, as measured by the MTFs, is sliowit hi Fig. 6.14. 
These MTFs include the detector MTF. At the designed temperature the tradi- 
tional thermal imager achieves practically diffractioll-111111t, ed performance. With 
a temperature change of only ±5"C, the image quality becomes degraded. Wifli 
temperature changes of the order of ±10()C, the MTFs drop (Inullatically and 111ills 
becorne, present within the band pass. This results in it notably defOcused systeill 
with loss of image information and contrast. For greater variatiow, of temperature, 
the imaging performance is highly degraded. 'I'lic sampled PSFs of Hic traditi0iial 
system are shown in Fig. 6.15 as a function of temperature aild for scvcral image 
height positions. Note that these PSFs are essentially nivariaia across Hic detector. 
The sampled PSF at +70()C is sinlilar to that at -20()(,. With the help of' t1le 
Zemax analysis toolbox, the amount of defocus present in the PSFs at. both cmis 
of the temperature range was calculated. The defocus coefficietit W2() varles from 
-3.4A (-200C) to +4.2A (+70'C). It is evident that this infrared system requires 
thermal stabilization in order to operate even over a useful range of temperatures. 
Certainly, one might think of another alternative metliod such as using only post, - 
detection signal processing in the traditional infrared optical system together wit, 11 
a temperature sensor inserted [81]. Tlie sensor would cntble deterinhiation of the 
appropriate PSF to be employed as inverse filter so the image could he restored 
for all temperatures. However, the corresponding MTFs would coiftain zeros w1ficli 
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Figure 6.14: Simulated MTFs up to the Nyquist frequency of the traditional gcrrna- 
nium optical system for an operating temperature range from, -20"C to +70"C. 
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operating temperaturc-s. 
would yield loss of information or infillite noise amplification in the final Image. 
3.3 Wavefront coding IR system 
Antisymnietric pliase inasks such as the ciihic or petal enable to reduce the offect, 
of thermal defociis in the 113, system. The elect, ion of an adequatv alifisymmetric 
pliase inask for this application is dictated not only by it's abilit'y U) alleviate t licrinal 
defocus but, to a greater exteift, its impact, on flie signal-to-noise ratio oft, he restored 
iniage. The level of noise is particularly relevant, wit li low-cost. uncooled detect, ors; 
lience, care inust be taken when choosing the niask. For similar defOcus mitigat, ion, 
the cubic phase niask produces a lower noise amplification thnn flie petal inask 11191, 
and therefore the cubic is selected for this application. 
A cubic phase inask with parameter a is introduced in the front. surface ofthe 
first optical element (surface I in Tahlv 6-1). With respect, to the Zemax design, 
the cubic clement is implemented by changing the standard sphcm, 'cal surface I to 
ail extendcd polynomial surface which allows adding the polynomial terin (k(j.. 3 + y3) 
directly onto the spherical sag. 
The degree of athernialization is determined by the strength a of the cubic, 
phase mask. Acceptable atherinalization performance call be achieved to 
the noise amplification and temperature range trade-off set by the requirement" of' 
the application. In the next section, a type of system optinlizatioll 1)ýLs(, (j on inctrics 
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such as the MTF and noise amplification is performed to determine an optimum 
cubic phase mask. 
Optimum value of a 
The degree of atherinalization to be achieved imist be balanced against the reduc- 
tion in the signal-to-noise ratio incurred by inverse filtering. Three figures of' merit 
specific to this IR iniaging system are selected in order to obtain an optimum value 
of a: 
e The MTF of the wavefront, coding system does not have 111111" Within the band 
pwss and throughout the entire operating temperature range. 
o The noise amplification after inverse filtering is InilliIIIIIIII. 
o The insensitivity of the MTF with temperature is maximum. 
The last two points are explained in more detail as follows. A simple inverse filtering 
F is considered, which is given in the spatial frequency domain by 
(v, a, T) 
M 7'["dl (v) 
0'1'/, (v, a, T) 
(6-5) 
OTF(v, (-t, T) is the appropriate optical transfer finiction recorded wit I, t he ctibic 
phase inask at a given temperature T (i. e. the inverse filter keniel is varied with 
temperattire), and AJTFdj is the sought modulition transfer finicti0ii, tiornially the 
transfer function of a diffraction limited imaging system. The systeni s'pecificatiolls 
required a restored MTF at the Nyquist frequency of 0.5 for all thc temperatin-c 
range. Based on the inverse filter of Eq. (6-5), the noise gain is cilciihited ýicross the 
entire temperature range and its nican vahic computed for cach vahic of (t. TIms, 
the inean noise gain in decibels units is described by the following expression: 
Al I VN 1 
1/2 
NGdB(a) 
m 
ý: 
-20Logl() N 
1, ) 12 (6-6) 
where To = -20'C, Tm-, = +70'C, vo = O(Y(! 1111111 all(l IIN-- I= 20cyc/mill. A 
minus sign is introduced to represent the nolse gain as it loss of signal-to-noise nitio. 
A criterion to measure the MTF invariance with temperature is also produced. 
It employs the relative variation between the thermally in-focus MTF and thermally 
out-of-focus MTF as a metric of temperature insensitivity. We can express this 
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Figure 6.16: (a) Mean noise gain (is a fanction of rabic paranulcr (ý (Ilic negative 
Sign represents 1OSS of signal-to-noise, ratio); (b) Mean tctrycraturc invariaru-c metric 
(TIM) as a function of cubic parainctcr (v.. Tht, ci-ror bars rcyr-cscnt the disput-sio'll, 
of TIM across the tempcraturc range for cach alpha (only phase Tnasks urith TIM 
> 0.8 arc considered). 
variation as the area under the out-of-focus MTF surface divided by flic area under 
the iii-focus MTF surface of the wavefront coding IR. system. For each value of a, 
the incan across the entire temperature range is calculated, thus 
TIAI(a) -- 
IIA ITF(v, a, T) (6-7) 
NI N AITF(v, a, 7")' /-/ill, Vo 
where T' denotes the designed teniperature at, +20('(. 
The signal-to-noise ratio penalty call be understood from Fig. 6.1 6(a). The 
figure shows the variation of the ineall noise aniplificatIon with o. To ('11,1ble conI- 
parison, the MTF has been fully recovered to achieve near diffractioii-hinited NITF 
(by varying the inverse kernel with temperature), so that for small vallics of o' 
the increasing suppression of MTF with increasing temperature is manifested as 
increasing noise gain. The interpretation of the figure is Illustrated by the following 
example. If wavefront coding is not used, then defocus Introduced by therinal drift 
will suppress the MTF and some restorations will produce 
infinite noise gain, as shown for (t = 0. For AT greater thýin ±8()(, the defociis 
is sufficient to introduce zeros in the NITF and dic noise I In plification Is' intillite. 
If wavefront coding is used, the noise gain performance is distinctly classified hito 
three regions: A. 0<a<3, B. 3< (t <5 and C. 5< (v < 1(). 111 regioit A, 
certain degree of athernialization is, achieved, particularly for (t = 2, \,: i, \, but this 
only occurs for temperatures near the nominal. As the temperature approaches the 
Cubic palailletcl o (A) 
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extreme values the MTFs will be suppressed further so that the noise amplification 
associated with inverse filtering is significant. Lower levels of noise aniplification 
are obtained in Region B, specially for (t = 4A, were thermal defocus is optimally 
neutralised across the temperature range. In this region, wavefront coding prevents 
thermal defocus from deteriorating the MTF whilst avoiding introducing unneces- 
sary MTF suppression. Higher values of (ý in region C produce excessively redticed 
MTFs in which thermal defocus becomes practically a secondary effect. Unwanted 
wavefront coding power is present and noise gain starts to increase. 
In combination with the noise gain plot, the mean teniperatim, invariance 
inetric (TIM) is illustrated in Fig. 6.16(b). For cach inean TIM, Its set, of* values 
or distribution is represented with error bars. Only those values, of (ý with set, 
of TIM values greater than 0.8 ineet the temperature nivariance requirements, of' 
the wavefront coding IR, system. The value 0.8 Was selected fi-oni flic traditiolial 
IR system by taking into account the MTF variation f'or a temperaturc change of' 
(+80C) froin the norninal. This temperature corresponds with the first, maifif'est, 16011 
of a mill in the traditional MTF. 
In summary, our numerical study shows that the best, o f'Or all optimuln at'ller- 
nialization of tile IR system is oz = 4A. This vahie is introdiwed M Ow Zeniax iiiodcl 
to obtain the necessary data to produce athernialised M11's alid saitipled PSFs. 
MTFs of the wavefront coding IR optical systeni is a filliction of telliperat'lire before 
and after post-detection digital signal processing are sliowti iii Fig. 6.17. Note t liat 
the athermalised MTFs contain no nulls and are very siiiillar t() eacli otlier Hiroiigli- 
out the operating temperature range in contmst to the traditi0iial NITFs. After 
applying a single inverse filter, the upper set of MTFs is prodiwed, w1lich closely 
inatch the diffraction-linilted performance over then entire teniperature range. Note 
that the filter applied is the same for all the MTFs. The inverse filter was calcli- 
lated from of the wavefront coding MTF at the nominal temperature (+20"C) so as 
to restore the MTFs to diffraction-hinited (Itiality with a niodiflation of 0.5 ýit flic 
Nyquist frequency. 
Tile sampled PSFs as a function of temperature before and after post-detection 
digital signal processing are shown in Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.19 respectively. It is in- 
teresting to observe in Fig. 6.18 the teniperature-related displiceinent, of the cubic 
PSFs following the characteristic parabolic caustic; which was the subject of ex- 
tended aiialYsis in Cliýiptcr 2. Apart from the translation, not(, that the PSFs bear 
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a close resembhuice compare to tIw tradifimal IIt systviii. Furt, I wrii I ore, tI lese P SFS 
correspond t. o MTFs that have no nulls. whell a single iliverse filt'cr is i1pplied, t1w 
resulting PSFs of Fig. 6.19 are f0rine(l. Notv Ow presence ofartifact, s in t lic rcst, ored 
PSFs. Let, us recall t hat, Hic parýlbolic t ranslat, ion of, t 11c PSF wit 11 Olermal defoclis 
(described in Chapter 2) corresponds wit'll a plmsc 1111sillat'di betweell Ole frequency 
response of tile restoration and convolution kernels. nis effect, beconi(N more w-ute 
as the temperature departs froin the nominal +20"C. One way to reduced Hfis ef- 
fect is to apply a different, deconvolution kernel for eacit scginent, of' Hic tvnipcrat ure 
doinain. For example, three deconvolution kernels obt, aiijed from wavefront, coding 
OTFs at -50C, +25'C and +55('C were employed to restored Ow cuhlc PSFs at 
three consecutive temperature sections -20()C! < T, < +10()(1,10')C' < T2 < 40('C 
and 40'C < T3 < 70()C respectively. The resulting PSFs, prmlically diffract, ion- 
linuted, present unnoticeable artifacts or restoration errors and are displaýyed III 
Fig. 6.20. 
Computer simulation of wavefront coded IR images 
A more subjective perception of the wavefl'oul coded 113 system performance is 
avIlleved by examining the simulated Images. For a correct simillLtJoll of it 
IR linaging system, a continuous/discrete model Is the appropriate This 
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Figure 6.19: Sampled PSFs from the 'wavcfront codcd systcut for- various antblicn. 1 
temperatures after applying post- (ict(, 'CtiOll, proccssrug 'with. only a si'nylc 't'n'twi-sc jillcr 
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Figure 6.20: Sampled PSFs frorn the ? vav(,, f7-ont coded system, for various ambicid 
temperatures after applying post-detection proccssz . ng using thirc inverse fillcrs across 
temperature range. 
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model was developed by Park et al. [961 and it will be used in this section. Briefly, 
the model can be summarized as follows: The input 0 is the projection of a contin- 
uous scene onto the imaging system. The scene is blurred by convolution with the 
wavefront coded point spread function Ii,, t and the detector point spread function 
hdet. A detail derivation of the PSFs that successively formed li&,, can be found iii 
Appendix F. The blurred image is then sampled to produced an MxN digital 
image id. Additive random noise n from the detector clectroifics is also hitroduced. 
This image acquisition model is described by the following equation: 
10 
where X denotes convolution and 1111 is the sampling function. A digital deconvo- 
lution filter f is applied to the digital image d to produced a rcst, orcd digital inin 
Ir ý id The sampling models the continuous/discrete conversion 11111crent to 
any sampled imaging system. The image acquisition models the optics low-pass fil- 
tering and phase mask coding whilst the unage restorat'ion simulates the wavefront, 
decoding. 
The detector characteristics are also taken into account. We assunic 1wre a 
focal array with 256 x 256 pixels and pixel pitch of 25jmn. The uolse equivaleiit, 
temperature difference (NETD) is 100 n1K, which correspomis to t he curretit statc- 
of-the-art uncooled IR, detector [851. The noise is assumed to be additive, normally 
distributed with standard deviation given by the NEITI). The detected signal-to- 
noise ratio is set at 100 (40dB) by scaling the intensity contrast of' the scelle. 
Until now researchers have stressed the use of direct linvar methods such ms' the 
Wiener filter, to restore wavefront coded images because of* good complit'Itiolial (, f, - 
ficiency that allows for real-time post-(jetection signal processing [90]. Additiomilly, 
linear filtering provides straightforward merit functions to assess the noise amplifi- 
cation in wavefront coded imaging systems. The relatively low signal-to-noise ratio 
characteristic of current uncooled thermal detectors prevents us from using an in- 
verse filter. For instance, a simple inverse filter that restores the atheriualised MIT 
to diffraction-limited performance (0.5 at the Nyquist frequency) amplifies the uu- 
derlying noise by a factor of 24. The inaguitude of the frequency response of' this 
inverse filter is shown in Fig. 6.21. The filter contains amplificatiou Values that 
range from I to 7 in the horizontal frequency axis and from t to 80 111 the diagoual 
axis. Clearly, a noise-suppression linear filteriug technique sucli as the Wicuer filter 
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Figure 6.21: Magnitude of the frequency msponsc of the inverse filtcr up to the 
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is required. 
Three different restoration scheines With wl(, Il(, I- filters have heell applied to the 
wavefront coding IR, images in order to illlpj-ov(ý jjjjýjg(ý (111ji'llty tj-tjft(! t, s: 
o Scheme 1. For the entire temperature range, the images are decouvolved with 
a single Wiener filter which is calculated from the OTF at the 110111inal tem- 
perature. 
e Scheme 2. Three Wiener filters calculated from the ()TFs at --5('(,, +25('(' 
and +55"C were applied to images acquired it, - 20"C' < T, < +I 0"C, I 0('C' 
T2 < 40"C and 40('C < T-j :! ý 70"C respectively. 
Scheme 3. Nine Wiener filters are employed throughout t, ll(' tellipendure do- 
main. Each filter is applied to iniages acquired witifin ten degrees. 
The last two schemes require a temperature sensor Incorporated in the thortiml ini- 
ager. In Figs. 6.22,6.23 and 6.24, we displ, ýy the restored images for the threc 
deconvolution schemes respectively. For comparison, we also exhibit next, to the 
restored images the images acquired by the traditional IR system wit h no at, herinal- 
ization present. Note the visually superior image quality attained by t, ll(' wavefront 
coded system at the extremes of the operating temperature range. 
Artifacts are particularly appirent in Figs. 6.22 due to die mpid phnse varl- 
ations in the wavefront coded OTF with thernial defocus. 'I'lic artifActs, tend to 
vanish from the images as the, phase mismatches hetween the OTF all(I (jeconvolu- 
tion kernels are minimized by restoring with more lAia-se-coupling kernels. This crin 
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Figure 6.22: Schcmc A. Simulated intages for thc traditional IR, system, ra, 11) 
wavefront-coded imagcs (CCWTV) and after Wicncr rcstoration with. a singlc filtcr 
applied across the entirc temperature range (right). 
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Figure 6.23: Schme B. Simulatcd images for tltc tradiblonal IR, systcm vaul 
wavefront-coded i'magcs (centi-c) and aftcr Wiencr rcstoration, vath, thrcc jtlt(, i, s ap- 
phed across the c7itire tcTriperaturc rangc (right). 
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Figure 6.24: Schc7nc C. Simulatcd intages for tlt(' olt (11 11? systc7n, rav) 
ges «ýcnti-(., ) and (1.. er wave -otit-co(Icd ima *on lilith, rünc filtuf's (IP- fil ff, 
plicd across tlic cntirc tempcraturc range (right). 
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Figure 6.25: Simulated difference image (True scene minus 7-cstorcd image) across 
the operational temperature range for the three restoration schcuic rcportcd in this 
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be clearly seen in Fig. 6.23 and Fig. 6.24 where the number of filters used is greater 
than 1. 
Visual perception can only provide a qualitative appraisal. We therefore use a 
more objective metric such as the root mean squared error (RMSE) over the whole 
image. The RMSE per pixel is defined as 
1NN2 
RMSE= T2-EE(O[i, jj-I[i, j]) (6-9) 
i=l j=l 
where the image is aNxN pixel array, 0 is the model scene and I the restored 
image. Pixel locations in the image are given by [i, j]. We use the RMSE as a 
metric to compare the different restoration schemes with respect to each other and 
the object. In Fig. 6.25, we display the difference images, each formed by subtracting 
the restored image from the true object, for the three restoration methods suggested 
here. The amount of RMSE in the Wiener-restored images averaged out across the 
operating temperature range for the A, B and C deconvolution methods is 3.8%, 
2.7%, and 2.3%, respectively. The same metric was calculated for traditional system 
without athermalization and an error of 8.5% was obtained. Thus, the wavefront 
coding IR system with any of the restoration schemes outperforms the traditional 
IR system, a fact that is also corroborated by the visual appearance of the various 
images. 
In summary, we have demonstrated with this study that wavefront coding can 
be certainly used as an adequate athermalization technique by carefully balancing 
the trade-off between noise amplification and wavefront-coded distortion required to 
extend the usable temperature range of the IR system. We have shown that wave- 
front coding enables enhanced image quality across the entire temperature range 
whilst reducing system complexity and cost. Improvements in the post-detection 
digital processing (eg. increased number of deconvolution kernels throughout tem- 
perature range and use of non-linear filtering techniques) will help reduce the noise 
amplification and obtain restored images with fewer artifacts. Future advancements 
in detector sensitivity will reduce system noise in uncooled detectors and will pro- 
vide greater scope for the use of wavefront coding in low-cost thermal imager whilst 
maintaining current performance levels. 
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4 Optimised thermal imaging with a singlet and 
wavefront coding 
The potential of wavefront coding as a joint optimization of optics and electronics 
increases the degrees of freedom of traditional optical design and therefore overcomes 
the usual tradeoff encountered in optical systems: high performance is achieved at 
the expense of increasing lens complexity, optical element counts and cost. In the 
work presented here, we consider the possibility of using wavefront coding to reduce 
the lens count of a traditional two-element infrared imaging system whilst main- 
taining high optical throughput and acceptable image quality. The new wavefront 
coding optical system combines a singlet with a phase mask inserted in the front 
surface and benefits from low weight and low cost optics. The actual construction 
of this optical system was carried out by Qioptiq (formerly Thales Optronics), UK. 
The experimental performance studies took placed at FLIR, Sweden, who kindly 
offered their facilities and a LWIR uncooled detector. The post-detection digital 
restoration was performed in collaboration with Saab Bofors Dynamics, Sweden. 
4.1 Modeling of the wavefront coding singlet 
The initial IR optical system consisted of two elements made of germanium, F/1, 
with an effective focal length of 75 mm and field of view of 12 x9 degrees. The oper- 
ating wavelengths were 9- 12pm. The lens was based on the Petzval configuration, 
which included an even asphere in the second surface of the front element. 
This two-element IR system was then reduced to a single element by removing 
the rear meniscus that acted as a field flattener. The new optical system formed by 
the singlet is shown in Fig. 6.26 and its optical specification is displayed in Table 6.2. 
The front and rear surfaces of the singlet were re-optimised with Zemax in order 
to preserve the f-number and focal length of the previous system. The singlet was 
corrected from coma and spherical aberration (by bending the lens and using an even 
asphere), but its optical performance (MTF, PSF and optical path difference) across 
the field of view was greatly limited by astigmatism and field curvature. Further 
re-optimization was carried out to try to improve the imaging performance of the 
IR singlet; however unavoidable astigmatism and field curvature remained present. 
The singlet on-axis MTF performance was diffraction-limited but rapidly decreased 
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Figure 6.26: Singlet layout made of germanium, effective focal length f=75 mm, F11, 
field of view of 12 x9 degrees. Note the off-axis performance limited by abcrrations 
(mainly astigmatism and field curvature). 
Surface Radius curvature Thickness Material Semi-diameter Conic 
Obj. Inf. Inf. Inf. 
Stop Inf. 1 37.5 
2 69.964 8.00 Ge 39.24 
3* 92.791 68.56 Ge 37.44 
Ima. Inf. 10 0 
*Even Asphere J31 32 33 34 
0 3.9707E-8 3.273SE-12 6.0239E-16 
Table 6.2: Singlet optical specifications. 
even for narrow fields of view. At the edge of the vertical and horizontal fields of 
view the optical path different showed a maximum wavefront error of 10 and 18 
waves respectively (A = 10.5/ini). 
At this stage of the project, the goal is set to correct up to 6 waves of aberration. 
This amount of wavefront aberration corresponds to the optical path difference 
(OPD) at a half field of view (FoV) of about 3.5 degrees. In terms of detector 
area, only the PSFs within a 4.5 min half-width square are corrected. The variation 
of the MTF of the singlet with FoV is illustrated in Fig. 6.27, in which the MTFs 
exhibit multiple zeros and astigmatism is clearly present for there is a large disparity 
between the sagittal and tangential MTF. The MTFs are displayed up to the Nyquist 
frequency of the detector (10 cycles/mm). The target specification required that the 
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Figure 6.28: Area of the detectOT' (black), ai-ca of PSF inva'i-tance and abcrration 
mitigation (in whitc). In gT-ey Z'S the 7-egion whem a sh'ift-variant PSF deconvolution 
technique can be applied to mcovcr par-ts of the intage. 
phase mask must be able to alleviate the effect of aberrations across the FoV ranging 
from 0 up to 7 degrees. Fig. 6.28 shows the actual area of the detector array (in 
black), the area in white represents the region where the phase mask PSFs remain 
practically invariant and where the aberrations have been corrected. The radius of 
the white circle is 4.5inin. Between these two regions there exists a square region, in 
gray, in which the variation of the PSFs with FoV is sufficiently small to enable the 
application of deconvolution techniques that correct for the spatially varying PSF. 
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The reason for excluding the parts of the FoV outside the above mentioned 
gray square is that the PSF of the system quickly becomes very large, of order of 
millimeters. Restoration of effects of such large PSFs is not easily dealt with. To 
increase the astigmatism-free area, it would require stronger phase masks. However, 
it should be kept in mind that larger aberration invariance also leads to greater 
deconvolution kernels and lower MTFs which in turn will lead to greater noise am- 
plification in the image restoration process. 
In the original singlet, the detector is placed at the Gaussian focal plane 
(68.5368mm from the lens), that is, where the on-axis FoV is in sharp focus, thus 
its optical path difference OPD=O, \. At this image position, the F6V at the outer 
edge suffers a maximum OPD=6, \. For an optimum aberration correction with the 
phase mask, the detector plane is moved towards the lens to 68.3043 mm. In this 
position, the OPD across the field of view is balanced with values ranging from -M 
to +3, \. The justification for doing an OPD balance can be found in more detail in 
the caustic analysis presented in Chapter 2. Briefly, this action places the detector 
in a position at which the overlap of the caustics for the on-axis and extreme-off-axis 
FoV is maximized. Let us recall that the overlap at the image plane of the caustics 
for different object positions or, in this case, different fields of view determines the 
amount of aberration invaxiance. 
Two types of phase mask axe initially selected: the cubic phase mask a (X3 +Y 3) 
and the petal phase mask -y(X3 + y3) + #(X2y + Xy2). For an optimum aberration 
mitigation y= -3,3 [42]. We employ the numerical optimization feature provided 
by Zemax to calculated the optimum values of a or 8 and y so that the merit of 
function is minimized. A similar procedure was applied to the optimization of a 
logaxithmic phase mask in Ref. [32]. The merit function contains three distinctive 
sections: 
1. The first section is defined as the difference between the MTFs at various 
spatial frequencies of a comprehensive set of FoV and the on-axis MTF. If this 
part of the merit function is minimized, the MTFs will be very similar and 
astigmatism will be reduced. 
2. The second section is defined as the difference between on-axis MTF and a 
diffraction-limited MTF with a modulation of 0.5 at the Nyquist frequency. If 
this part of the merit function is minimized, the height of the MTFs will have 
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the highest possible values. 
3. Finally, the third part sets a constrain on the merit function so no nulls become 
present in the wavefront coding MTFs up to the Nyquist frequency. 
Basically, the minimization of our merit function yields the highest value of the 
MTFs for a wavefront coding singlet that is invariant with field of view. The 
calculated optimum values of the petal phase mask are -y = 0.009779A and 3= 
-0.030530A. Note that these parameters describe wavefront distortion directly, not 
surface deformations. In terms of surface relief y, = 9.781im and 0, = -30.53pm 
which results in a peak-to-valley height of 29.341im in a germanium substrate. 
Unfortunately, the cubic phase mask is unable to correct the aberration of the 
fields of view that fall outside the favourable axis of the phase mask. Furthermore, 
for these fields, the cubic mask fails to remove the nulls in the MTFs, as illustrated 
in Fig. 6.29(a). Increasing the value of a does not solve the problem but aggravates 
it by bringing down the MTFs of these fields of view. It becomes apparent that 
the cubic phase mask cannot cope with aberrations whose point spread functions 
axe not rotationally symmetric or structured along the tangential and sagittal di- 
rections where the cubic phase mask attains the highest aberration insensitivity. 
This effect can be clearly observed in Fig. 6.30. The PSFs at F6V (Omm, Omm) and 
(4.5mm, Omm) are unaffected by astigmatism, however at (3mm, 3mm) the charac- 
teristic 1, shaped of the cubic PSF has disappeared. The aberration associated with 
the PSF at (3mm, 3mm) produces nulls in the MTF. This effect can be understood 
from the our decomposition of the wavefront coding OTF along the diagonal axis 
presented in Chapter 4: the spiral-like structure that allows aberration tolerance is 
barely present at the diagonals and thus any aberration with distinctive degradation 
on these frequencies will not be affected by the mask. This behaviour is not only 
limited to the cubic phase mask but to any rectangularly-separable antisymmetric 
phase mask. As a result, the cubic phase mask was eliminated for manufacture. 
The effect of the petal phase mask in the MTF of the optical system is illus- 
trated in Fig. 6.29(b). When the designed petal phase mask is inserted into the 
system, the MTFs remain essentially constant and identical to each other. Note 
that these MTFs have no zero values and astigmatism has been effectively removed. 
This is in contrast to the MTF performance of the singlet alone. The field-invariant 
MTFs allows the applications of a simple single inverse digital filter within the PSF 
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invariance region and the system would be restored to an almost diffraction-limited 
performance. It can be observed that the field invariant imaging performance is 
accompanied with a reduction in the magnitude of the MTFs in comparison with 
the on-axis in-focus performance of the IR singlet. This drop in the signal height 
represents significant noise amplification in the digitally processed image. The sup- 
pression in the MTFs is determined by the strength of the PPE phase mask given by 
the parameters a and fl. As we will see in the next sections, restoration algorithms 
must be chosen accordingly in order to prevent noise amplification to unacceptable 
levels. 
4.2 Experimental realization of the wavefront coded IR sin- 
glet 
Manufacture of the petal phase mask 
The germanium aspherical singlet with the specifications described in Table 6.2 was 
manufactured by single point diamond machining. Our collaborators from Qiopitq 
had the phase mask manufactured at Cranfield University, UK. Despite the difficul- 
ties and challenges involved in the manufacturing process, the produced phase mask 
presented very little deviation from the originally designed phase mask. The physi- 
cal peak-to-valley distance of the manufactured phase mask is 24 microns, which is 
slightly less than that of the designed mask (28 microns). This small reduction in the 
phase height results in a small loss of aberration tolerance, thus fields of view near 
the edge at 4.5mm, become in some way affected by the weaker manufactured phase 
mask. Fig. 6.31 shows a comparison of the interferograms generated by the designed 
and manufactured phase masks. It can be observed that a minor deformation from 
the ideal shape was introduced during the manufacturing process. 
In addition to manufacturing three petal phase mask with a peak-to-valley 
height of 24 microns, another three petal phase mask with identical shape but with 
less surface peak-to-valley sag (ý- 16 microns) were manufactured. This mask cor- 
responds to approximately 3 waves of aberration correction. The phase masks were 
not incorporated into the singlet surface in order to reduce cost (only one singlet had 
to be made) and manufacturing complexity. In practical terms, the sepaxation of the 
phase mask and singlet has a negligible effect on the outcome of the experiment. In 
addition, fabrication of several masks allowed us to select the most accurately-made 
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Figure 6.29: MTF perfmYnance up to the Nyquist frequency for various Fo V for IR. 
singlet with (a) cubic phase mask and (b) petal phase Tnask after optimization. 
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mask and increase the probability of producing a successful experimental realization. 
Image restoration and results 
The inclusion of a PPE element blurs the image In a well known way. The PSV 
of the optical system is, as mentioned above, al)1)"Oxilliately shift-variant. E, spc- 
cially towards the edges of the FoV, the PSF changes rapidly. Diie to tite spatial 
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vaxiation of the optical PSF, it is not possible to use a single deconvolution kernel 
for restoration of the whole encoded image. In the central part of the FoV, where 
the optimised phase mask has reduced the astigmatism of the singlet and hence 
the PSF is practically constant, deconvolution can actually be expected to yield an 
acceptable restoration. In this section, we briefly describe the image restoration 
approach. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to describe in detail the Van Cittert 
and Lucy-Richardson deconvolution algorithms, the interested reader can refer to 
Refs. [4,1201. Amritpal Singh, from Saab Bofors Dynamics (Sweden) was responsible 
for the decoding and execution of image inversion based on the data provided by us. 
To deal with shift-variant blur one must look at how blur is introduced in the 
image. The blurring of an image can be described as an integral equation. Below is 
an integral equation of the first order, also called the Fredholm integral of the first 
kind: 
i(s) =I h(s, t)o(t)dt + n, (6-10) 
The detected image i is formed by the original image o and the blurring function 
h, (s, t) are 2-D spatial coordinates and n is an additive noise term. The aim is to 
recover the image o or a close estimate from the knowledge of i and h. The solution to 
the general integral-equation can be significantly more difficult than deconvolution. 
A Van Cittert method supplemented with an interpolation scheme to con- 
trol the shift-variant PSFs is firstly used to estimate the image o. Van Cittert 
is a straight-forward iteration scheme with no difficulties of implementation. The 
method is formulated in matrix-form: 
xn=x n-1 + r,, (b - HXn-1) (6-11) 
where x is the estimate of the original image, b is the blurred image, II is the PSF 
matrix and r. is the relaxation factor that weighs the difference of the observed 
image and the output at n-1. The images, originally of size mxn, are reshaped 
into column-vectors of size mn xLH is a matrix of size mn x mn where each row 
corresponds to the PSF in one point in the image plane. The calculation is iterated 
until an image with sufficient quality is produced. Suppression of noise is handled 
by stopping iterations early, before the noise is amplified to unacceptable levels. 
The problem is that the PSF is not known at every pixel in the image, every 
row of H is not known, and it varies over the image plane. This calls for some kind 
of interpolation which is what the interpolation-scheme mentioned above performs. 
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As a reference a well known deconvolution method, namely the Lucy - Richard- 
son deconvolution (LRD) algorithm [1211 is also used during evaluation. Because the 
LRD algorithm selected for this application is shift-invariant, we employ a sample 
of the PSFs from the centre of the image since that is the area of most interest and 
it is where the PSFs were optimised. The LRD iterations are defined as: 
X'(S) = Xn- I (S) H(S) (& 
b(s) 
(6-12) 
H(S) (& Xn-l(, 5) 
) 
where (9 denotes convolution and s is a spatial coordinate. 
The PSFs, used in the restoration process, are calculated by modeling the 
manufactured singlet and phase mask in Zemax. By simulating the manufactured 
optical elements in Zemax, we are able to increase the accuracy and reliability of 
the restoration process. In order to model the manufactured phase mask in Zemax 
a Zernike polynomial fitting based on experimental interferometric measurements 
obtained from the germanium phase mask is used. Further details of the Zernike 
fitting and coefficient values can be found in Appendix G. The Zernike coefficients 
obtained in the fitting generated a new phase mask whose root-mean-square error 
with respect to the real manufactured phase mask resulted to be less than 2%. This 
minute error was assumed to be negligible as can be observed from the comparison of 
the Zernike-fitted MTF in Fig. 6.32 and the originally designed MTF in Fig. 6.29(b). 
Both MTFs are practically identical. For practical reasons, it is not possible to 
provide the restoration algorithm with PSFs at each image pixel. Instead the PSFs 
axe calculated at certain field intervals as shown in Fig. 6.33. It shows the regions 
where the PSFs remain insensitive to off-axis aberration (area of radius 4.5mm) 
and where aberration outweighs the wavefront coding action. The filter response of 
the PSF at points situated between field intervals is approximated through a linear 
interpolation between the four nearest known PSF samples. 
In the experimental setup an uncooled IR detector array with 320x240 pixels 
and a pixel size of 38 microns is placed at the optimal image plane. The total F6V 
of the system is 9.2 by 7 degrees. The operating wavelengths were 9-12pm. There 
was a light snow fall during the imaging session, resulting in rather small scene 
contrasts. Examples of the resulting images are shown in Fig. 6.34. Stationary 
scenes of a building were imaged both with and without the phase mask. In these 
figures we also show the results of the restoration using the Van Cittert algorithm, 
which takes into account the spatial variation of the PSF. As a reference, we also 
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show the results of restoration with LRD, which only uses the central PSF. A non 
uniformity correction algorithm for detector fixed pattern noise was applied on the 
images but was unable to completely remove it, as can clearly be seen in the images. 
Work remains to be done in the implementation of techniques to mitigate the impact 
of noise in real sensors, especially fixed pattern noise. An interesting study [1221 
has been undertaken for the adaptive estimation of the gain and bias nonuniformity 
in infrared detectors from scene data. It has proved its utility in mitigating fixed- 
pattern noise which makes it particularly suitable for our IR wavefront coded image. 
Joint utilization of the petal phase mask with restoration algorithm such as 
the Van Cittert and Lucy-Richardson methods, clearly enhances the imaging per- 
formance across the field of view, as it can be observed in From Fig. 6.34. We 
judge that the image quality after restoration is still superior in all of the considered 
cases to that produced with only a single element. Unfortunately the restoration 
process also amplifies noise and thereby lowers the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). We 
should note here that the uncooled detector in combination with the weather con- 
ditions leads to excessive amounts of fixed pattern noise, which is exaggerated in 
the restoration process. A better non-uniformity correction and/or higher contrast 
input images can be expected to yield even better restored images, with respect to 
image detail and SNR. To some extent, the noise can be reduced in the restored 
images by adaptive image processing, such as a Wiener filtering or wavelets based 
noise reduction algorithms. Lucy-Richardson deconvolution works surprisingly well 
in the central part of the FOV and exhibit moderate noise amplification. Towards 
the edges of the field of view LRD is not able to deblur the images, see Fig. 6.34(b). 
The Van Cittert algorithm, taking into account the varying PSF, performs better 
towards the edges of the FOV but results in somewhat higher noise amplification. 
The lower noise amplification in the Lucy-Richardson restoration is partly due to 
the fact that it only deals with a rather nice, i. e. small, PSF and partly because 
the implementation uses regularization, between iterations, to suppress noise. At 
the time being, the Van Cittert implementation has no regulaxizing mechanisms and 
also deals with rather large PSFs at the edges of the FOV. 
To conclude, we have described what we believe is the first experimental real- 
ization of the potential of using a phase mask together with digital signal processing 
to reduce the number of optical elements and mitigate aberrations in an IR imaging 
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system. To avoid the effect of thermal defocus, as it is the case with all germanium 
made optics, future work should include manufacture of a wavefront coded singlet 
from chalcogenides, with the encoding phase function incorporated into the front 
surface. In this case, the manufacturing of the singlet will benefit from low-cost 
moulding techniques. 
Conclusions 
Three simulated and experimental examples of the benefits of wavefront coding tech- 
nique have been reported: the reduction of peak intensity at the detector when the 
imager is illuminated with laser light (EOPM), the athermalization of a complete 
IR optical system subject to a temperature range of -200C to +700C and an exper- 
imental IR system where the number of optical elements was decreased by a factor 
of two while maintaining imaging performance. The performance improvements at- 
tained by wavefront coding are balanced by significant increase in the system noise. 
Future work shall investigate in a comprehensive manner several iterative deconvo- 
lution technique for real phase encoded images in order to suppress noise and image 
axtifacts, principal limitations of this technique. 
The use of wavefront coding for electro-optical protective measures could be 
the subject of follow-on work, such as the reduction in the intensity of the optical 
retro-reflection. An additional consideration is that, in the case of the petal mask, 
wavefront coding could be an agile protective measure: varying between zero effect 
and maximum effect by the simple axial rotation of an optical element. 
As a final comment, the manufacture of the asymmetric elements employed 
during these experiments is not unproblematic, but the major problems appear to 
be solved. Masks have been manufactured by Qioptiq (UK) for use in infrared sys- 
tems using diamond machining. At Heriot Watt University, we have manufactured 
visible masks using reactive ion etching on glass. In future work, moulding and mag- 
netorheological finishing may also be used. In summary, wavefront coding appears 
to offer significant potential in the three application presented here. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and future work 
This thesis reports an investigation into the physical principles and potential appli- 
cations of wavefront coding. The technique has been developed to mitigate the 
impact of optical aberrations in incoherent imaging systems. It employs phase 
masks and post-detection digital signal processing to achieve tolerance to aberra, 
tions which could not be attained by traditional imaging systems whilst maintaining 
their diffraction-limited resolution. 
We have presented a review of the theory of wavefront coding and derived 
mathematical expressions of the phase masks that allow an increase in the tolerance 
to third order aberrations such as defocus, astigmatism and coma. This theoreti- 
cal work required a series of numerical studies and simulations which included an 
understanding of the principles of diffraction and image recovery, as well as the nec- 
essary mathematical tools to evaluate integrals and perform computer-modeling of 
the diffraction phenomena. 
In Chapter 2, we have evaluated the integral of the ambiguity function within 
the stationary phase approximation to obtain a rectangularly separable cubic phase 
mask suitable for the alleviation of defocus aberration. In a parallel study based 
on a purely geometrical optics description of the phenomenon, we have shown that 
rectangularly sepaxable antisymMetric phase masks of polynomial degree equal or 
near cubic are the optimum when the optical system suffers from defocus aberration. 
In contrast to the mathematical complexity of integral equations, the geometrical 
optics approach offers analytical equations and clear and useful picture of the en- 
coding process which may be potentially employed to design new phase mask for 
specific applications. 
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Antisymmetric: phase masks are efficient in reducing the sensitivity to aber- 
rations but their manufacture is in general problematic and costly. An attractive 
alternative for less-demanding applications that offers the advantage of low cost 
manufacture can be attained with rotationally symmetric phase masks. For this 
reason, in Chapter 3, we have minimised an asymptotic expansion of the integral of 
the variation of the Strehl ratio to design a quartic filter that achieves insensitivity 
to astigmatism and coma aberrations while enhancing the tolerance to defocus. 
One of the most important outcomes of this thesis has been the development of 
a new understanding of the formation of the optical transfer function in incoherent 
imaging systems. The novel approach, presented in Chapter 4, is based on a geo- 
metrical analysis of plane curves and has been shown to provide by simple means an 
evaluation method of wavefront coding and a unique insight into its physical prin- 
ciples. This method offers an important tool for evaluation of phase masks against 
specific aberration. 
The performance of the wavefront coded phase masks has been investigated by 
means of merit functions based on the modulation transfer function, point spread 
function and Strehl ratio. We have shown that the increased tolerance to aberrations 
is accompanied by a significant reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio and artifacts in 
the digitally restored image. We have shown in Chapter 5 that noise amplification 
is probably the most important factor when designing wavefront coding systems. 
We have extended earlier incomplete studies of the noise levels to include not only 
the tangential and sagittal axes (most favourable) but the entire spatial frequency 
domain for the cubic and petal phase masks. The metrics, that quantified the noise 
gain were generated from the entire wavefront coded MTFs. A study of the noise 
amplification that separates a certain signal space of higher MTF values from a 
certain noise space of lower MTF remains to be done. 
We have shown that the phase of the optical transfer function of antisymmetric 
phase masks varies rapidly with increasing aberration. The disparity between the 
phase of the convolution and deconvolution kernels during the inverse filtering lies at 
the origin of the presence of artifacts in the restored image. Unless the deconvolution 
kernel is adjusted, the artifacts become apparent. A more complete figure of merit 
that contains not only the magnitude of the wavefront coding OTF, but its phase 
(of greater importance in enhancing aberration tolerance) would be very relevant to 
explore in future work. 
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The majority of electronic imaging systems are undersampled, and this leads 
to aliasing. Until now, the 
ýampling effect of the detector had been neglected in 
all wavefront coding analysis by assuming that the cut-off frequency of imaging 
systems was determined by the optical system only. In Chapter 5, we have provided 
a comprehensive performance model in order to characterise the sampling artifacts 
(aliasing) as fixed-pattern noise. We have demonstrated that the complex nature 
of the wavefront coded OTF results in a reduced aliasing component compaxed to 
a traditional sampled imaging system. Furthermore, the restoration of wavefront 
coded images is not compromised by detector sampling. 
The thesis is also motivated by the implementation of wavefront coding to 
reduce the cost of military and commercial thermal imagers. The development of 
uncooled detectors has allowed a greatly decrease cost of the detector but the optics 
will increasingly dominate the cost of thermal imaging systems. We have demon- 
strated that by employing wavefront coding and post-detection signal processing, 
physical and mechanical parts can be removed in favour of low-cost electronics. An 
extensive assessment through numerical simulations and optimisations of the use of 
wavefront coding as an athermalization technique was reported in Chapter 6. De- 
spite high levels of noise amplification, we have demonstrated that overall image 
quality was significantly improved from just ±10'C to ±500C, so that the thermal 
imager could be operated in a more realistic temperature range and with decreased 
system complexity. A further investigation into deconvolution algorithms to reduce 
noise amplification in this particular application is necessary. More sophisticated 
image processing including non-lineax algorithms and iterative methods need to be 
considered in the future to improve image quality. 
The work reported in this thesis alms to provide future research with a com- 
prehensive framework from which to develop the wavefront coding methodology of 
jointly designing the components of an imaging system. This methodology will be 
incorporated into specialized software that allows to model the components of the 
imaging system (optical elements, phase masks, detector architecture, noise model, 
image processing and observer) as well as provide figures of merit based on the ob- 
jectives of a particular system or imaging application. The modeling will include 
optimisation of the system variables (e. g. shape and strength of the phase mask) in 
order to minimize the cost functions and achieve the final imaging system. 
This thesis has not been restricted only to theoretical or modeling work. Sev- 
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eral experimental realizations of wavefront coding systems have been implemented. 
In Chapter 6 we have reported the first wavefront-coded single-element thermal- 
imaging lens which provides an image sharpness across the field of view equal to one 
employing a traditional two-element system. In collaboration with our partners, we 
have achieved a 40% reduction in physical components and weight, and therefore a 
large reduction in cost and simplified assembly with greater tolerances. 
Our research into wavefront coding shows how combining optical and digital 
processing provides an extra degree of freedom that can offer improved imaging 
performance across a wider range of conditions and at reduced cost. It is not a 
pana, cea, however; aberration-free imaging offers the ultimate in performance, but 
for many applications in which aberrations axe present, whether due to a requirement 
to image objects in depth or to limitations in lens complexity, wavefront coding offers 
an additional parameter to be included within the design trade-off space. 
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Appendix A 
Stationary phase approximation 
The stationary phase method originated in the interference principle of water waves 
and formulated in more general terms by Kelvin [56]. In the last decades, work on 
diffraction and other problems has caused the method to be extended to multiple 
integrals. 
According to Huygens' principle the field diffracted by an aperture is obtained 
by adding the contributions of an infinitive number of secondary waves, one from 
each point in the aperture. Mathematically, this sum is expressed as a diffraction 
integral. By evaluating the diffraction integral asymptotically, one can show that 
only a few of the secondary waves mentioned above contribute significantly to the 
diffractive field [60]. This observation forms the physical basis for the use of the 
method of stationary phase in solving diffraction integral. 
In this appendix, we describe some of the fundamental concepts of this subject 
and provide the equations that allow us to evaluate analytically the various one- and 
two-dimensional diffraction integrals encountered throughout this thesis. 
Consider a one-dimensional integral of the form 
X2 
j=f (x) exp(iko(x»dx, 
xi 
where the phase function O(x) is a real-valued function, the amplitude function 
f (x) may be complex and k= 27r/A is the wave number. If k is sufficiently large, 
as it is the case in the optical domain, the integral in Eq. (A-1) may be evaluated 
asymptotically as A --+ 0. For large k, the integrand exp(iko(x)) oscillates so rapidly 
compared to f(x) that cancelation occurs, except in the immediate neighborhoods 
of a stationary point x=x. at which 0'(x) = 0, and boundary points x, and X2- 
Thus, the main contribution to the integral in Eq. (A-1) comes from infinitesimally 
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small regions around the stationary points. In practice, integrals may contain more 
than one stationary point. If the stationary points are close together or near the 
boundary regions, the mathematical expressions become complicated and out of the 
scope of our work. Therefore, we restrict our research to derive phase filters in 
Chapter 2 and 3 to the simple case of an isolated stationary point, that lies inside 
the integration domain but far from its boundaries. Following the procedure by van 
Kampen [123,1241, we may expand O(x) in a Taylor series about the stationary 
point x. at which 4. =0 to obtain 
O(X') = O(x. ) + 0'(x. )(x - X. ) +1 O"(X-) (X - XX +--- (A-2) 2 
By replacing the Taylor expansion of 0 up to the second order in Eq. (A-1) and 
taking into account that 0'. = 0, we obtain X 
J- exp [ikO(x. )] f (x. ) 
00 
exp 
1 
ik0! '(x) (x - x. )' (A-3) 
IM 
The introduction of infinite limits of integration is justified since x. is an isolated 
stationary point, far from the boundaries x, and X2. The Gaussian integral in Eq. (A- 
3) can be evaluated analytically (see Ref. [1251 or Ref. [72] for further details) which 
yields 
7r) 
J- exp [ikO(x, )] f (x. ) I exp 
(ilt 
4 
(A-4) 
with p= signo"(x. ). This last equation represents the main term of the contribution 
to J corresponding to the stationary point x=x., assuming a certain degree of 
smoothness in 0 and f. 
The same approach can be adopted when optical diffraction is described by a 
two-dimensional double integral of the type 
f (x, y) exp(iko(x, y»dxdy, (A-5) 
A 
where the phase function O(x, y) is a real-valued function, the amplitude function 
f (xi y) may be a complex-valued function and A is the area of the aperture. In the 
same fashion as for the one-dimensional problem, if k is large enough, the leading 
contribution to the integral J occurs when the phase 0 is stationary, i. e. 
xj, 
=Lol =O. (A-6) ä-x 
1 
ay 
ya 
with (x., y. ) the stationary point. For an isolated interior stationary point, the 
expression for J becomes 
27ra 
klH(x,, V,., )ý/2 
f (X8l Y19) eXP[ikO(x,, (A-7) 
8 
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0 
where H (x, y) is given by 
H(X, Y) = 
020ig2o 
.( 
020 )2 
(A-8) 
, 9X2 jqy2 axl9y 
and 
1 if H (X., Y. ) <0 
or +i if H(X., Y, ) >0, a2olaX2 > 0. (A-9) 
-i if H(X., Y, ) > 0, 
a2olaX2 <0 
These last three equations are also used in the second part of Chapter 3 to 
derive the central intensity of the point spread function of an optical system with a 
phase mask. 
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Appendix B 
Ray trace equations of an imaging 
system with a cubic phase mask 
In contrast to a perfect optical system where all the rays come to focus at the 
same image point on the optical axis, a wavefront coding system deflects the rays so 
that they cross the optical axis at different locations. However, note that any ray 
transmitted by cubic phase mask will intersect at some point with the remainders. 
Two rays emerging from the exit pupil at p, and P2 will cross each other when 
f (112) PI) --": f (X12 i P2); this condition 
is met when 
X12 " 
M(PlsP2) (B-1) 
N(p,, P2)1 
After lengthy mathematical manipulation, we obtain M and N 
3322 (p2 _ d2 - pl) 3ap, (p, - di) 3aP2 2 i) a (p2 M(PltP2) 
R3 R3 + 3c'Pl p2l 
+ 
R3 + 3aPVýýP22 
(B-2) 
and 
N(pi, P2) ý-- 
11 
(B-3) 
L! 2+ 
2- P2 
( 
ROr 2) Pl 
(251 
+7d3 ON 
, -P2 V/di 
Q 
P2 1 
The exact expression for the caustic curve in parametric format produced by a cubic 
phase mask is given by 
CI(P) =f (lim M(P, p+ JA 6p-o N(p, p+ Jp) 'p) 
CV(P) = lim 
M(P, P+jp) (B-4) 
6p-o N(p, p+ bp) 
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evaluating further, yields 
1 
CI(P) 
R6 [dj2R3 + 6pCj (d, 2 - p2)3/2 
x 
302aýý-p2 
[ (4R6 + qpa. ýýp2R 
3_9 4C, 2) ý2 + (9 4a2- R6) d2 ppi 
(B-5) 
d. + ýP-3 + 
[3pa (p2 - d2j) + R3 ýýp2 Cx (p)] CY (P) R3 R3 + 3pCj ýýp2 
The approximation of the caustic curve by a parabola assumes that there is a linear 
relationship between C..,, (p) and the exit-pupil coordinate p of the transmitted ray. 
Thus, we generate a power series expansion for C. (p) about the point p=0 up to 
the first order term, which results 
Cx(p) = di _ 
6di2ap 
+ OH2, (B-6) 
R3 
rearranging and defining Jx = C. (p) - di as the displacement along the optical axis 
relative to the image plane, we obtain a linear approximation between p and Jx 
R3 jx (B-7) 
6dila 
which is a valid approximation when a << R2/6di. The range of validity has been 
obtained by considering that the higher order terms in Eq. (B-6) when p take its 
maximum value at the edge of the pupil p=R should be neglected, thus 
6di2a 
>> O[R]2. R2 (B-8) 
The final step requires substituting Eq. (B-7) into Cj, (p) given in Eq. (B-5). This 
results in an elaborated expression which contains high order term in 8x. By ex- 
panding the expression into a Taylor series and extracting only the terms in 8x that 
form a pure parabola we obtain the equation for the parabolic caustic near the image 
plane, finally 
C(JX) 
T? 3 
JX2 (B-9) 124a 
for a Fl# optical system focusing at an object in the far distance, the caustic can 
be rewritten 
C(6x) =1 Jx 
2. (B-10) 
This can be approximated by a parabola, a the caustic is linear in p 
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3 (d2 2)3 22 
L(a) = -180a i-R- 
2R adi' (12R4 - 19di2R + 6dj4) (B-11) 
i 
36Cj2 (d2 
- 
R2)3 
i- R4& 
L(a) ; zý a 
(24R 2 
-38+ 
12di2 
(B-12) 2 di R2 
As an example, the ends of the caustic for a= 10A correspond to defocus values 
W20 ý- ±27A. This amount of defocus is much larger than what the phase mask can 
tolerate and it indicates that the invariance region must be constrained into a small 
domain near the image plane. 
2- d2 (a) 6a 
(R i) R2 2a (B-13) R4 + ga2 (R2 - d2 
2 
(a) -ý a 
(6dil 
-8 (B-14) R2 
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Appendix C 
Patent situation of wavefront, 
coding technology 
This research project has been fully funded by QinetiQ Ltd. Our industrial spon- 
sor has shown special interest on commercial exploitation of wavefront coding and 
requested an evaluation of the existing intellectual property on this technology. 
A 
brief review is included in this appendix. 
CDM Optics Inc. (E. R. Dowski and T. W. Cathey) has been granted several 
US and international (WO) patens in relation to Wavefront Coding optical systems. 
In 2005, OmniVision Technologies, one of the world's leading suppliers of CMOS 
image sensors, signed an agreement to acquire all of the outstanding securities of 
CDM Optics, Inc. Omnivision Technologies aims to be able to reduce the overall cost 
of an auto-focus and zoom camera module while reducing the reliability issues and 
supply limitations associated with current mobile phone camera module systems. 
Their main market is concentrated in the low-cost, mass-production applications 
such as mobile phones and web cams. 
The most significant patents granted to CDM Optics Inc. on the field are given 
by: 
1. US 5,748,371, Extended depth of field optical systems, May 1998. 
2. US 6,021,005, Anti-aliasing apparatus and methods for optical imaging, Feb. 
2000. 
3. US 6,069,738, Apparatus and methods for extending depth of field in image 
projection systems, May 2000. 
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4. US 6,525,302, Wavefront coding phase contrast imaging systems, Feb. 2003. 
5. US 6,842,297, Wavefront coding optics, Jan. 2005. 
6. US 6,873,733, Combined wavefront coding and amplitude contrast imaging 
systems, Mar. 2005. 
7. US 6,911,638, Wavefront coding zoom lens imaging systems, Jun. 2005. 
8. US 6,940,649, Wavefront coded imaging systems, Sep. 2005. 
In general, these patents contain two main claims by the inventor: 
o The mathematical functions that describe the shapes of the Wavefront Coding 
optics. 
* The apparatus of a wavefront coded imaging system: optical system, phase 
mask which modifies the OTF and post detection processing to inverse the 
effect of the coding. 
Phase mask profiles 
The main characteristic of these phase functions is their asymmetry. Our studies [58] 
have shown that the most suitable phase form for increasing the defocus tolerance is 
given by an odd function f (x) = -f (-x), the same is applied to non-rectangularly 
sepaxable masks. 
Another family of phase masks, and also covered by patents, includes antisym- 
metric phase forms that leave the central group of rays passing trough the masks 
unmodified. By not modifying the central rays of a wavefront coded imaging system, 
it is possible to achieve higher MTFs and more control of defocus and defocus-related 
aberrations. 
2 Apparatus and methodology 
The intellectual property of the Wavefront Coding patents is not only restricted 
to the shape of the coding elements but to the methodology or appaxatus of a 
wavefront coded imaging system. The methodology, which involves a traditional 
optical system, wavefront coding optics and a post processing element, becomes 
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therefore the strong nucleus of the patents and it is cleaxly an important part of the 
claims, eg: 
'We claim: 
wavefront coding optics between the object and the detector; 
said wavefront coding optics being constructed and arranged to alter an optical trans- 
ferfunction of the lens system in such a way that the optical transfer function is sub- 
stantially less sensitive to focus related aberrations than an unaltered optical transfer 
function, wherein the wavefront coding optics alters the optical transfer function sub- 
stantially by affecting phase of light transmitted by the optics; and a post processing 
element for processing the image captured by the detector by reverse altering the op- 
tical transfer function accomplished by the optics. 
The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the wavefront coding optics am integrally formed 
with at least one of the lenses" 
Note that the claim mentions the optical transfer function so as to be in- 
sensitive to focus related aberrations. This statement is not precisely correct and 
unequivocal since it is only the magnitude of the optical transfer function the one 
that remains practically invariant to the effect of defocus and not the phase. We have 
demonstrated [58] that the phase term of the transfer function is highly changeable 
with defocus. 
The IP covers all possible optical arrangements and substrates on which the 
phase mask can be implemented. There is no prior art about an imaging method 
which consists in distorting, with intention and in a specific way, an optical wavefront 
followed by applying post detection processing to undo the alteration. The claims 
are only restricted to Wavefront Coding phase masks that produce optical transfer 
functions less sensitive to defocus related aberrations. Phase masks which produce 
modulation transfer functions invariant to other aberrations are not mentioned. 
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Appendix D 
Amplitude and phase modulation 
of the OTF 
To calculate the amplitude and phase modulation of the OTF from the geometry of 
the spiral, it is necessary to obtain the normal to the curve in the complex plane, 
which by definition is 
. 
dL (r') 12 12)], 
n(r') =i j- =- exp[i47rv(av + 
2W20r' + 3ar (D-1) 
Tj 2 
whilst the radius of curvature at any point of the spiral is given by the inverse of 
the curvature r. 
R(r') =1=1 (D-2) 
K 161rv(W20 + 3arl) 
Combining Eq. (D-1) and Eq. (D-2), we obtain the relative oscillation m(v)l± of 
each end of the spiral with respect to their foci: 
R(±(l - v)) - n(±(l - v)). (D-3) 
The projection operation in the complex plane is given by the real component of the 
Hermitian product between the mean OTF (H(v)) and the combined modulations 
from both extremes of the spiral as given in Eq. (D-3), which yields 
Mll(v) = Re 
[(m(v)l+ 
- m(v)l-) - 
((H(v))"II(H(v))I)] (D-4) 
where * denotes complex conjugate. By substituting Eq. (D-3) and Eq. (4-13) into 
Eq. (D-4) and making use of trigonometric identities, the amplitude modulation 
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Figure D. I: Diagrain showing the relationship between the phasc modulation of thc 
OTF with dcfocus and its geometrical representation at onc cnd of thc spiral. 
obtained from summing both contributions is 
A '111 
( 1,; '111201 
1 (cosj(47rv/3ce)[U120 
- 3a(l _ ,, 
)]2 + (7r/4)1 
167rv '11120 - 3(v(l - v) 
cosf (47v/3a)[11ý20 + 3a(l - v)]2 + 
(7r/4) 
(1) 5) 
11120 + 3(v(l - v) 
The modulation orthogonal to the mean OTF, A4-t , is a incivsure of' dic am- 
plitude of the phase modulation and is readily obtained by replaciiig the cosille by 
a sine function in Eq. (4-19). This trigonometric replacement, implies simply a ro- 
tation of 90 clegrees ill the modulation, from parallel to orthogotial. Ill terms (d 
the plia-se angle AO, it is possible to obtain an expression taking into account Hic 
geometry relationships in the diagrain shown In Fig. D. I. 'I'lills" considerilig small 
phase angles so that tan AO - AO, we obtain 
A0P: t; 
Ali 
II WP/z 
v3o vx 
sill 
47rv 
['11120 
- 3(t(l _ V)]2 + 27rv['W20 
- 3a(l - vý] 
ý 
3a 4 
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Appendix E 
OTF decomposition for a circular 
aperture with cubic phase mask 
The expression for the interferogram phasor representing a pair of Young's slits on 
the horizontal (or vertical) axis of a circular aperture with a cubic phase mask is 
substituted into the two-dimensional version of Eq. (4-3), which yields 
0 
L(x', ý, 77 = 0) = 
21 X? 
ý, / -1 - 
-(x+ ýy exp 
I 4i7rý [2W20X + Ce (3X2 + ý2) (E- 1) 
7r 0 
forO<x'< 1-ý, and 
0 
L(x', ý, 77 = 0) = 
21 X1 
2V-1 - -(x- ý)2 exp 4i7rý 
[2W20X +a (3X2 + ý2) (E-2) 
7r 0f 
for -1< x' < 0. The complex decomposition of the OTF for the spatial frequency 
ý is obtained by plotting the variation of L(x, ý, 0) as x' varies from -1 +ý to 1-ý. 
The curvature of the spiral is readily calculated using the same process as for the 
1D phase mask, thus applying Eq. (4-15) to Eq. (E-1) and Eq. (E-2) we obtain after 
lengthy mathematical manipulation, 
r. (x', 77) = 
4r'Vw2o + 3ax') 
(E-3) 
, ýfj -1+ 
-(IXII + ý)21 
which is valid for -1 +ý< x' <1- ý- 
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Appendix F 
Detector MTF 
The one-dimendional MTF of a staring-focal-plane-array imaging system is given 
by 
MTFFPA(0 = MTFpýtpj,, t(ý) X MTF.,,,,, p(6), (F-1) 
where MTFf,, &pj,, t accounts for the finite-size of the detector elements and MTF,, mp 
relates to a spatially averaged transfer function that is inherent in the sampling 
process itself by assuming that the scene being image is randomly positioned with 
respect to the sampling sites [951. This random alignment corresponds to the sit- 
uation where a natural scene is imaged with an ensemble of individual alignments. 
Thus, the sampling MTF is the average over all the possible MTFs[102]. However, 
this sampling MTF does not contribute in a MTF-measurement setup where the 
test target is aligned with the sampling sites because the central assumption in its 
derivation is the random position of any image feature with respect to the sampling 
sites. Because typical test procedures rule out the sampling MTF from contributing 
to the measurements is often forgotten in a system analysis. Nevertheless, as it is 
the case in our simulations, when the scene being image has no net alignment with 
respect to the sampling sites, the sampling MTF will contribute in practice and 
should thus be included, in our system performance modeling. 
An average sampling MTF in one dimension can be defined as 
MTFsamp(6) = Isinc(6Xaamp)i 
sin(7r6Xsamp) 
(F-2) 
7r6xaamp 
where the x,,,,, p is the centre-to-centre spacing between the pixels. 
The one dimensional footprint MTF is given by 
MTFf, ap, j,, t(ý) = jsinc(ýw)j = 
! ýln(! ýLw) II 
(F-3) 
I 
7rýw 
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where the w is the size of the pixel detector. 
In the modeling of the uncooled FPA detector, we assume a pixel size of 
w= 251im with a 100% fill factor, from which it follows that x,,,,, p = w. These pa- 
rameters; were later substituted in Eq. (F-1) to simulate the MTF of the IR uncooled 
detector, see Fig. 6.13. 
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Appendix G 
Zernike polynomial fitting of the 
manufacture phase mask 
This surface Zemike fringe phase is well suited to modeling system aberrations for 
which measured interferometer data is available. The surface phase is given by 
EýV27rAj Zi (p, W), s (G-1) 
where N is the number of Zernike coefficients in the series, Ai is the coefficient on 
the i" Zernike fringe polynomial, p is the normalised radial ray coordinate and W is 
the angular ray coordinate. This particulax set of Zernike polynomials is sometimes 
called the University of Arizona notation. 
The Zernike coefficients all have units of waves and a number N= 36 was 
used in the phase mask modeling. Only the Zernike coefficient different from zero as 
shown: Z, = 0.032, 
Z2 
= -0.372, 
Z3 = 0.306, Z4 = 8E - 3, 
Z5 
= 0.34, Z6 = 1.074, 
Z7 = 0.035, 
Z8 = 0.094, Zq = -0-08, Z10 = 2.119, Z11 = -3.251, Z12 = 0.06, 
Z13 = 0.049, Z14 = -0.036, Z15 = 7E - 3, Z17 = -0-065, Zi8 = -0.114, Z19 = 0.02, 
Z2o 
= -0.045, 
Z21 = 0.0341 
Z22 = -8E - 3, 
Z23 = 0-011, Z24 = 6E - 3, 
Z25 = 
-3E - 3, 
Z26 = 0-0191 Z2T = 0.032, Z28 = -1E - 3, 
Z29 
= -0.041, Z3o = -0-012, 
Z31 0.021, Z32 = 2E - 3, 
Z33 
-5E - 37 
Z34 
= 4E - 3, Z35 = 7E -3 and 
Z36 
-9E - 3. 
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